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BSR's Endangered Colossus 
Prepare for bone jarring bass and dramatically cleaihighs from these newly developed 15 "3 -way5 speaker 
systems that nearly missed their chance to charm an audiophile's ear. BSR moved its dbx and ADC divisions 
into one facility and these speakers almost became orphans. So now, 

low clean bass. 
Its magnetic structure weighs a thun- 

dering 48 ounces. But that's not all. The 
magnetic field is developed by the rare 
earth metal Strontium for state of the art 
massive but flawlessly controlled bass. 

A 38mm voice coil with a 200° cen- 
tigrade temperature capacity, will handle 
the most demanding digital or analog re- 
cordings. And, a new super rigid cabinet 
design virtually eliminates coloration due 
to uncontrolled cabinet resonance. 

At low volume, the bass will fill in and 
envelop you. At high volume, your room, 
your walls and your neighbors will shake. 
(Not for apartment dwellers please.) 

By Drew Kaplan 
It's a shame. But, it's also a great oppor- 

tunity to get a pair of 15" audiophile 
loudspeakers with the newest in stereo 
imaging at a market -breaking price. 

Imagine a precisely matched mirror 
image pair of top -of- the -line BSR speak- 
ers that can effortlessly recreate the cata- 
clysmic impact of a full orchestral cre- 
scendo at full volume and yet offer flaw- 
lessly subtle sound detail to 21,500hz. 

You'll thrill to thunderous bass all the 
way down to 26hz. Incredibly rich, full, 
vibrant sound at low volume will explode 
with life as you increase the volume. 

But before we examine the front speak- 
er complement, the twin overlapping 
crossovers and the top mounted sonic 
placement and ambiance speakers, let's 
see why they were almost orphaned. 

You see, BSR, the half billion dollar 
electronics giant, is the parent company 
of two of the best names in up -scale 
audio, dbx and ADC. 

Last year dbx developed a new multi - 
thousand dollar speaker system called 
the Soundfield One which lets you sit 
virtually anywhere in your room and have 
full stereo imaging and terrific sound. 

BSR decided to consolidate ADC and 
dbx into one building (still 2 companies) 
and put all its speaker efforts into dbx. 

POOR JACK 
Well, while dbx's engineers were off 

designing their multi- thousand dollar 
masterpieces, BSR's Senior Acoustical 
Engineer (he had been Fisher's Chief 
Engineer for 10 years during its top end 
component stereo days), was designing 
BSR's radically new speaker line. 

The revolutionary top of the line 15" 
stereo imaging pair pictured above will let 
you enjoy superb stereo imaging without 
sitting directly in front of your speakers. 

But unfortunately, in the consolida- 
tion move, BSR's speakers went by the 
wayside, and so did Jack. 

Enter DAK. After a few fearful nego- 
tiations and considering the engineer- 
ing costs BSR had already expended, they 
agreed to make the speakers just for DAK. 

Because there's virtually no BSR over- 
head left on these speakers, and the 
R&D was all but complete, we've gotten 
these speakers for virtually the compo- 
nent costs plus a little BSR labor. 

And don't worry about Jack. BSR had 
him finish the engineering (they really 
are great people) and they'll pay him a 
royalty on each speaker we sell. Besides, 
by the time you read this, Jack is sure to 
be snapped up as the Chief Engineer at 
another esoteric audio company. 

WHAT'S STEREO IMAGING? 
Stereo imagery is the logical separa- 

tion and interaction between channels. 
It's the successful creation of a panoram- 
ic wall or stage of music rather than the 
confined, easily located 2 speaker sound. 
IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE THAT COUNTS 

Imagine the full thunder of a kettle 
drum, or the pluck of a string bass being 
explosively recreated in your living room. 
BSR's 15" sub -bass acoustic suspension 
driver will revolutionize your concept of 

MATCHED PAIRS 
The mid -range and high end of BSR's 

speakers are truly unique. Front moun- 
ted 8" polypropylene mid -range drivers 
provide rich sound while top mounted 
5" polypropylene mid -range drivers pro- 
vide an open, lifelike ambiance. 

Front mounted exponential horn tweet- 
ers provide awesome brilliance to 21,500 
hz, while top mounted tweeters enhance 
separation because they are mounted to 
the outside edge of each speaker. 

So, this system has a specific left and 
a specific right speaker. You'll find wide, 
but interactive separation that will vastly 
widen your ideal listening area. 

The imagery will give the illusion of 
musicians actually playing in front of 
you. Your music will take on a three di- 
mensional quality. You'll enjoy superb 
stereo imagery regardless of each speak- 
er's specific placement in your room. 

MORE SPECIFICS 
The exponential horn tweeters, both 

in front and on the top of these systems, 
employ 25mm rigid phenol diaphragms 
for stability and accurate response. 

Polyamid -imid binders and ferro -fluid 
coolant allow for a 300% increase in 
heat dissipation so you can drive the 
voice coils up to 200° centigrade. 

Now, the mid -range. Both the 8" front 
firing and the 5" top firing polypropylene 
drivers reproduce the mid -range fre- 
quencies like no ordinary speakers. 

It's amazing that so many speaker 
manufacturers simply slap in 5" paper 
mid -ranges to reproduce what's really 
the major portion of the sound spectrum. 

BSR's 8" and 5" polypropylene mid- 
ranges are rigid, exacting drivers that 
deliver incredibly pure uncolored sound. 

they're yours at a close -out price. 
They have matched 25mm voice coils, 

also protected byferro -fluid and polyamid- 
imid to 200° centigrade. They are driven 
by powerful barium ferrite magnetic fields. 

NOT QUITE FINISHED YET 
To prevent phase shift and cancella- 

tion, two totally separate crossover net- 
works are employed in these speakers. 

All frequencies below 800 hz are di- 
rected to the 15" woofer. The front sys- 
tem routes frequencies above 800hz to 
the 8" mid -range to take full advantage 
of its superb reproduction capabilities. 
Frequencies above 3400hz are routed 
to the horn tweeter. 

The top mounted system routes only 
frequencies above 1200hz to the 5" poly- 
propylene ambiance mid -range driver, 
and frequencies above 3400hz are routed 
to the top sonic placement tweeter. 

There are level controls for both the 
top and front mounted speakers so that 
you can voice the speakers to match 
your musical taste and environment. 

Note: Only the top tweeters are moun- 
ted at the the edges. The front mounted 
tweeters are conventionally mounted 
for acoustical symmetry. 

Each speaker is fuse protected for up 
to 200 watts peak, 150 watts continuous 
power. You can operate these super ef- 
ficient speakers with as little as 20 watts. 

AND OH WHAT A PRETTY FACE 
The speaker systems are 30" tall, 19V4" 

wide and 10 %2" deep. Their lovely oak 
wood -grain appearance is enhanced by 
the dark removable grill cloths that beau- 
tifully contrast with the rich wood -grain 
tones. They're a statement of audio ele- 
gance when placed in any room. They're 
backed by BSR's 2 year limited warranty. 
A COLOSSAL DREAM COMES TRUE 

RISK FREE 
You'll hear depth of sound at low levels 

that was previously unobtainable. And 
yes, when you crank up the volume, your 
music will explode with realism and drama. 

Try these speakers in your own sys- 
tem. Then compare them at any Hi -Fi 
Store with any pair of speakers up to 
$1000. If they don't beat all the competi- 
tion hands down, simply return them to 
DAK in their original boxes within 30 
days for a courteous refund. 

To order your matched pair of BSR 
top -of- the -line 15" 3 -way 5 speaker sys- 
tems with unique stereo imaging risk 
free with your credit card, call toll free or 
send your check for DAK's market- break- 
ing price of just $299 for the MATCHED 
PAIR plus $34 for Postage and Han- 
dling. Order No. 4868. CA res add tax. 

It's a dream system for an audiophile. 
Sonically pure, thunderously powerful, 
these BSR speakers will make your future 
listening years an on -going fabulous, if 
not earthshaking experience. 

DAK INDUSTRIES 
Cell Toll Free For Credit Card Orders Only 

M E76 24 Hours A Day 7 Days A Week 

For Toll Free Information, 
00 -325 -0800 

Technical Information.. _1-800-272-3200 
Any Other Inquiries 1 -800- 423 -2866 
8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304 
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Where's Your ELECTRONICS Career Headed? 

The Move You Make Today Can Shape Your Future 
Yes it's your move. Whether on a chess board 
or in your career, you should plan each move 
carefully. In electronics, you can move ahead 
faster and further with a 

B. S. DEGREE 
Put professional knowledge and a COLLEGE 
DEGREE in your electronics career. Earn your 
degree through independent study at home, 
with Grantham College of Engineering. No 
commuting to class. Study at your own pace, 
while continuing your present job. 

The accredited Grantham non -traditional 
degree program is intended for mature, fully 
employed workers who want to upgrade their 
careers . . . and who can successfully study 
electronics and supporting subjects through 

INDEPENDENT STUDY, AT HOME 

Independent Home Study Can Prepare You 

Study materials, carefully written by the Gran- 
tham staff for independent study at home, are 
supplied by the College, and your technical 
questions related to those materials and the 
lesson tests are promptly answered by the Gran- 
tham teaching staff. 

Recognition and Quality Assurance 
Grantham College of Engineering is accredited 
by the Accrediting Commission of the National 
Home Study Council. 

All lessons and other study materials, as well as com- 
munications between the college and students, are in the 
English language. However, we have students in many 
foreign countries; about 80% of our students live in the 
United States of America. 

r 
Grantham College of Engineering M-10-87, 

Free Details Available from: 
10570 Humbolt Street, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 

Please mail me your free catalog which explains your 
B.S. Degree independent -study program. 

Grantham College of Engineering Name Age 

10570 Humbolt Street Address 

Los Alamitos, California 90720 
City State Zip 

L 
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NEW FROM EEB 

NOW buy that test equipment 
you've wanted and save! 

DIPMETER 1.5To250MHz 
AM Modulation 6 Plug -In Coils 
Xtal -osc 1 -15 MHz 
9V battery 
DM4061 t 

I 
\,, $109.95 Value 

ONLY $7995 
+$4 UPS 

Measure resonance of antennas and 
tank circuits. 
Check for Harmonic radiation. 
Use as OSC for Rec. alignment. 
More uses detailed in the RSGB Hand- 
book, pages 18.15 to 18.21. 

RF SIGNAL 
SG4160 

GENERATOR 
100 KHz - 150 MHz to 
450 MHz on harmonics. 
RF Output 100 o1Vs. 
Modulation: Int. - 1 KHz 
Ext. - 50 Hz to 20 KHz. 
Crystal OSC 1 - 15 MHz. 

ONLY $14995 + $4 UPS 

..gym..- - 

' ' - 

$219.95 Value 

PM330 
RF POWER METER /LOAD 

1.8 to 500 MHz. 
500HM -N -J Connector. 
5W, 20W, 120 Watts. 
Accurate to +/- 10 %. 

ONLY $7995 + $4 UPS 

o4, 
ma 

$109.95 Value 

FREQUENCY COUNTIER 
FC5250 10 Hz to 150 MHz. 

7 Digit readout. 
Gate 1s & 6 sec. 
Accurate to +/- 1 count. 

Damna 

SENSITIVITY: 

$169.95 Value 
AC Adapter is 

25 - 100 mV to 30 MHz; 
100 - 300 mV to 150 MHz 

ONLY $12995+ $4 UPS 
included with unit. 

RF ATTENUATOR DC -500 MHz 
RFA8000 0 - 81 dB in 

1 dB steps. 
Accurate to +/- .3 dB 

Steps 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 20 dB 
50 OHm - /2 Watt Insertion Loss .5 dB. 

$299.00 Value ONLY $14995+ $4 UPS 

SWR /RF ANTENNA METER 
SWR3P Read SWR, RF power and 

field strength. 
1.7 to 150 MHz. 
10 or 100 watt range. 
SWR +/- 5 %; 

POWER +/ -10% accuracy. 

$29.95 Value ONLY $1995 + $4 UPS 

Prices and Specs Subject to Change 

Electronic Equipment Bank 
516 Mill Street, N.E. 
Vienna, Virginia 22180 
Virginia orders, technical questions 

703 -938 -3350 
MASTERCARD. CHOICE. and DISCOVER 

800 -368 -3270 

EEB 

VISA. 

IIIi//EDITORIA L i/liltMI= 
The High End 

I got into a discussion last week with 
two "High -End Audio" aficionados. 
They're likely in their late Fifties, so I 

was surprised by their enthusiasm. My 
silent reasoning was that high- frequency 
hearing ability diminishes with age, and 
so I thought was the extraordinary dedi- 
cation to absolute audio reproduction 
perfection. Apparently I was wrong. 

Neither gentleman owns a compact - 
disc player, considered to be the acme of 
disc -playing equipment and accompany- 
ing program material today. It took 
many years before they embraced stereo- 
phonic sound, too, they admitted, so 
they evidently sail a steady course. 

Audio component brands that cropped 
up -basic turntables such as Oracle's 
Mark II ($2,350) and MRM Audio 
($1,995); tonearm's such as Dennesen's 
Albt -1 ($1,450) and Mitch Cotter's 
($1,750); phono cartridges such as Ki- 
seki's Lapis Lazuli ($3,500) and Miya- 
ba's Ivory ($1,695); and Mark Levin - 
son's $6,400 basic power amplifier, 
among models out of the mainstream of 
audio components -will give you some 
idea of what "high end" means. Spurred 
on by their viewpoints (compact -discs 
don't give you a sense of realism as com- 
pared to analog LPs and super turnta- 
ble /tonearm /cartridge combinations; 
few solid -state amplifiers can match the 
top vacuum -tube models that are being 
sold in increasing numbers in the high - 
end world), I decided to spend some seri- 
ous time with stereo equipment in my 
home. That is, not just leaning back and 
enjoying the music, but listening careful- 
ly for deficiencies on compact- discs, 
LPs, varying program material, test re- 
cords for both LPs and compact disks, 
solid -state equipment, vacuum -tube 
equipment, et al. 

The results, which have to be personal- 
ized, of course, were revealing. Unfortu- 
nately, I don't have any records that are 
duplicated on compact disc. Therefore, I 

could not make any precise comparison 
judgments between the same programs. 
Nevertheless, I have some 25 compact 
discs (as compared to about 200 LPs), so 
there were enough of a CD sampling to 
give a a sense of fairness. Half of the digi- 
tal CDs originated with analog record- 
ings, while about 5 percent or so of the 

analog LPs were digitally mastered. The 
same 100 watts /channel amplifier and 
sealed -enclosure four -loudspeaker (in- 
cluding a passive woofer) floor -standing 
systems were used for all source 
equipment. 

After many hours, my conclusion was 
that the notions of this high -end duo 
were not at all flaky. Compact discs/ 
players were not superior in all aspects; 
they just seem to be so at first blush. As 
an example, not one of the compact discs 
came anywhere near matching LPs in re- 
producing high- frequency overtones, 
such as those from drum cymbals or 
strings. Consequently, a cymbal's shim- 
mering sound is stifled; the lush sounds 
of violins aren't present. They simply 
don't sound as realistic as those pro- 
duced from good LP records! Further- 
more, whereas some LPs issued the feel- 
ing of depth, none of the compact discs 
did. They were purely two -dimensional. 

Compact discs, on the other hard, 
were pristine- sounding source materials 
in two senses. Firstly, pops and ticks or 
even scratches are not present to distract 
you, whereas these problems are ram- 
pant with LPs (our high -end people 
counter these problems with Nitty Gritty 
motorized record cleaners whose price 
starts at about $240, pop and tick elec- 
tronic eliminators, etc.). Secondly, inter - 
modulation distortion levels are appar- 
ently so Low that they don't even count as 
a measurement specification. Each in- 
strument can be heard with the utmost 
clarity, easily beating out LPs here. 
(They're even more distinctly heard on 
CDs than under live- concert conditions, 
though, so realism due to this factor is 

questionable.) Furthermore, a CD's dy- 
namic range is clearly greater than an 
LP's. And clean bass reproduction is su- 
perior (at least on my equipment, which 
is not at I he level of high -end equipment, 
but rather at the point of diminishing re- 
turns where you'd have to spend small 
fortunes for each minute improvement). 

If you're into hard -rock recordings, 
CD is certainly the way to go owing to its 
wide dynamic range. For any other pro- 
gram material, though, LPs can holld 

(Continued on page 92) 
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Uhf/I/LETTERS hl 

Parts Procurement 
I have been reading your magazine 

since I was switched by the demise of 
Computers & Electronics and have seen 
other letters discussing the problems I am 
having. I'm referring to the March 1987 
article of "An Audio /Video Distribution 
Amplifier." I have called local dealers 
and all the 800 numbers that I could find, 
but to no avail. I have not found any 
dealers that stock the transistors or the 
op amps mentioned. 

This has happened to me before and it 
would be nice if more articles were edited 
for inclusion of parts availability and /or 
parts suppliers. I realize that this article 
did have some parts supply information, 
but the ones mentioned were not included. 

Bruce Gustafson 
Arlington, VA 

This is indeed a long- standing problem. 
The solution, after checking out local 
electronic parts dealers, is to contact 
mail -order suppliers. You've tried both 
sources, you say, to no avail. I suggest 
trying harder, as follows: In the same is- 
sue as the article, advertisers like Digi- 

Key listed the 5532 op amp for $2.65 and 
Micromart listed both voltage regulators 
for $1.85 as part of a seven -device pack- 
age. You should arm yourself with parts 
catalogs offered free by suppliers. Mous- 
er's catalog has the RCA CA3100 op amp 
listed for $2.65, the 2N3053 for 46¢ and 
the 2N4037 for 714'. Your local Radio 
Shack store has the voltage regulators in 
its catalog for $1.19 each, and so on. 
Sure, it's not as easy as one would hope 
to gather up parts, but it's not usually ter- 
ribly difficult either. Furthermore, the 
catalogs revealed a host of other interest- 
ing products. Try 'em (for free). You'll 
like them. -Ed. 

Battery Memory 
Brent Gloege's article, "Battery Bas- 

ics" (June 1987) provides an excellent re- 
view of battery characteristics. I have not 
;een anything as good elsewhere. 

He leaves me a little confused, how- 
ever, when he says (page 24), "Lead bat- 
teries are more complex," and goes on 
to describe a relationship between depth 
of discharge and number of recharge cy- 

cles possible. Then in the next column, 
says, "Lead cells have no memory and do 
not care ...." It sounds as though he 
is talking about two different kinds of 
lead -based storage devices. But, if so, 
what kinds? 

Charles H. Chandler, P.E. 
Malden, MA 

It was an oblique reference to a Ni -Cd's 
"memory," not different types of lead 
cells. -Ed. 

The Metric World 
Your June 1987 "Electronics Note- 

book" included metric units for length in 
Fig. 1. The symbol for micrometre is µm, 
not the µ used in the article. The A (Greek 
mu) is a prefix meaning 0.000001, not a 
unit of length. 

Also, "micron" was used several times 
for this length, which is incorrect jargon. 
I'm glad to see you use metric units in 
your article, however, such as Celsius 
temperatures. Please continue to do so 
whenever possible. 

Larry Stempnik 
U.S. Metric Association, Inc. 

Warren, MI 

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG 

TEXT TO SPEECH BOARD! 
PC /XT COMPATIBLE. MAKE YOUR COMPUTER TALK! 

A VERY POWERFUL AND AMAZING SPEECH CARD. USES THE NEW GENERAL 
INSTRUMENTS SP0256 -AL2 SPEECH CHIP AND THE CTS258A -AL2 TEXT TO SPEECH 
CONVERTER. 
THIS BOARD USES ONE SLOT ON THE 
MOTHERBOARD AND REQUIRES A COM 
SERIAL PORT. BOARD MAY ALSO BE USED IN A 
STAND ALONE ENVIRONMENT WITH ALMOST 
ANY COMPUTER THAT HAS A RS232 SERIAL °* +` 
PORT. FEATURES ON BOARD AUDIO AMP OR 

BE USED WITH EXTERNAL AMPS. 
Il Ili DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE AND A LIBRARY " "' 

BUILDING PROGRAM ARE INCLUDED ON A 5'/. 
INCH PC/XT DISKETTE. FULL DOCUMENTA- 
TION AND SCHEMATICS ARE ALSO INCLUDED. 

NEW! CiVt` $6M 
LED 

CANON 80 COLUMN PRINTER - $39.95 
ORIGINALLY MANUFACTURED FOR THE PC JR. BUT WITH OPTIONAL CONNECTOR 
WILL WORK WITH PC, XT, OR AT. REQUIRES SERIAL I /O. THIS THERMAL PRINTER IS 
QUIET AND USES EASY TO GET 8% IN. ROLLS OF PAPER. 50 C.PS., UPPER AND 
LOWER CASE, PLUS GRAPHICS. ORIGINAL LIST PRICE $199.00. ADD $3.00 FOR 
PC /XT CONNECTOR. ADD $5.00 UPS. 

PC /XT EPROM 
PROGRAMMER ; I .4tw Fi $169 r' 

* LATEST DESIGN * PROGRAMS UP TO 4 DEVICES AT ONE TIME * FEATURES EASY 
TO USE MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE THAT RUNS UNDER PC OR MS -DOS. * USES AN 
INTELLIGENT PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM FOR SUPER FAST (8X) EPROM 
BURNING. * THIS PLUG -IN BOARD ATTACHES TO AN EXTERNAL MINI CHASSIS 
CONTAINING 4 TEXTOOL Z.I.F. SOCKETS. * NO PERSONALITY MODULES 
REQUIRED * AUTOMATIC VPP SELECTION: 12.5V, 21V, OR 25V.* EPROM DATA CAN 
ALSO BE LOADED FROM OR SAVED TO A DISKETTE. * PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE 
SUPPORTS: 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 2764A, 27128, 27128A, 27256, 27256A, 27512, AND 
27512A. * ASSEMBLED AND TESTED, BURNED. IN WITH MANUAL. $169 WITH 
SOFTWARE. 

JUST RECEIVED SAME AS ABOVE PROGRAMMER, BUT PROGRAMS 10 UNITS AT 
ONE TIME - $299. 

Digital Research Computers 
P.O. BOX 381450 DUNCANVILLE, TX 75138 (214) 225 -2309 

TERMS: Add $3.00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under $15 add 75a handling. No 
C.O.D. We accept Visa and MasterCard. Texas Res. add 6 -1/4% Tax. Foreign orders 
(except Canada) add 20% P a H. Orders over $50 add 856 for Insurance. 

CIRCLE 91 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SPECIAL 
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON 

IBMTM' XT COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS! 

SYSTEM #2 
3899.00 

Motherboard with BIOS and first 256K 
of RAM. Upgradable to a full 640K of 
RAM.Flip top case. K8XT (AT look alike) 
keyboard. 150 watt power supply. Dual 
disk drive card with cables. One floppy 
drive DS DD 360K. A color graphics 
card with RGB and composite output. 
(All you need is a monitor) 

SYSTEM #1 

$399.00 

Motherboard with BIOS and first 64K 
of RAM. Upgradable to a full 640K of 
RAM.Flip top case. K8XT (AT look alike) 
keyboard. 150 watt power supply with 
all the power needed to run extra 
drives and cards. 

SYSTEM #3 
3999.00 

Motherboard with BIOS and first 256K 
of RAM. Upgradable to a full 640K of 
RAM.FIip top case. K8XT (AT look alike) 
keyboard. 150 watt power supply. 
Color graphics card with RGB and 
composite outputs. Multi I/O card with 
two disk drive ports, one parallel port, 
one serial port and one serial port 
option, one game port, clock and 
calendar with battery backup. Two 
floppy disk drives DS DD 360K and a 
composite monitor. 

Upgrading Motherboard to a full 640K RAM 
Upgrade from 64K to a full 640K -$102.00 
Upgrade from 258K to a lull 840K -$ 70.00 

(TM)' IBM Is a registered trade mark of International Business Machines Corp. 

SHIPPING INFORMATION: PLEASE INCLUDE 10% OF ORDER FOR 
SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES (MINIMUM $2.50, MAXIMUM 
$101. CANADIAN ORDERS, ADD $7.50 IN US FUNDS. MICHIGAN 
RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX. FOR FREE FLYER, SEND 221 
STAMP OR SASE. 

HALTRONIX, INC. 
12871 Dix-Toledo Hwy 
P.O. Box 1101, 
Southgate, MI 48195 

"Hal" Herold C. Newland 
(313) 281.7773 WMZXH 

Hours a, I, ellb 
12:00 -8:00 EST Mon -Sat 
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1111111 MODERN ELECTRONICS NEWS iIN 

LISTENING TO BOOKS. The big sales movers -- compact discs, video cas- 
sette recorders, et al --get the most publicity, of course. But there 

are lower -selling products attracting many people that are interesting. 
One here consists of growing libraries of books on audio cassettes. 
Noted actors and even the original authors often "read' the books, 

which many listeners can appreciate with portable cassette tape players 
and light- weight headphones while traveling to and fro on public trans- 
portation. Saves getting bleary eyes, too. Listen For Pleasure (Niagara 

Falls, NY), as an example, has a huge library that includes best -seller 
"A Perfect Spy," written by John le Carre and also read by the author. 
Many book -stores carry such books on cassettes. 

PARALLEL PROCESSING PREDICTIONS. Parallel processing architecture in 

computers will be used in 48% of high -performance machines in a few 
years, forecasts Gene Selven, publisher, Electronic Trends Publications, 
Saratoga, CA. He says that a new category of computers, such as mini- 

supercomputers will emerge to represent more than a $1B market by 1990. 

VIDEO SPECIAL EFFECTS. With camcorder sales booming, video recordists 
will be looking to enhance their recordings. To meet this need, Ambico 
(Norwood, NJ) has introduced a line of camera lens attachments, includ- 
ing kits for special effects, such as color filters; a "Fogalizer" that 
produces a clear center and softly diffused background; starbursts, 
multi -images, rainbows, etc. Additionally, the company introduced tele- 
photo and wide -angle lens adapters. Just like the good old 35mm- camera 
days 

GE BUSINESS SHIFTS. General Electric Co. has been making business 
news ever since it merged with RCA. Now it gave up control of its 

worldwide consumer electronics business, with this part of the company- - 

that is, GE /RCA consumer electronics --going to a giant French company, 
Thomson. This leaves Zenith as the largest consumer electronics manu- 

facturer in the U.S....In another shift, in name, at least, GE /RCA 

Solid State became just plain GE Solid State. The division will con- 
tinue to sell GE, RCA and Intersil semiconductor brands, retaining 
these trade names (for now). 

PRIVATIZING CUSTOM CALL SIGNS. In response to the FCC's proposal to 
issue custom call signs in the Amateur Radio Service, Forest Industries 
Telecommunications (FIT) filed comments asking to be named the "Special 
Call Sign Coordinator" for the Amateur (Ham) Radio Service. The 

Commission invited applications for the SCSC job because it doesn't 
have the resources to handle the large demands for special call signs, 
such as a name, initials, code -sending rhythm, re- issuance of an expired 

or deleted call sign, etc. FIT would charge $25 for this service with 

an added $5 for a wall certificate. Renewal would be $10. Three re- 

quested call signs would be accepted, with FIT assigning one of them. 

If none are available, a $10 credit would be issued. 

SATELLITE DESCRAMBLING AUTHORIZATIONS DOUBLE. For the first half of 

1987, consumer authorizations for descrambling encrypted satellite 
TV programming rose 100% to the 200,000 mark, announced General In- 

strument's VideoCipher Division. More than 20 STV program operations 
now use VideoCipher technology. 
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DO YOU 

REALLY 
sir THE BEST BUY 

FROM 

T H EM? 
et 's face it: There will always be some outfit 
that can undercut a published price. They 

do it by having no overhead, and no 
responsibility to you, the consumer. 

"So, you want that Jerrold 450 
combo? The one that Pacific Cable 

Co.. Inc.. is offering for $19900? 

Well, that's a good price, but 
here's what I'll do..." What may 

happen is that you may save a 
couple of bucks at the time. But suppose 

there's a problem (and it happens to the best 
of them,) and you call that "Dealer "... This could be what you'll hear: 

"No, Steve isn't here. He moved out, the bum! And he owes me $43700 on the phone bill! No, I don't 
know about any guarantees on your Gerald, who's that? Listen, if you see that creep..." etc. 

At Pacmc Cable Co., you've gut an established company who will be here for you, time after time. We may be tough competitors, but we've 
got a soft spot for our clients! Try us, and be treated right -and we'll prove it by giving a one -year warranty on everything we sell. 

Check our prices on Scientific Atlanta Units! 

ITEM 1 

UNIT 
10 OR 

MORE 
ITEM 1 

UNIT 
10 OR 

MORE 
RCA 36 Channel Converter (Ch.3 output only) 29.00 18.00 ' Minicode (N -12) 89.00 58.00 
Panasonic Wireless Converter (our best buy) 88.00 69.00 ' Minicode (N -12) with Van Sync 99.00 62.00 
400 or 450 Converter (manual fine tune) 88.00 69.00 ' Minicode VariSync with Auto On -Off 145.00 105.00 

*Jerrold 400 Combo 169.00 119.00 Econocode (minicode substitute) 79.00 52.00 
Jerrold 400 Hand Remote Control 29.00 18.00 Econocode with VariSync 89.00 56.00 

*Jerrold 450 Combo 199.00 139.00 'MLD- 1200 -3 (Ch3 output) 99.00 58.00 
'Jerrold 450 Hand Remote Control 29.00 18.00 `MLD -1200 -2 (Ch.2 output) 99.00 58.00 
Jerrold SB- Add -On 89.00 58.00 `Zenith SSAVI Cable Ready 175.00 125.00 

'Jerrold SB- Add -On with Trimode 99.00 70.00 Interference Filters (Ch.3 only) 24.00 14.00 
'M -35 B Combo unit (Ch.3 output only) 99.00 70.00 'Eagle PD -3 Descrambler (Ch.3 output only) 119.00 65.00 
*M -35 B Combo unit with VariSync 109.00 75.00 'Scientific Atlanta Add -on Replacement Descrambler 119.00 75.00 

CHECK US OUT -WE'LL 
MEET OR BEAT THE OTHER'S 
ADVERTISED WHOLESALE 
OR RETAIL PRICES! 

MasterCard VISA 

Pacific Cable Co., Inc. 
73251/2 Reseda Blvd., Dept. 1 -20 

Reseda, CA 91335 
(818) 716 -5914 (818) 716 -5140 

NO COLLECT CALLS! 

IMPORTANT When ordering, please have 
the make and model number of the equipment 
used in your area -Thank you! 

*Call for availability 

Prices subject to change without notice 
Jerrold is a registered trademark of General Instruments Corp. 

Quantity Item Output 
Channel 

Price 
Each 

TOTAL 
PRICE 

California Penal Code #593 -D forbids us from 
shipping any cable descrambling unit to anyone 
residing in the state of California. 
Prices subject to change without notice 

PLEASE PRINT 

SUBTOTAL 

Shipping Add 
$3.00 per unit 

COD & Credit 
Cards -Add 5% 

TOTAL 

Name 

Address City 

State Zip Phone Number ( 

O Cashier's Check Money Order C.O.D. 

Acct 

Signature 

Visa Mastercard 

Exp Date 

FOR OUR RECORDS 

DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE - I, the undersigned. do hereby declare under penalty of perjury 
that all products purchased, now and in the future, will only be used on cable TV systems with proper 
authorization from local officials or cable company officials in accordance with all applicable federal and 
state laws. 

Dated: Signed: 
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Uil/il//NEW PRODUCTS/I/I/ill 

For more information on products 
described, please circle the appropri- 
ate number on the Free Information 
Card bound into this issue or write to 
the manufacturer. 

Soldering Iron 
Temperature Controller 
New from Sibex (Clearwater, FL) is 

the Model S -4 control unit that is de- 
signed to convert any soldering iron 
rated at up to 100 watts into an ad- 
justable- temperature soldering sta- 
tion. The controller works with any 
117 -volt ac soldering iron or pencil. 
It features solid -state circuitry to 
produce spike -free adjustable dc 

Features include: % -inch CCD im- 
age sensor with 510 x 492 picture 
elements and 330 lines of resolution; 
automatic white balance switch; 
on /off automatic gain switch; color - 
bar signal generator; automatic iris; 
manual color balance control; and 
RGB, NTSC and PAL formats. The 

voltage to power the iron or pencil 
and minimize the possibility of dam- 
aging critical components. $48.94 
(not including soldering iron or pen- 
cil). 

CIRCLE 73 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Subminiature Color 
TV Camera 
A subminiature solid -state color TV 
camera whose head is small enough 
to fit in the palm of a hand and 
weighs less than 4 ozs. has been an- 
nounced by M.P. Video, Inc. (Hop- 
kinton, MA). Designed for use in 
rugged environments for inspection, 
robotics, process control, medical 
and industrial microscopy, the Mod- 
el RP -7 camera has advanced imag- 
ing technology for excellent picture 
quality under virtually any lighting 
condition without burn -in or bloom- 
ing. An RGB analog output permits 
direct computer interface without 
the need for an NTSC decoder. 

camera is designed to operate up to 
30 feet from the main electronics (a 
choice of cable lengths are avail- 
able). The camera head measures 
1.67 inches in diameter and 1.71 in- 
ches long and accepts a standard C- 
mount lens. 

CIRCLE 74 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

PC Stepper -Motor Driver 
Up to four stepper motors can be 
driven by a personal computer 
equipped with Computer Continu- 
um's (Daly City, CA) Local Applica- 
tions Bus (LAB -40) bus board and 
new stepper motor board. Each mo- 
tor can be rated at 1.5 amperes and 
15 volts per phase. The new Stepper 
Driver Module is programmable to 
drive motors in full -step, half -step, 
four -phase or two -phase power se- 

quences 
wheel 
each m 
step an 
the host 

nd supports brake and free - 
erations individually for 

tor. The Module receives 
direction commands from 
omputer, and an input port 

for limit switches is provided. 
Softw : re included with the board 

empowe 
plicated 
moves i 

li. $95 
($150 fo 
IBM PC 

CIRC 

s the user to generate com- 
combinations of motor 
response to external stimu- 
r Stepper Driver Module 
LAB 40 host adapter for 

or Apple II). 
75 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Pocke Digital Multimeter 
Beckma Industrial's new Model 
DM71 ircuitmate digital multime- 
ter is a handheld pen -type instrument 
with a 'h -digit display and a 0.7- 
percent ccuracy (dc, 2 mV range) 
auto -ranging system. It has a rotary 
dial that is claimed to be simpler to 
use than button -operated pen -type 
DMMs. A data -hold function en- 
ables manual "freezing" of the dis- 
play, and continuity and diode -test 
functions are included. Full auto - 
ranging is provided on 15 ranges that 

measure up to 450 volts dc and ac 
and to 2 megohms of resistance, us- 
ing a du 1 -slope integrating analog - 
to -digit conversion technique. 

Featu es include: an audible conti- 
nuity tes er, buzzer that sounds when 
changin functions, built -in scab- 
bard for the ground probe and dis- 
play of the function in use. The in- 
strument is supplied with battery (for 
up to 90 hours of useful life), test 
leads, operators manual and rigid 
shirt -pocket carrying case. A padded 
vinyl carrying case is available as an 
option. $49.95. 

CIRCLE 41 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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New Tandy Computers 
Celebrating its tenth year in the per- 
sonal computer business, Radio 
Shack unveiled four new and two up- 
graded PC- compatible Tandy corn - 
puters, while retaining earlier models 
in its line. Its new top -of -line model, 
the Tandy 4000, employs the power- 
ful 80386 microprocessor, a 32 -bit 
data -path CPU that operates at a 16- 
MHz clock speed that is said to 
achieve a speed index exceeding 17 

using Norton Utilities' test, as com- 
pared to an IBM PC XT's index of 
1.0. The basic machine is pegged at 
$2,599, and comes with 1 megabyte 
RAM and a 3' /z " floppy disk drive 
that stores 1.4 Mb, serial and parallel 
ports, a real -time clock, and a 101 - 

key enhanced keyboard. The 4000 is 
designed to run with MS -DOS 3.3, 
OS /2 and Unix 5.3 operating sys- 
tems, and is reported to support 
VGA, EGA, and CGA color graph- 
ics as well as monochrome. Expan- 
sion facilities include two additional 
drive slots for hard disk, floppy disk 
or disk cartridge use, six AT expan- 
sion slots, two XT -style slots (one of 
which is used in the basic machine), 
and a 32 -bit dedicated memory slot 
for future expansion. Memory ex- 

pansion capabilities extend to 16 
megabytes, and an 80287 math co- 
processor socket is provided to speed 
up numeric -intensive applications. 

Two new Tandy 1000 personal 
computer models augment existing 
1000 models. The $699 Tandy HX, 
designed for home, classroom and 
first -time PC users, features "in- 
stant-on" operation with the assis- 
tance of an electrically erasable pro- 
grammable read only memory 
(EEPROM) device that stores the 
system configuration and user- speci- 
fied start -up mode with more than 20 
configuration selections. With it, 
users can bypass operating system 
prompts on start -up and go directly 
to an application of their choice. The 
MS -DOS 2.11 operating system is 
stored in ROM for the first time in a 
desktop computer, loading it auto- 
matically without ever touching an 
MS -DOS diskette. The model comes 
with a 3'/ " 720K floppy drive and 
256K RAM that's expandable to 
640K. Using an Intel 8088 -2 micro- 
processor, clock speed of 7.16 or 
4.77 MHz is software selectable. It's 
CGA compatible and optional RGBI 
or composite video monitors can be 
plugged in. It comes with Radio 

Shack's new Personal DeskMate 2 

software, which is an integrated, 
graphics- oriented productivity pack- 
age, the core of which is stored in a 
ROM to create faster operation. Se- 
rial and parallel ports are standard. 

Another new 1000 model, the Tan- 
dy 1000 TX, at $1,199, features an 
80286 microprocessor, with 8/4- 
MHz clock speeds. It, too, has a 
built -in 3'/ "720K floppy drive, with 
provisions for adding another drive, 
31/2 " or 5' /a ", internally. Through- 
put is claimed to be six times faster 
than a standard PC XT. The 1000TX 
comes equipped with 640K RAM 
that's expandable to 768K for video 
memory purposes. External connec- 
tions include serial and parallel 
ports, dual joysticks, composite 
video, RGBI color monitor, a head- 
phone jack with volume control, and 
line level audio output. There are 
five internal expansion slots with a 
10" non -standard -PC length and an 
80287 math coprocessor socket. MS- 
DOS 3.2 and GW -BASIC software 
are included. 

The final new Radio Shack com- 
puter model is a dual -disk (3 % ", 

720K) MS -DOS laptop computer, 
the Tandy 1400 LT, priced at $1,599. 

The Tandy 4000 computer, with a 16 -MHz 80386 proces- Radio Shack's Tandy 1000 HX PC- compatible has MS- 
sor, is Radio Shack's new top -of -line model. DOS operating system incorporated into a ROM. 
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NEW PROD(ICTS 

New Tandy Computers Continued 

It uses an NEC V -20 microprocessor, 
which is an 8088 equivalent, and has 
a switchable clock speed of 7.16/ 
4.77 MHz. The model employs a 
backlit, 80- character by 25 -line ad- 
justable display with LCD "super - 
twist" technology. Resolution is said 
to be 640 x 200 plus eight shades of 
gray. The 1400 LT comes with 640K 
MS -DOS addressable RAM and an 
additional 128K that can be used as a 
RAM disk or print spooler. External 
connections include serial and paral- 
lel ports, RGBI color monitor and 
composite video output, external 
disk drive, and an enhanced key- 

The new Tandy 1400 LT PC -com- 
patible laptop has built -in 3.5 " 720K 
floppy disk drives and 768K RAM. 

board that has 101 keys instead of 
the laptop's 76 -key one. Other fea- 
tures are a battery -powered clock/ 
calendar and a speaker. The laptop 
comes with MS -DOS 3.2 operating 
system and GW- BASIC. An internal 
1200 -baud Hayes -compatible mo- 
dem is optional ($199.95), as are an 
8087 math coprocessor ($250) and 
soft carrying case ($39.95). The unit 
is powered by a removable, recharge- 
able 12 -volt battery pack or ac adap- 
ter. Battery life is rated at about four 
hours of continuous use. 

Tandy 3000 models were enhanced, 
including a speed increase to 12 

MHz, bundling of a new Profession- 
al DeskMate integrated software 
product, and a 101 -key enhanced 
keyboard and keylock system for its 
lowest priced ($1,499) 80286 -based 
3000 HL. 

Leading a number of other new 
product introductions is the Tandy 
LP 1000 laser printer. The $2,199 
unit features full -page 1.5 Mb mem- 
ory and on -board controller, pro- 
ducing six pages per minute in Tan- 
dy, IBM and HP LaserJet Plus -com- 
patible modes, with 300 x 300 dot - 
per -inch resolution on an 81/2 " x 11 " 

CIRCLE 77 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The Tandy 1000 laser printer com- 
plements Radio Shack's new, more 
powerful computers to make a com- 

plete desktop publishing system. 

page. It comes with four type fonts 
built in that can be selected from the 
front panel or software. Optional 
fonts can be downloaded, with up to 
16 different ones used on a single 
page, though resolution will be less 
than 300 dpi in this case. A paper 
tray holds 150 sheets of 20# bond 
maximum weight. Letter, legal, and 
half -letter sizes are accommodated. 
The LP 1 000 is equipped with a stan- 
dard parallel printer interface (cable 
is optional) and a video interface for 
connection to an external page de- 
scription device or an alternate con- 
troller 

Video Distribution System 

Rhoades' new Model CPX -1 "Chan - 
nel-Plexer" allows every TV receiv- 
er and videocassette recorder in 
your home to tune to a different 
channel or video source simultan- 
eously, without requiring central lo- 
cation switching. Channel -Plexer 
changes the channel 3 or 4 outputs 
from such sources as a cable TV con- 
verter, satellite TV tuner, VCR or 
video -disc player to unused uhf 
channel frequencies and adds them 
to existing broadcast TV and cable 
channels for distribution via a single 
cable run to all TV receivers and 
VCRs in your house. 

Because Channel -Plexer is not a 
traditional video switcher, it corn- 

pletely eliminates the need for r -f 
switching. The central distribution 
amplifier feeds all sources simultan- 
eously to all TV receivers and VCRs 
connected to the line. Hence, all you 
have to do to change channels at any 
TV receiver or VCR is to operate the 
unit's tuner. You can even program 
your VCR to change channels and 
sources to record broadcast, pay ca- 
ble, and satellite channels unattended. 

Since the CPX -1 converts all input 

channels to different frequencies 
that are then amplified, interference 
and attenuation problems associated 
with traditional video switchers are 
eliminated. Because all signals ap- 
pear on the cable that feeds the indi- 
vidual TV receivers and VCRs, only 
the one output cable is required, 
which greatly simplifies installation 
of the system. $229.95. 

CIRCLE 78 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

(Continued on page 86) 
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The UnExpected HP -28C 
PLUS... 

A. 
The HP -28C lists for $235.It will be the 

world's standard for years to come. You're 
sure to get one sooner or later. Why not 
now? I have them in stock, and I'll give you 
a discount savings of $55 now. 

$179.95 
B. 

INFRARED PRINTER for your HP -28C 
Get It Down on Paper. Thermal strip printer that 

operates on an AC adapter or four AA alkaline batteries 
(included) for go- anywhere portability. 

An Invisible Connection. Printer connection cords have 
been replaced by an invisible infrared beam. You have plenty 
of leeway up to a foot and a half -to put the printer where 
it's most convenient for you. 

Print speed with fully- charged batteries is just a shade 

over a half second per 24- character line. 

By putting the printer in TRACE mode, you can print out 
a complete record of the numbers you've used in your 
calculations, as well as your results. 
Stock #82240 [InfraRed Printer] List $135 $105.95 
Stock #82241 [AC Adapter, IR Printer] $15.95 
Stock #82175 [Printer Paper, black, 6 rolls] $9.95 
Stock #AA [Batteries, Printer uses 4] each 9.85 

F. 

SOFT LEATHER CASE 
for your HP -28C 

Del'er Dramatic Impression of Practicality 
Pliant cowhide, lined with a second layer of leather, to 

compliment your boardroom table. Dress up your HP -18C 
Business Consultant -it will stay clean and new forever. Colors 
to match your briefcase! 
Stock #921690 [Black] List $10 $17.95 
Stock #92169E [Brown) List $19 $17.95 
Stock #'82169F [Burgundy] List $10 $17.05 

ORDERS ONLY 
(800) 633 -2252 ext. 355 

Anytime - Day or Night 

(714)582 -2637 
8 -5 pm Mon. -Fri. 

EduCALC, 27953 -M CABOT ROAD 
LAGUNA NIGUEL, CA 92677 U.S.A. 

C. 
HP STEP -BY -STEP BOOKLETS 
for the HP -28C 

Let experts help you set up your calculations so you can 

work with them most easily. These professional references 
include practical routines and tips for getting the most from 
the Built-in Menus as well as setting up Personal Menus for 
your specific profession. Order the ones that fit your work: 
Stock #28 -486, Algebra & College Math 90041 99.95 
Stock #28 -487, Vectors & Matrices 90044 $9.95 
Stock #28 -488, Calculus 90042 $9.95 
Stock #28 -489, Probability & Statistics 90043 99.05 

D. 
OAK CALCULATOR STAND 
for your HP -28C 

Thick, dense OAK tilted just right for your eye. Non -skid 
pads keep h in place and its angle feels perfect as you key 
your instrument. 

Stained oak complements your desk and blends with your 
other accessories. 
Stock #18 -769 [18C Oak Stand] $19.95 

E. 
Personalized DESK -WEDGE 
for your HP -28C 

Your name will intrigue everyone when it's engraved in 

brass on the BOCOTE WOOD holder for your new 

calculator. 
Exotic Bocote is amber to dark brown, dense and 

heavy-this wedge weighs in at well over 2 lbs. From Central 
America, Bocote's cost restricts its use to fine knife handles 
and letter -opener blades. 

It has non -skid rubber feet and a groove along front edge 

for your pen. Price includes personalization-please fill in boxes 

below (be sure to include all punctuation and spaces). Tear 
out this page and send it with your order. We'll engrave your 
name on the brass front plate exactly the way you want P. 

Please allow two weeks for delivery. 
Stock #18 -811 [Bocote Desk Wedge] $29.95 

1I11fI111rIlTII 
We guarantee your satisfaction. 

All orders carry a 15 day money back 

privilege. 

VISA p CIRCLE NO. 28 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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NRI Trains You At Home-As You Build 
Your Own IBM PC Compatible Computer 

GET THE KNOW-HOW 
TO SERVICE EVERY 
COMPUTER ON THIS 
PAGE... 
AND MORE! 
Learn the Basics the NRI Way - 
and Earn Good Money Troubleshooting 
Any Brand of Computer 
The biggest growth in jobs between now and 1995, 
according to Department of Labor estimates, will 
occur in the computer service and repair business, 
where demand for trained technicians will actually 
double. 

You can cash in on this opportunity -either as a 
full -time corporate technician or an independent 
service -person -once you've learned all the basics of 
computers the NRI way. NRI's practical combination 
of "reason -why" theory and "hands -on" building skills 
starts you with the fundamentals of electronics, then 
guides you through advanced electronic circuitry 
and on into computer electronics. You also learn to 
program in BASIC and machine language, the 
essential languages for troubleshooting and repair. 

Total Computer Systems Training, 
Only From NRI 
No computer stands alone ... it's part of a total 
system. To really service computers, you have to 
understand computer systems. And only NRI includes 
a powerful computer system as part of your training, 
centered around the new, fully IBM PC compatible 
Sanyo 880 Series computer. 

N1111111111110 
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IBM is a Registered Trademark of IBM Corporation. 
4ison is a Registered Trademark of Epson America. Inc. 

Apple and the Apple logo are Registered Trademarks of Apple 
Computer, Inc. 

Compeq is a Registered Trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporation 
1985 AT &T Technologies, Inc. 
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NEW! 
Train with the 11ewest Sanyo 880 

,_it's fully 

yl¿and runs almost 

twice as fast as the IBM 

(ou start'ith 
he step -by -step 
assembly o' the new, highly -rated, Sanyo 
omputer. You install and trouble - 
hoot the "intelligent" key - 
oard. Then you assemble the 
rower supply, install the disk 
Irive, and add extra memory to 
ive you a powerful 256K RAM system. 
'he new 8ED computer has two operating speeds: 
tandard IBM speed of 4.77 MHz and a remarkable 
irbo speed of 8 MHz, making it almost twice as 
ist as the IBM PC. Next, you'll interface the high - 
esolution monitor and begin to use the valuable software 
lso included with your complete computer system. 

It all adds up to confidence -building, real -world 
xperience that includes training in programming, circuit 
esign, and peripheral maintenance. You'll be learning 
bout, working with, servicing, and troubleshooting an 
r tire computer system- monitor, keyboard, computer, 

disk drive, power 

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

supply -to ensure that you have 
all the essential skills you need 
to succeed as a professional 
computer service technician. 

No Experience Needed, 
NRI Builds It In 
This is the kind of practical, 
hands -on experience that makes you uniquely prepared, with 
the skills and confidence you need for success. You learn at your 
own convenience in your own home. No classroom pressures, 
no night school, no need to quit your present job until you're 
ready to make your move. Your training is backed by your 
personal NRI instructor and the NRI technical staff, ready to 
answer your questions and help you when you need it. You get 
it all with NRI at -home training. 

1OOPage Free Catalog Tells More 
Send the postage -paid reply card today for NRI's big, 
100 -page, color catalog on NRI's electronics training, which 
gives you all the facts about NRI courses in Microcomputers, 
Robotics, Data Communications, TV /Audio /Video Servicing, 
and other growing, high -tech career fields. If the reply card is 
missing, write to the address below. 

Your NRI total systems training includes: 
NRI Discovery Lab' to design and modify 

circuits Your four function, digital 
multimeter with walk-you- through 
instructions on audio tape Digital logic 
probe for visual examination of keyboard 
circuits The newest Sanyo 880 Series 
Computer with "intelligent" keyboard and 
360K double-density, double -sided disk 
drive High resolution monochrome 
monitor 8K ROM, 256K RAM Bundled 
software including GW BASIC, MS -DOS, 
WordStar, CalcStar Reference manuals, 
schematics, and bite -size lessons. 

SEND COUPON TODAY FOR FREE NRI CATALOG! 

M,SCHOOLS 
McGraw -Hill Continuing Education Center 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, NW. Washington, DC 20016 I f I I 
We'll give you tomorrow. 

IE'CHECK ONE FREE CATALOG ONLY 

171 Computer Electronics 
TV /AudioNideo Servicing 
Satellite Electronics 
Robotics & Industrial Control 
Industrial Electronics 

111 Telephone Servicing 
Digital Electronics Servicing 

r,t 

For Career courses 
approved under GI Bill 

check for details. 

Basic Electronics 
Electricians 
Small Engine Repair 
Air Conditioning, Heating, & Ref. 

Locksmithing & Electronic Security 
Photography 
Bookkeeping & Accounting 

Name (Please print) Age 

Street 

LCityrState/Zip Accredited by the National Home Study Council 4.10 
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New Technological Product 

A Pocket Powerhouse 
The author examines Hewlett -Packard's latest scientific 
professional calculator, the 28C, which introduces symbolic 
mathematics and an enhanced operating system that allows 
mixing direct entry of algebraic expressions with RPN logic 

By David A. Nordquest 

The first personal number - 
cruncher was Hewlett -Pack- 
ard's HP -35 scientific calcu- 

lator that sold for $395 15 years ago. 
Although analysts doubted that sales 
would be great, nearly a third of a 
million were snapped up by scien- 
tists, businessmen, teachers, and stu- 
dents within three years. Their en- 
thusiasm for the HP -35 -and for the 
limited freedom from data process- 
ing centers it provided -might have 
alerted H -P to the potential of the 
personal computer one of their em- 
ployees, Steve Wozniak (Apple Corn- 
puter founder), began to promote. 
The 35's success did lead the com- 
pany to follow up with a succession 
of more powerful handheld calcula- 
tors. The latest of these devices is the 
HP -28C, an extraordinary scientific 
programmable calculator that intro- 
duces working with symbols as well 
as numbers. Its suggested retail price 
is only $235 with batteries, or about 
40 percent less than the original HP- 
35 in 1972 that added trig, log and ex- 
ponential functions and RPN logic 
to popular "four- bangers." 

Features of the 28C nicely illus- 
trate the direction in which scientific 
calculators are evolving. Particularly 
important are its 32 x 137 -pixel 
graphics display, its capacity to do 
symbolic math (as well as complex 
and computer math), its extensive use 
of menus, and its flexibility in hand- 

ling a wide variety of objects, from 
data to programs. The 28C's power 
is made possible by 128K of ROM, 
the same amount used in more ad- 
vanced models of IBM's new PS /2 
PC line. Built -in RAM is 2K bytes, 
with 1.7K available for working 
memory (the remainder is used by 
the operating system). 

Description 
Fitting all this power into a pocket - 
size device was no easy task, but, at 
3 " /15" x 6 3/16" x " /,6 " closed and 7%" 

X 6'/,6 " X %6 "spread open, the 28C 
qualif -s as a large pocket scientific. 
With i s size and 8 -ounce weight, it is 

more .uited for the jacket or coat 
than r the shirt. Three 1.5 -volt N- 
cell al aline batteries power the unit, 
with . reported nine -month life 
avera :. e. 

Th; 28C is protected by a hard - 
shell, rayish -brown plastic case that 
opens to reveal a keyboard half in the 
lower case shell and half in the up- 
per. he display and 37 of the most - 
used eys, including numerals, fre- 
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quently used functions and corn- 
mands, and menu keys are on the 
right. On the left side are 35 keys, in- 
cluding an alphabetically organized 
alphabet (with upper- and lower -case 
letters) and a number of other func- 
tion and menu -selection keys. Al- 
most all of the 28C's scientific func- 
tions require either use of the shift 
key or selection from a previous- 
ly- chosen menu. 

Given the enormous power of the 
28C, a somewhat complex keyboard 
was inevitable. H -P has avoided the 
excesses of the multi -function keys 
on some scientifics and mocked in an 
old ZX -81 cartoon relating to Sin - 
clair's ZX -81 computer: "Amazing! 
He's put a hundred functions on a 
single key!" Thanks in large part to 
its judicious use of menus, the 28C's 
keyboard is uncluttered and uninti- 
midating. However, it does take time 
to master. The ability to enter corn- 
mands either by the appropriate key 
or by typing helps, as does a built -in 
catalog of commands. Scanning at a 
rapid pace, the 28C takes about 70 
seconds to run through its entire 
command list. This scanning can be 
stopped to view notes on command 
usage or to fetch a command for use 
in a calculation. 

Generally speaking, calculator 
keyboards have gotten softer over 
the years. The 28C bucks this trend. 
It is firm. I compared its keyboard 
with those of several other calcula- 
tors and found its keys to be among 
the least yielding. They were slightly 
firmer than a well -used HP -21C's 
and were much firmer than a Casio 
FX- 4000P's, which was fairly typical 
of today's soft keys. This firmness 
might very well slow data entry, but 
it does provide the positive feedback 
needed to ensure accurate entry. Be- 
cause the usual sloped -front H -P 
keys match the angle at which keys 
would normally be pressed, the edge - 
pressing and sliding common with 
some models are minimized. Their 
slope also compensates for the action 
of the keys, which pivot from the 
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A graph was plotted on a 28C calculator and printed on H -P's $135 printer, as 
shown. Printing directions can be sent with up to a foot and a half separation be- 
tween the 28C and the printer with no cord connection, providing a user with a 

hard copy record of his calculations. 

front, rather than traveling straight 
down. When listened to with a 
stethoscope, the 28C key clicks have 
a metallic sound, suggesting that the 
mechanisms are spring metal levers 
or "crickets." Unlike most calcula- 
tor keys, the 28C's are wobble -free. 
In general, the keyboard tends to fa- 
cilitate accurate entry and has a feel 
of high quality. 

When immediate operations in- 
volving intensive microprocessor ac- 
tivity are involved, keyboard entry 
can easily outstrip the operations. 
However, the 28C has a keyboard 
buffer that allows typing ahead by 
several characters or commands. 

The 28C's text and graphics dis- 
play is one of its most important fea- 
tures. The display window measures 
7/8 " x 2' `/, 6 ", and the main display 
area, in which characters and graphs 
appear, measures %" x 2 % ". In that 
area, four lines of up to 23 characters 
each, or three lines of characters and 
one of menu labels are displayed, 

which each character formed on a 5 

x 7 -pixel matrix. Characters mea- 
sure just slightly more than %" high, 
which is considerably smaller than 
on most scientifics. However, the 
characters are better formed than 
most and are easy to read in all but 
dim light. Pressing the "On" key 
and either " + " or " - " simulta- 
neously will adjust the LCD's con- 
trast over a wide range. The area 
above the main display is used for 
seven annunciators, which indicate 
the current status of the calculator in 
regard to such matters as shift mode, 
units of angular measurements in 
use, and battery condition. 

The 28C's relatively large display 
helps make it more user -friendly 
than previous H -P models. The dis- 
play is especially welcome, given the 
28C's RPN -based operating system. 
The four lines of the display allow 
the contents of three or four stack 
levels (depending on whether a menu 
is being displayed) to be viewed si- 
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 Symbolic Algebra & Calculus - 
Operations performed without as- 
signing numerical values to r. varia- 
ble, which can be substituted at will. 
Equation Solver- Entered and 
stored in the user's own terms and 
solved for any unknown variable in 
any order. 
Matrices & Vectors- Thirty com- 
mands with easy entry, editing and 
manipulation. 
Plotting- Expressions or statistical 
data plotted on four -line display with 
visual estimates, followed by using 
Equation Solver for accurate solution. 
Unit Conversion -Has 120 ouilt -in 
unit conversions plus any others user 
defines. 
Programming -Has 250 built -in pro- 
grammable commands and 60 key- 
board commands. 
Menu Labels & Softkeys- Offers 
pushbutton access to commands and 
six softkeys (variable function) take 
on meaning defined by or- screen 
menus. 
Operating Logic -Enhancec RPN 
logic allows work with stack of data 
objects and is also capable of algebra- 
ic- expression entry and evaluation. 
Catalog Functions- Comma_ds ac- 
cessed through softkeys by command 

HP -28C FEATURES AT A GLANCE 

name or by scanning and selecting 
from built -in catalog. 
Accuracy -Real precision, 12 -man- 
tissa digit; integer precision, 64 bits. 
Display- Adjustable- contrast LCD, 
32 x 137 pixels, 7 status annuncia- 

tors, 5 x 7 dot matrix font, 23 char- 
acters per line, 4 lines and scrolling 
capability. 
Printing - Built -in capability to work 
with battery- powered HP 82240A in- 
frared -beam printer. 

multaneously, making it possible to 
watch how operations affect the 
stack. Although RPN (reverse Polish 
notation) is an efficient and flexible 
method of problem -solving, it does 
require certain mental rearrange- 
ments of problems to be used suc- 
cessfully if one has only worked with 
algebraic entry, which requires key- 
ing in " _ " and "( )" signs. The 
28C's multi -line display makes it eas- 
ier to visualize these rearrangements. 
The large display also simplifies edit- 
ing, provides room for menu key la- 
bels and for status annunciators, and 
makes help messages possible. Inter- 
estingly, the 28C employs "Enhanced 
RPN," which allows the user to also 

employ algebraic entry or even mix it 
with RPN logic. 

The most striking benefit of the 
display is its graphics capabilities. 
Equations and data points can be 
plotted and trends determined. Gra- 
phics can be magnified or reduced 
and a cursor arrow moved to select 
points of interest. The coordinates 
for these points can be displayed, in- 
put into equations, or massaged by 
the 28C's "Solver" feature to pro- 
vide more precise answers to prob- 
lems. Roots can be calculated with 
12 -digit accuracy. 

H -P was not the first to offer 
graphics capabilities in a calculator. 
Casio's two -year -old FX -7000P fea- 

tures a 9 

also retu 
selected 
tively in 
adept at 

x 64 -pixel display and can 
n coordinates for cursor- 
oints. However, the rela- 
xpensive Casio is not so 
passaging graphics- derived 

solutions as the 28C. Since the Casio 
model sells for only a third of the 
28C's pr;ce, it is worth considering 
by those 
many of 
cluding 

on a budget. But it lacks 
he 28C's new features, in- 
mbolic math, and has no 

output to a printer, as does the 28C. 
The 28C's large display also sim- 

plifies the solutions of matrix prob- 
lems, a 8C capability not widely 
available from competitive models. 
For sim a matrices, the display al- 
lows the atrix to appear as it would 
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ftadie Ihaek Parti PIaeé" 
ONE -STOP PARTS SHOPPING - NEIGHBORHOOD CLOSE 

Save With Our "Hotline" Order Service 
Save Postage! We Deliver 
To Your Local Radio Shack 

(4) 

Save Time! Delivery On 
Most Items Just One Week 

Over 200,000 Substitutions 
Your Radio Shack store manager 
can special -order a wide variety of 
parts and accessories not in our 
catalog- tubes, ICs, transistors, 
crystals and more. No minimum! 

Computer Hookups 

Fig. Type Cat. No. Each 

4 D -Sub 25 Male 276 -1559 3.99 
5 D -Sub 25 Female 276 -1565 3.99 

6 Printer Male 276 -1533 4.99 
7 Printer Female 276 -1523 4.99 

(8) 8) RS- 232 /Printer Cable 
Length Conductors Cat. No. Only 

5 Feet 
6 Feet 

25 
36 

278 -772 
278 -774 

3.59 
4.69 

Experiment With Our High -Tech LSIs 

(2) 

(1) TDA 7000 FM Receiver. Build 
your own custom FM monitor. Com- 
bines an RF mixer, IF and demodu- 
lator stages in one monolithic IC. PLL 
system with 70 KHz IF. 
#276 -1304 5 95 

New Mini - Notebook 

Communication 
Projects by 

Forrest Mims 

Engineer's 
Mini- Notebook 

Learn by building Morse code tele- 
graphs, light -wave communicators, 
more. #276 -5015 1 49 

(3) 

(2) Speech Synthesizer IC. Re- 
quires 3.12 MHz crystal (special - 
order). #276 -1784 12.95 
(3) Text -to- Speech IC. Use with 
above. Requires 10 MHz crystal 
(special- order). #276 -1786.. 16.95 

Battery Data Book 

Indispensable 
For CMOS 

Experimenters 

Explains how batteries work, differ- 
ent types, performance data and ap- 
plications. #62 -1396 1 99 

Reliable Relays - 
(10) 

(9) 

Fig. Type Coil Cat. No. Only 
9 Mini SPDT 6 -9 VDC 275 -004 2.99 

10 SPST Reed 5 VDC 275 -232 1.69 
SPST Reed 12 VDC 275 -233 1.69 

11 10A DPDT 120 VAC 275 -217 5.49 
10A DPDT 12 VDC 275 -218 5.49 

Project Lighting 

NEW! 

(14) 
NEW! 

(13) 

(12) Super- Bright LED. 300 mcd output. 
#276 -066 119 
(13) 1.5V µLamps. #272 -1090 .... 2/1.19 
(14) Super -Jumbo LED. Six elements in 
20 mm display. #276 -064 3 49 

Breadboard Bargains 

1195 

749 

550 Indexed Connection Points. 
Silver- nickel contacts accept 22 to 
30 -gauge wire. #276 -174 .... 11.95 
270 Indexed Connection Points. 
Two bus strips. #276 -175 .... 7.49 

Switch Selection 
(15) (16)06 

Fig. Type Cat. No. Each 

15 SPST Lighted 275 -678 5.95 
16 Knife Switch 275 -1537 .99 
17 Submini SPST 275 -645 1.79 
18 SPDT Roller Lever 275 -017 1.59 

SPDT Lever 275 -016 1.49 

Buzzer Bonanza 
(20) 

(19) Tri -Sound Siren. Wiring op- 
tions for three unique sounds. Built -in 
IC, driver. #273 -072 5 95 
(20) Electronic Chime. Pleasant 
"ding- dong" output. 
#273 -071 7 95 

Audio Amp /Speaker 

Makes an 
Excellent 
Test Amp 

Dozens of uses -gat one for your 
test bench. Ready -to -use amp fea- 
tures high -gain IC design and 200 - 
mW output. 1/8" input/output phone 
jacks. #277 1008 11.95 

Look! New Devices 
(21) (22) (23) 

(...4 

,., 

(21) 335 pF Variable Capacitor. 
Two -section. #272 -1337 4 95 
(22) 100,000 MFD Cap. Really 
handy for CMOS memory backup. 
5.5 WVDC. #272 -1440 2 95 
(23) Thermistor. #271 -110 ... 1.99 

Power Supply Parts 
(24) 

(24/ "AA" Battery Holder. 
#270 -391 990 
(25) 5 x 20 mm Fuse Holder. 
#270 -1238 1 19 
Inline. #270 -1281 890 
(26) Panel Meter. #270 -1754 7.95 
(27) 'Gator Clips. #270 -347 .. 10/1.69 

Remote 
Command 

Center 

2495 
Use with Plug 'n Power'" Modules (below) to turn 
lights and appliances on or off from chair or bed- 
side. #61 -2690 Appliance Module. #61 -2681, 
12.95. Lamp Dimmer. #61 -2682, 12.95. Wall 
Switch. #61 -2683, 12.95. Universal Appliance. 
#61 -2684, 13.95 

Pocket Autoranging VOM 

NEW! 

2495 
The mighty midget! 
Features "beep" 
continuity, autopolar- 
ity, low- battery indi- 
cator. Measures to 
400 volts AC /DC. 
With probes, case, 
batteries. #22 -171 

Dual- Tracking 
Power Supply 

6995 
Tight Regulation 
And Low Ripple 

Our Micronta® bench supply delivers rock -stable 
DC voltages adjustable from 0 to +15 VDC, or 
connect in series for up to 30 VDC. Selectable 
independent or slave operation. Rated 1 amp per 
channel, maximum. UL listed AC. #22 -121 

Over 1000 items in stock: Binding Posts, Capacitors, Chokes, Diodes, Enclosures, Fuses, Induc 
tors, Jacks, Knobs, Lamps, LEDs, Motors, Mul itesters.. Optoelectronics, PC Boards, Rectifiers 
Relays, Resistors, SCRs, Solder, Tools, Transformers, Transistors, Triacs, Wire and more! 

Prices apply at participating Radio Shad stores and dealers 

Radie Ilhack 
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 
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normally be written. Once entered, 
the matrix can be manipulated by the 
28C in a wide variety of ways. Al- 
though not displayable without 
scrolling, matrices of up to about 11 

x 11 elements can apparently be 
squeezed into the 28C. 

The most revolutionary feature of 
the 28C is its ability to solve and 
manipulate equations using symbol- 
ic math. Numerical values need not 
be assigned. The equations them- 
selves can be solved in a completely 
general fashion, even for problems 
that involve calculus. The enormous 
advantage of this is that the user dis- 
covers not just a particular answer, 
but the structure of all answers. The 
complexity of equations that can be 
handled is said to be limited only by 
the 28C's memory. Though 2K of 
RAM seems overly restrictive, one 
should recall that this is used mainly 
for entering the equation. General 
instructions for solving most types of 
problems are already present in the 
device's very ample 128K of ROM. 
Data and display contents are re- 
tained in memory when the 28C is 

turned off, by the way, which is a 
welcome feature since the calculator 
shuts off automatically when it is in- 
active for about 10 minutes to con- 
serve battery power. 

In most general terms, the 28C op- 
erates by evaluating objects placed 
on the stack. These objects may be 
data, names or procedures. A num- 
ber would be an example of a data 
object, a variable one type of name 
object, and a program one case of a 
procedure object. Anything from a 
number to a program can be stored 
in a variable, which is handled like a 
data object in setting up a calcula- 
tion. Since objects of various types 
are treated similarly, operating the 
28C is made simpler. 

The 28C's Reference Manual 
rightly stresses the uniformity and 
flexibility its system of objects pro- 
vides. The possibility of handling 
complex objects like much simpler 
ones also allows for great creativity 

A basic formula discussed in the text 
is shown keyed in with the HP -28C 

scientific professional calculator. 

in problem -solving. It is, for exam- 
ple, easy to include programs within 
other programs. 

Hands -On Use 
As cited, the 28C uses H -P's familiar 
RPN user interface. However, its im- 
plementation on the 28C includes 
important new features. The stack is 

not limited to four variables, as be- 
fore, but can be expanded to the lim- 
its of the 28C's memory. The only 
disadvantage is that memory can be 
eaten up rather quickly unless ob- 
jects are removed from the stack. An 
advantage of having results pre- 
served on the stack is that a fuller his- 
tory of calculations is provided than 
is available from other calculators. A 
number of commands make inspec- 
tion and manipulation of the stack 
quite easy. 

Algebraic expressions can be eval- 
uated by themselves, so it is possible 
to use the 28C as if it had an algebraic 
operating system. To do this, a de- 
limiter (a single quotation mark) is 

needed to alert the calculator that it 
is dealing with such an expression. 
This feature should make it easier for 
users of non -RPN calculators to 
adapt gradually to the more efficient 
and flexible RPN system. 

The power of the 28C's operating 
system can best be shown with a cou- 

ple of sample problems. Let us 
assume, to begin with, that we wish 
to wind some air -core coils for a 
transmitter we are building. The for- 
mula for coil inductance is: 

L.(µH) = 
d2n2 

18d + 401 

where L is the inductance in micro - 
henries, d is the coil diameter in in- 
ches, 1 is its length, and n is the 
number of turns of wire required. If 
we have available plastic tubing of a 
particular diameter and length to use 
as a form, we might wish to solve for 
the number of turns required. If we 
know the number of turns that 
would be wound with the available 
wire, we might need to discover over 
what length to wind the coil. If we 
had an old coil and knew the length, 
diameter, and number of turns, one 
could calculate the inductance to see 
if the coil might be usable. 

Programming such a function on 
as fine a scientific calculator as 
Casio's FX -4000P would be a com- 
plicated matter. We would need to 
enter the formulas for solving for 
each of the variables, as well as in- 
structions for directing the calcula- 
tor to the correct one, depending on 
what our unknown was. Instead of 
one formula, we would need four, 
plus rules for choosing the right one. 
Let us now see how we might solve 
such a problem on the 28C. 

After clearing the stack and select- 
ing the cursor menu, we would sim- 
ply key in our basic formula. To 
make the elements easier to remem- 
ber, we might enter it as: 

LUH = 
DIA2*NO.T2 

18*DIA + 40*LNGH 

If we wished, we could use names of 
up to 127 characters for the varia- 
bles, but that would waste memory. 
At the beginning of the formula we 
would type a single quote mark to in- 
dicate that an algebraic expression 
would follow -and that commands 
within the expression should not be 
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The HP 28C calculator discussed in the 
main article does not supplant Hewlett - 
Packard's vaunted HP -41, of which 
nearly 1.5- million units are said to have 
been sold. The former might be com- 
pared to an all -in -one personal comput- 
er with much of what you would wish to 
have already built in, but with no ex- 

pansion bus. In comparison, the HP -41 

could be likened to a powerful, mini- 
mally equipped modular personal com- 
puter with an expansion bus to pick and 
choose from among a wide variety of 
plug -ins. 

Let's do some direct comparisons be- 

tween the two professional calculators: 
The 28C measures 3 %" x 6%" x '/" 
(closed) and weighs 8 oz. with batteries 
(three disposable), while the 41's size is 

3 " x 5 " x l'/ " and weighs 7.2 oz. with 
batteries (four rechargeable /dispos- 
able). Neither, therefore, is a miniature 
device, though they are portable hand- 
held types and can be carried in a jacket 
pocket or in an attache case. H -P's 28C 
displays 4 lines of 23 characters, where- 
as the 41 has only 1 line with 12 charac- 
ters; the 28C's displayed accuracy is 12 

digits and 3 exponents, while the 41 

clocks in at 8 digits and 2 exponents. 
Thus, the new 28C reveals more data at 
one shot, as well as providing greater 
precision. 

The model 41 has about 0.5K more 
RAM than the 28C, with another 4.2K 
of volatile memory that can be added 
with plug -in modules. But the newer 
28C has a 128K ROM as compared to 
the 41CX's 24K or the less powerful 
version's (41CV) 12K. As you'd expect, 
then, the HP 28C has very substantially 
more built -in functions, such as calcu- 
lus, Boolean operators, matrix opera- 
tions, unit conversions, linear regres- 
sion, probability analysis, factorial, 
etc. Many of these features can be add- 

BUILT -IN VS. EXPANDABLE 

ed on to an HP -41 in one form or 
another (application pacs [sic], Users' 
Library programs, etc.). Moreover, the 
28C has certain math features and func- 
tions incorporated within it that add - 
ons for the 41 cannot duplicate. Among 
them are a text file editor, bit manipula- 
tion, equation solver, and display func- 
tion plotting, not to mention the ultra - 
important symbolic functions (poly- 
nomial integration, derivatives and 
symbolic algebra) as well as the capabil- 
ity of using algebraic notation as an ad- 
dition to RPN logic. Insofar as pro- 
gramming is concerned, the new 28C 
has more conditional tests and flags, 
too. Top -of -line HP -41CX, however, 
has a built -in stopwatch and alarm that 
the 28C doesn't have. 

Examining the foregoing, the 28C is 

unmistakably a much more powerful 
stand -alone calculator than the 41 is. 

Even adding all the feature /function 
options available to a model 41 calcula- 
tor, it still can't match the raw calcula- 
ting power of the 28C, nor can it rival 
its operating efficiency. 

Nonetheless, the 41's expansion faci- 
lities go beyond raw calculating and 
problem -solving. It can be tailored to 
certain needs, making it exceptionally 
flexible. For example, it contains four 
plug -in ports for adding software mod- 
ules, peripherals, etc. Additionally, 
there are provisions for an optional 
card reader, optical bar -code wand, 
and HP -IL (interface loop) interfacing. 

What this means is that HP -41 users 
can employ a Hewlett- Packard battery - 
powered ThinkJet printer as well as two 
printer /plotters, though they're not 
wireless types. Furthermore, there are 
provisions for mass storage of data 
with a portable 3% " disc drive, a digital 
cassette drive, and a magnetic card 
reader. And with an HP -IL interface 

module, you've got a neat system con- 
troller for use with a variety of peri- 
pherals, instruments and computers. 
Lastly, Hewlett- Packard offers a wide 
variety of "application pacs" and 
thousands of Users' Library programs 
to give you finger -tip solutions to nar- 
row -field problems. Included here are 
pacs for circuit analysis, clinical lab and 
nuclear medicine, machine design, na- 
vigation, petroleum fluids, structural 
analysis, surveying, thermal and trans- 
port science, financial decisions, real 
estate, home management, securities, 
and even games such as Space War, 
Craps, etc. 

Adding the HP -41 options don't 
come cheap, of course. But you do have 
a choice, depending on your needs. 
There's even a wider choice if you want 
to give up portability, of course, since 
there are a handful of software pro- 
grams for computers that emulate the 
Hewlett- Packard HP -41's capabilities. 
One company, Straightforward (15000 
Halldale Ave., Gardena, CA 90249; 
telephone 800 -553- 3332), for example, 
has implemented selected HP programs 
and solution books for IBM or compat- 
ible personal computers that promise 
much greater speed and accuracy than 
the handheld calculator provides. And 
you've got built -in computer data stor- 
age, stack display and full high -level 

programming capability. Its "Forty - 
one-ES" is priced at $115, while an 
8087 math coprocessor version is $100. 
Individual "Button" programs are 
priced at only $2.50 each, while bundles 
for specific fields (electrical engineering 
group, high level math group, etc., are 
offered at lower per program costs. 

As you can see, if you're into serious 
calculating, there are a lot of ways to 
skin the cat. 

-Art Salsberg 

carried out at present. The closing 
quote would not be needed. ENTER 

would take care of it. 
Next, we would select the Solve 

menu and invoke SOLVR (solver) with 

the third menu key. After a moment, 
the variables in our equation would 
appear in inverse video across the 
bottom of the display. We would 
then key in the value for each varia- 

ble that we knew and press the menu 
key under the variable label to assign 
it that value. We would then key in 
the unknown we wished to know and 
press the ISOL or "isolate" menu 
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key. Our answer would be returned. 
No other calculator could handle 
such a problem so efficiently. 

But let us say that we needed a 
symbolic solution instead; that we 

wanted the formula for the number 
of turns in a coil rather than any nu- 
merical result. We would recall or 
enter our formula for the inductance 
of coils, select the Solve menu if it 
were not present, enter "NO.T" on 
the command line, and press the ISOL 

menu key. The result the 28C would 
show would be: 

'sl* V(LUH*(18*DIA + 40*LNGH)/DIA2) ' 

The sl indicates that the sign of the 
square root could be positive or neg- 
ative, that the answer is either + 1 

or - 1 times the square root. Clearly, 
the power to obtain such symbolic 
solutions is highly useful and could 
save much time. When dealing with 
complex algebraic expressions, 
somewhat more user participation 
might sometimes be needed. Terms 
might need to be collected with the 
COLCT or "collect" key, for example. 

To plot expressions or equations 
on the 28C, we prepare by clearing 
the stack, selecting the radians mode 
if not present, choosing the standard 
display mode, and selecting the cur- 
sor mode. We then invoke the Plot 
menu, change the plotting parame- 
ters if necessary, and key in the ex- 
pression we wish to plot. We store 
the expression in EQ, the variable for 
the current equation, by pressing the 
SELQ menu key, and then press the 
DRAW menu key. The calculator 
plots the expression on a grid, with 
the horizontal line representing the 
independent variable and the vertical 
the dependent. 

Once we have our plot, we can al- 
ter it in several ways. We might re- 
turn to the Plot menu and set new 
variables for the height and width of 
the graph with the *H and *w menu 
keys. We could choose a new center 
by moving the cursor to a point, digi- 
tizing it with the INS key, and then 

entering the value with the CENTER 

key. Different corners could be set 
by digitizing the points we wished to 
be the new corners and then using 
those numbers to set PMAX and 
PMIN with the menu keys having 
those labels. We might also digitize a 
point to solve a problem or to pro- 
vide an approximation for refine- 
ment by the 28C's SOLVR routine. 
The graphics powers of the 28C are 
not only fun to work with, they are 
also extremely flexible and useful. 

Conclusions 
Hewlett- Packard bills the 28C as a 
math tutor, in addition to its other 
functions. Since working problems, 
rather than hunting up values or for- 
mulas, is the best way to learn math, 
H -P's sales claim seems to be entirely 
reasonable. The 28C fairly invites ex- 
perimentation and will probably lead 
many users to a better appreciation 
of the beauties of symbolic math. Its 
graphics talents will certainly make it 
easier for students to visualize trends 
in functions. 

Somewhat more conventional, but 
not altogether common, 28C fea- 
tures include its powers to handle im- 
aginary numbers and computer 
math. Previously, one needed an 
HP -15 for built -in complex number 
powers and an HP -16 for the fullest 
computer math capabilities. The 
ability to deal with the square root of 
- 1 is important in solving a number 
of electronics problems, such as the 
values of impedances. With the wide 
variety of personal computers, bi- 
nary and hex calculations are no 
longer exotic procedures. Both pow- 
ers belong on scientific calculators, 
and the 28C provides them. Also, the 
28C incorporates a unit -conversion 
system with 120 units built in. 

The 28C lacks the ability to use 
BASIC or any other high -level lan- 
guage. H -P's 81B, TI's 94, Sharp's 
5500 III, and Casio's PB770 are 
among the calculator -size devices 
that do so. Given the 28C's great 
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built -in power, however, I doubt if 
this lack will be noticed very much. 

Except for an infrared printer, the 
28C accepts no peripherals. There 
seem to be two reasons for this. First, 
silicon is Fheap and mechanical stor- 
age devic 
expensive 
their inte 
bility boc 
cond, H- 

s, such as card readers, are 
. By eliminating them and 
faces, space is saved, relia- 
sted, and costs reduced. Se- 

probably did not want to 
kill off their highly successful "cash 
cow," t e HP -41, which, in the 
absence f 28C peripherals, con- 
tinues to have its appeal. The 41 
family is now several years old and 
must be ear to the hearts of H -P 
account ts. 

The 28 printer (the same as used 
for the 18 business calculator) mea- 
sures 3 % ` x 7''h " x 2'/, " and weighs 
one poun with a roll of paper, oper- 
ates on b ttery or ac power (the latter 
with an dapter), uses thermal pa- 
per, and can handle screen dumps. 
Printouts are smaller than screen dis- 
plays, ai 

more tha 
ity is sha 

There 
tween th 
business 

d the width is truncated 
e the height. The print qual- 
p and clear. 
are many similarities be- 
28C and its sister, the 18C 
alculator. The main differ- 

ence is that the 18C majored in fi- 
nance, while the 28C was a math ma- 
jor at the 
obvious c 
business 
the 28C c 
er in offic 

H -P 
documen 
page Get 
406 -page 
cluded w 
clearly w 
ous exa 
Referent 
cording t 
able on t 
mand for 
examples 

university. The 28C is the 
oice for anyone with non - 

alculating needs. Users of 
uld borrow the 18C print- 
s already using that model. 
s provided outstanding 

ation for the 28C. A 54- 
ing Started Manual and a 
Reference Manual are in- 
h the calculator. Both are 
itten and contain numer- 
les of 28C displays. The 
Manual is organized ac- 
the various menus avail - 

e 28C screen. Every corn- 
ach menu is explained and 

of their uses are provided. 

(C +ntinued on page 92) 
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EXPAND YOUR CAREER HORIZONS... _ milm.. _ 
START WITH CIE. 
Microprocessor Technology. Satellite Communications. 
Robotics. Wherever you want to go in electronics... 
start first with CIE. 

Why CIE? Because we're the leader in teaching 
electronics through independent study. Consider this. 
We teach over 25,000 students from all over the 
United States and in over 70 foreign countries. And 
we've been doing it for over 50 years, helping 
thousands of men and women get started in 
electronics careers. 

We offer flexible training to meet your needs. 
You can start at the beginner level or, if you already 
know something about electronics, you may want to 
start at a higher level. But wherever you start, you 
can go as far as you like. You can even earn your 
Associate in Applied Science Degree in Electronics. 

Let us get you started today. Just call toll -free 
1- 800 -321 -2155 (in Ohio, 1- 800 -362 -2105) or mail in 

CIRCLE 90 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

r 

The CIE Microprocessor Trainer helps you to learn how circuits with 
microprocessors function in computers. 

the handy reply coupon or card below to: 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics, 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

CIE World Headquarters 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Please send your independent study catalog. 
For your convenience, CIE will try to have a representative 
contact you - there is no obligation. 

AM O-90 

Print Name 

Address Apt 

City State Zip 

Age Area Code /Phone No 

Check box for G.I. Bill bulletin on Educational Benefits 
Veteran Active Duty MAIL TODAY! 

Just call toll -free 1- 800 -321 -2155 On Ohio, 1- 800 -362 -2105) 
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Applications 

Quick LED Display s 

How to use National Semiconductors' 4 -digit counter /driver 
ICs for creating easy, low -cost numeric displays for your projects 

By J. Daniel Gifford 

Liquid- crystal displays (LCDs) 
have supplanted light -emit- 
ting -diode (LED) displays in 

most commercially made products, 
mainly because of the LCD's low - 
power requirements and high visibil- 
ity under typical lighting conditions. 
However, there is still a lot of mile- 
age to be gotten out of LED displays, 
which are still a lot cheaper and easi- 
er for the hobbyist and experimenter 
to use. 

If you are like most experimenters, 
you probably groan at the thought of 
designing and building projects that 
require multiple- decade displays be- 
cause of the multiplicity of compo- 
nents needed -counter and decoder/ 
driver chips, resistors and the LED 
displays themselves. Fortunately, 
things are not as bleak as they first 
appear to be now that National 
Semiconductor is making a series of 
4 -digit counter /driver ICs designed 
to drive LED displays. These rela- 
tively new chips reduce the compo- 
nent count, in some cases, to just 
two: the IC and display. Hence, 
working with this new series of chips 
is a breeze. 

The series itself consists of four 
separate devices (numbers 74C925 
through 72C928), all of which are 
nearly identical but differ with some 
important variations. All four chips 
are also relatively low in cost and 
readily available from a number of 
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Fig. 1. Pinouts of 16 pin 74C925 and 
18 pin 74C926, 74C927 and 74C928. 
The 74C925 and 74C926 are function- 
ally identical except that the 74C926 
lacks carry output and display select 
input. The 74C927 and 74C928 are 
identical to the 74C926 except for 

different counting sequences. 

sources traditionally used by hobby- 
ists and experimenters. 

Technical Details 
The four chips that make up the Na- 
tional series each contain a 4 -digit 
BCD counter, quad 4 -bit latch, BCD 
to 7- segment decoder and segment 
and digit drivers. The 74C925 is a 
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16 -pin D. 
three are 

With any 

P device, while the other 
18 -pin devices (Fig. 1). 

one of these chips, a mini- 
mum of outboard components are 
needed to provide full four -digit dec- 
imal counting. The only external 
components one might need are four 
common athode numeric LED dis- 
plays, w 
digit or 
bargain - 

In spit 
chip fun 
exceptio 
the segm 
are only 
per chip. 
devices, 
so that a 
by a 4 -de 
the LED 
as much 

ich can be either discrete - 
four -digit array, and four 
sement npn transistors. 
of the many combined on- 
ons, this series of ICs is 

Ily easy to use. Other than 
nt and digit outputs, there 
our inputs and one output 
ince these chips are CMOS 
ey draw very little power 

y significant power drawn 
ade counter is confined to 
isplay, which can consume 
s 100 mA or more. 

CMOS construction makes these 
chips relatively immune to electricall 
noise an aids in interfacing with al- 
most any kind of circuit that requires 
a numeri 
thing crit 
quiremen 
to operat 
volts dc, 

display. Too, there is no- 
cal about power -supply re- 
s, since they are designed 
over a range of from 3 to 6 

making operation from 5 

volts the easiest design option. 
All four ICs in the series feature 

digit multiplexing. An internal os- 
cillator in each runs the multiplex- 
ing circuitry. Hence, the need for 
even a si gle external timing capaci- 
tor is e ' ated. Individual a through 
g segme t -drive outputs can each 
source up to 40 mA of current, which 
is sufficient to assure a bright display 
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when an IC is called upon to drive 
even large (0.6- to 0.8 -inch) LED nu- 
meric digits. Segment resistors should, 
however, be used when these ICs are 
powered from a 5- to 6 -volt source. 
though they can be dispensed with 
when less than 5 volts is used to pow- 
er the chips. 

If very large, bright displays that 
draw greater current than the count- 
er /driver ICs can safely deliver are to 
be used, high- current drivers like the 
CD4050B hex buffer can be included 
between the combined counter /driv- 
er IC's outputs and the displays. 

Digit driver outputs A through D 
are limited to a maximum source cur- 
rent of about 1 mA. This is enough 
current to drive a general -purpose 
npn transistor like the 2N2222 or 
2N3904 that is then used to sink cur- 
rent from the common cathodes of a 
single LED decade. The four outputs 
are switched high in succession, with 
one and only one being high at any 
given moment in time. Each output 
has an on time of 22 percent of a sin- 
gle duty cycle, leaving a 3- percent 
"dead" time during which no decade 
is on. This dead time keeps the seg- 
ment signals from traveling to the 
wrong display and causing "ghost- 
ing" (faint lighting of wrong seg- 
ments). In severe cases, ghosting can 
cause the display to faintly light all 
eight segments continuously. 

As each driver output is switched 
high, the segment drivers switch to 
the corresponding counter stage's 
outputs. Actually, the outputs of the 
7- segment decoder driver remain 
connected the same way (to the seg- 
ment output pins). It is the BCD in- 
puts to the decoder that are switched 
from the outputs of one 4 -bit latch 
to the next. 

Each latch is connected to the out- 
put of one of the four counter stages 
and all four latches are controlled by 
the latch -enable (LE) input. When 
LE is high, the latches are in flow - 
through mode, and the outputs of 
the counters are directly passed to 

Counters 
advance on 
falling edge 

l l 1 

Count /LARM 

Reset/LARM 

Counter /LARM 

3 -6V 
Carry 
out Optional 

segment 
resistors 
(10 -47e) 

NOTE: 
Q1 -04 = 2N2222 

Fig. 2. Basic application circuit for all versions of counter. Segment resistors are 
optional but should be used whenever power supply delivers 5 volts or more. 

the segment decoder. When LE is 
brought low, the count in the latches 
at that point -and the display -is 
frozen until the input is brought high 
again. The counters continue to 
count, however, and their output (in- 
stead of the count being held in the 
latches) can be displayed by bringing 
the display- select (DS) input high. 

When DS is low, the value in the 
latches is displayed, whether static or 

changing with the counters. When 
DS is brought high, the value held in 
the latches is ignored and the counter 
outputs drive the decoder. 

It is in the counter sections where 
the only differences between the four 
ICs lie. The 74C926 has four divide - 
by-10 counters with BCD outputs. 
The clock input is connected to the 
least- significant digit's (LSD's) 
counter stage. The carry output of 

FPT1 00 
LE 

10K to 1 M 

See Fig 2 
0 

Reset 

100K 

Fig. 3. Basic event counter can use switch (A), phototransistor (B) or any other 
sensor that can produce a 0 -to -5 -volt pulse. 
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the LSD's counter stage drives the 
second counter stage, the second 
counter's carry output drives the 
third counter stage, and the third 
counter stage's carry output drives 
the fourth counter stage. With four 
counter stages, the 74C926 has a 
count range of 0000 to 9999. When 
the count increments by 1 past 9999, 
the count (and display) roll over to 
0000 to begin counting upward again. 
(All count incrementing occurs on 
the negative edge of the clock pulse 
input.) 

The fourth counter's carry is 

brought out to the carry out pin. 
Hence, two or more of these chips 
can be cascaded for any desired num- 
ber of display decades. The chip car- 
ry output is low until the display 
reaches 6000, at which point it drops 
low again when the counter rolls over 
to 0000. 

With a 5 -volt power supply, the 
maximum clock frequency for all 
four 4 -digit counter /drivers in this 
series is typically 4 MHz (2 MHz 
guaranteed), which should be fast 
enough for most counting applica- 
tions. If a faster count input is need- 
ed, a prescaling counter like the 
74HC4017 or 74HC4510 can be used 
ahead of the display counter /driver 

IC Availability 

The National Semiconductor LED counter /driver integ 
article are readily available, but not from all sources tra 
hobbyists and experimenters. If you would like to experi 
they can be obtained from the following sources: 

Source* Device No. 

Digi -Key 
P.O. Box 677 
Thief River Falls, MN 56701 
Tel.: 800- 344 -4539 

Jameco Electronics 
1355 Shoreway Blvd. 
Belmont, CA 94002 
Tel.: 415 -592 -8097 

74C925 
74C926 
74C927 
74C928 

74C925 
74C926 

'Digi -Key has no minimum, but service charges may apply; Jame 

ted circuits referred to in this 
itionally used by electronics 
ent with and use these chips, 

Cat. No. Unit Price 

C925N-ND $8.75 
C926N-ND $8.75 
C927N-ND $8.75 
C928N-ND $8.75 

74C925 $4.95 
74C926 $4.95 

has a $20 minimum. 

to divide the input frequency by any 
factor of 10. These prescaling count- 
ers can be cascaded as needed to ob- 
tain the desired divide factor to bring 
the input signal frequency into a 
range that can be handled by the dis- 
play counter /driver. 

All four counter /drivers in this 
series share a common reset input, 
which is kept low for normal opera- 
tion and is brought high to force all 
counter stages to zero and the carry 
output to its low state. Reset also in- 

hibits counting when it is high. 
Being a simple decimal counter, 

the 74C92 
ful of the 1 

is the me 
74C925 is 
mal count 
ry output 
cause the c 

ways conn 
ing LE lo 
only real a 

that in O] 

is probably the most use - 
our IC devices. Indeed, it 
t widely available. The 
an almost identical deci- 
r, except that it lacks car- 

d display -select pins. Be- 
utput of this counter is al- 
cted to the latches, bring. - 
freezes the display. The 
vantage to the 74C925 is 

iM quantities (10,000 or 
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Fig. 4. Basic period- measurement circuit. 
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more pieces), it is cheaper than the 
74C926. In the small quantities an 
experimenter usually buys, there is 

no price advantage worth considering. 
The 74C927 is identical to the 

74C926 in that it is housed in an 
18 -pin package and has both reset 
and carry output pins. The dif- 
ference is that the second most - 
significant (hundreds) digit has a 
maximum count of 6 and rolls over 
to 0 when it is incremented past 5 (the 
6 count is the result of 0 being used as 
a count digit). This yields a max- 
imum count for the four -digit device 
of 9599, which is useful for timing 
and clock applications. (If a 10 -Hz 
clock signal is used with the 74C927, 
the output would display seconds in 
tenths up to 10 minutes, which would 
be displayed as 9:59.9.) The carry 
output pin follows the same logic as 
that of the 74C926, going high at 
6000 and low at 0000. 

Except that its most -significant 
digit divides by 2, giving a maximum 
count of 1999, the 74C928 is also 
identical to the 74C926. The carry 
output latches high when the count 
reaches 2000. It returns to low only 
when the counter is reset. The 74C928 
is, thus, a 31/2-digit counter, with the 
carry output acting as an overflow 

indicator. This counter /driver is 

suitable for many types of panel -me- 
ter circuits. 

Applications 
All of the application circuits we will 
be discussing use the basic circuit 
shown in Fig. 2. This is the circuit im- 
plied in later figures by a box with in- 
ternal callouts. Power supply deliv- 
ery is assumed to be 5 volts dc. If a 
lower voltage is used, you might have 
to make some adjustments in the cir- 
cuits to be shown. 

Event Counter. The resettable 
event counter circuit shown in Fig. 3 

is about as simple an application for 
the National ICs as you can get. A 
switch (detail A) or a phototransistor 
(detail B) are two possible input 
sensors than can be used to count, 
say, openings of a door or objects 
passing on a conveyor belt. Any kind 
of sensing device that produces a 0- 
to -.5 -volt pulse can be used in this cir- 
cuit in place of the switch or photo - 
transistor. 

The Fig. 3 circuit uses a manual re- 
set function, and the display -select 
and latch -enable inputs are wired 
high to provide for a continuously 
updating display. As with all these 
circuits, you can make any modifica- 

tions you see fit to suit your particu- 
lar applications. 

Gated Timer. Figure 4 shows a 
very useful circuit that turns the 
counting function of the basic circuit 
into a timing function with a digital 
display and an adjustable timebase. 
If the project you incorporate the ba- 
sic circuit into does not generate 
countable pulses, you can probably 
arrange it to produce a variable pulse 
width to drive this circuit or a vari- 
able frequency to drive a frequency 
counter (see below). 

An astable multivibrator or clock 
source, built around the popular 555 
timer or a pair of CMOS gates, is 

used to provide a timebase frequency 
for this circuit, the frequency of 
which can be adjusted to suit the proj- 
ect's needs. The output of the time - 
base is connected to the clock input 
of the counter circuit via a gate. The 
other input of the gate is used to turn 
on and off the counter. 

Two different gating circuits are 
shown. One counts when the input is 

high, the other when the input is low. 
On each, when the output returns to 
the "don't count" state, the LE in- 
put is briefly enabled to store the 
count, and then the reset input is 
pulsed high to reset the counters to 
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0.5- 2000Hz 

I 
f, 
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hCount»1 

L.-Don't» 
count 

CD4011 B 
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v+ 
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See Fig. 2 

Fig. 5. Basic frequency- counter circuit. 
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Fig. 6. General-purpose input conditioning circuit for use with Fig. 5 circ 

await the next counting period. The 
last count will be displayed until the 
next counting period is completed. 

In general, you will probably want 
the timebase frequency of the Fig. 4 

circuit to be a decade division of 1 

second (0.1 second, 0.01 second, and 
so on), since this will produce a dis- 
play that tells you how long the high 
or low pulse was. The timebase fre- 
quency can be adjusted to produce 

A Career Start in 
21st Century Electronics 

Since 1905, National Technical Schools 
has helped over 300,000 people just like 
you learn at their own pace and build 
successful careers. Enter the boom in 
electronics through home study courses 
in Microcomputer Technology & Ser- 
vicing, TV & Radio Servicing, Video 
Technology, Industrial Controls (Micro- 
processing), Robotics or Basic Electronics. 

To begin a new career or to sharpen 
your current skills, call 1- 800 -B- BETTER 
or write us today for complete details: 
NTS, Dept. ME -410, 456 West M.L. 
King Jr. Blvd., Los Angeles CA 90037. 

Accredited by National Home Study Council 
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other frequencies -to correct for 
timing factor errors in the main cir- 
cuit, for example. 

Frequency Counter. If your main 
circuit does not produce countable 
pulses and cannot be rigged to pro- 
duce some sort of time -proportional 
pulses, you might be able to get it to 
produce a proportionally variable 
frequency. To produce a readout dis- 
play from such a frequency, you can 
use the circuit shown in Fig. 5. If this 
circuit looks familiar, it is because it 
is the logical inversion of the Fig. 4 

circuit. However, instead of gating 
on and off a steady frequency with a 
pulse input, this circuit uses the sta- 
ble frequency to gate on and off a 
variable input frequency. 

Unless the input frequency is gen- 
erated by other digital circuitry, it 
will probably have to be conditioned 
before it will work properly with the 
Fig. 5 circuit. Figure 6 illustrates an 
excellent general -purpose signal con- 
ditioner. Because the two diodes clip 
the input voltage at the ground and 
V + levels, peak -to -peak inputs of 25 

volts or so are safe to apply to the in- 
put of the circuit, even though the 
supply voltage may be as low as 3 

volts. Since the main element in this 
circuit is a Schmitt trigger, the circuit 
will turn even fairly ragged input sig- 
nals into clean square waves to drive 
the counter circuit. 

Cascading Counters 
In the circuits discussed above, it was 
assumed that only one counter /driv- 

er IC was 
exception I: 

counters c 

limit. Alth 
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cal limit i 
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Cascadi 
matter of u 
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should be 
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sed. However, with the 
f the 74C925, all of these 
n be cascaded without 
ugh 32 or more decades 
by cascading, the practi- 
probably more in the 

ight decades, which re- 
ounter /driver ICs. 
g these devices is simply a 
ing the original clock sig- 
tter what its source -to 

e ck input of the least -sig- 
its (units through thou - 
er) and then connecting 
tput of that counter to 
ut of the next. In gener- 

r inputs of each counter 
e, display select and re- 
be chained together so t simultaneously. 
ult to conceive of a cir- 
ich the lower counter 
nything but a 74C926. 
counter could easily be 
four counter /drivers in 
a 75C925 or 74C926 for 
(0 to 9) counting, a 

-digit counting with an 
even a 74C927 for time 

m 0.00001 second to 10 

h a 100 -kHz timebase). 
n two counters are cas- 
but the highest would 

10 

ng the proper counting 
n and correct circuit 

discussed here, you 
ble to add a four -or- 

more -digit LED display to almost 
any circuit that can benefit from one. 
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NEW! 
CB Radlos & 
Scanners 

Communications Electronics; 
the world's largest distributor of radio- 
scanners, introduces new models of 
CB & marine radios and scanners. 

NEW! Regency/ TS2 -RA 
Allow 30 -90 days for delivery after receipt of order 
due to the high demand for this product. 
List price $499.95/CE price $339.95 
12 -Band, 75 Channel Crystalless AC /DC 
F.requencyrange : :29-54,118-175,406-512,806-950 MHz. 
The Regency TS2 scanner lets you monitor 
Military, Space Satellites, Government, Railroad, 
Justice Department, State Department, Fish & 
Game, Immigration, Marine, Police and Fire Depart- 
ments, Aeronautical AM band, Paramedics, Am- 
ateur Radio, plus thousands of other radio fre- 
quencies most scanners can't pick up. The Regency 
TS2 features new 40 channel per second Turbo 
Scan" so you wont miss any of the action. Model 
1rs1 -RA is a 35 channel version of this radio without 
the 800 MHz. band and costs only $239.95. 

Regency° Z60 -RA 
List price $299.95/CE price $1 48.95/SPECIAL 
S -Band, 60 Channel No- crystal scanner 
Bands: 30-50, 88 -108, 118 -136, 144 -174, 440 -512 MHz. 
The Regency Z60 covers all the public service 
bands plus aircraft and FM music for a total of 
eight bands. The Z60 also features an alarm 
clock and priority control as well as AC /DC 
operation. Order today. 

Regency® Z45 -RA 
List price $259.95/CE price $139.95 /SPECIAL 
7-Band, 45 Channel No- crystal scanner 
Hands: 30 -50, 118 -136, 144 -174, 440 -512 MHz. 
The Regency Z45 is very similar to the Z60 model 
listed above however it does not have the commer- 
cial FM broadcast band. The Z45, now at a 
special price from Communications Electronics. 

Regency° RH256B -RA 
List price $799.95/CE price $329.95 /SPECIAL 
16 Channel 25 Watt Transceiver Priority 
The Regency RH256B is a sixteen -channel VHF land 
mobile transceiver designed to cover any frequency 
between 150 to 162 MHz. Since this radio is 
synthesized, no expensive crystals are needed to 
store up to 16 frequencies without battery backup. 
All radios come with CTCSS tone and scanning 
capabilities. A monitor and night /day switch is also 
standard. This transceiver even has a priority func- 
tion. The RH256 makes an ideal radio for any police 
or fire department volunteer because of its low cost 
and high performance. A 60 Watt VHF 150 -162 
MHz. version called the RH606B -RA is available 
for $459.95. A UHF 15 watt, 10 channel version of 
this radio called the RU150B -RA is also available 
and covers 450-482 MHz. but the cost is $439.95. 

Bearcat° 50XL -RA 
List price $199.95/CE price $114.95 /SPECIAL 
1O -Band, 10 Channel Handheld scanner 
Bands: 29.7 -54, 136 -174, 406 -512 MHz. 
The Uniden Bearcat 50XL is an economical, hand- 
held scanner with 10 channels covering ten fre- 
quency bands. It features a keyboard lock switch to 
prevent accidental entry and more. Also order the 
new double -long life rechargeable battery pack 
part # BP55 for$29.95, a plug -in wall charger, part 
# AD100 for $14.95, a carrying case part # VC001 
for $14.95 and also order optional cigarette lighter 
cable part # PSOO1 for $14.95. 

NEW! Scanner Frequency Listings 
The new Fox scanner frequency directories will help 
you find all the action your scanner can listen to. These 
new listings include police, fire, ambulances & rescue 
squads, local government, private police agencies, 
hospitals, emergency medical channels, news media, 
forestry radio service, railroads, weather stations, radio 
common carriers, AT&T mobile telephone, utility com- 
panies, general mobile radio service, marine radio 
service, taxi cab companies, tow truck companies, 
trucking companies, business repeaters, business radio 
(simplex) federal government, funeral directors, vet- 
erinarians, buses, aircraft, space satellites, amateur 
radio, broadcasters and more. Fox frequency listings 
feature call letter cross reference as well as a 1phabetical 
listing by licensee name, police codes and signals. All 
Fox directories are $14.95 each plus $3.00 shipping. 
State of Alaska- RL019 -1; Baltimore, MD /Washington, 
DC- RL024 -1; Chicago, IL- RLO14 -1; Cleveland, 01-1- 
RL017.1; Columbus, OH- RL003.2; Dallas /Ft. Worth, 
TX- RL013 -1; Denver /Colorado Springs, CO- RL027.1; 
Detroit, MI/ Windsor, ON- RL008.2; Fort Wayne, IN 
/Lima, OH- RL001.1; Houston, TX- RL023 -1; Indian- 
apolis, IN- RL022 -1; Kansas City, MO/ KS- RL011.2; 
Los Angeles, CA- RL016 -1; Louisville /Lexington, KY- 
RL007-1; Milwaukee, WI /Waukegan, IL- RL021 -1; 
Minneapolis /St. Paul, MN- RL010 -2; Nevada /E. Central 
CA- RL028 -1; Oklahoma City /Lawton, OK- RL005 -2; 
Pittsburgh, PA/Wheeling, WV- RL029 -1; Rochester/ 
Syracuse, NY- RL020.1; Tampa /St. Petersburg, FL- 
RL004.2; Toledo, OH- RLOO2.3. A regional directory 
which covers police, fire ambulance & rescue squads, 
local government, forestry, marine radio, mobile phone, 
aircraft and NOAA weather is available for$19.95 each. 
RD001 -1 covers AL, AR, FL, GA, LA, MS, NC, PR, SC, TN 
& VI. For an area not shown above call Fox at 800 -543- 
7892 or in Ohio 800- 621 -2513. 

Regency® Informant" Scanners 
Frequency coverage: 35-54, 136-174406-512 MHz. 
The new Regency Informant scanners cover virtu- 
ally all the standard police, fire, emergency and 
weather frequencies. These special scanners are 
preprogrammed by state in the units memory. Just 
pick a state and a category. The Informant does the 
rest. All Informant radios have a feature called 
Turbo Scan" to scan up to 40 channels per second. 
The INF1 -RA is ideal for truckers and is only 
$249.95. The new INF2 -RA is a deluxe model and 
has ham radio, a weather alert and other exciting 
features built in for only $324.95. For base station 
use, the INF5 -RA is only $199.95 and for those 
who can afford the best, the IN F3 -RA at $249.95, is 
a state-of -the-art, receiver that spells out what 
service you're listining to such as Military, Airphone, 
Paging, State Police, Coast Guard or Press. 

Regency° HX1500 -RA 
List price $369.95/CE price $218.95 
11 -Band, 55 Channel Handheld/Portable 
Search Lockout Priority Bank Select 
Sidelit liquid crystal display EAROM Memory 
Direct Channel Access Feature Scan delay 
Bands: 29 -54, 118 -136, 144 -174, 406 -420, 440-512 MHz. 
The new handheld Regency HX1500 scanner is 
fully keyboard programmable for the ultimate in 
versatility. You can scan up to 55 channels at the 
same time including the AM aircraft band. The LCD 
display is even sidelit for night use. Includes belt 
clip, flexible antenna and earphone. Operates on 8 
1.2 Volt rechargeable Ni -cad batteries (not included). 
Be sure to order batteries and battery charger from 
the accessory list in this ad. 

Bearcat° 100XL-RA 
List price $349.95/CE price $178.95 /SPECIAL 
9 -Band, 16 Channel Priority Scan Delay 
Search Limit Hold Lockout AC /DC 
Frequency range: 30 -50, 118 -174, 406 -512 MHz. 

Included in our low CE price is a sturdy carrying case, 
earphone, battery charger /AC adapter, six AA ni -cad 
batteries and flexible antenna. Order your scanner now. 

* * * Uniden CB Radios * * * 
The Uniden line of Citizens Band Radio transceivers is 
styled to compliment other mobile audio equipment. 
Uniden CB radios are so reliable that they have a two 
year limited warranty. From the feature packed PRO 
540e to the 310e handheld, there is no better Citizens 
Band radio of the market today. 
PRO310E -RA Uniden 40 Ch. Portable /Mobile CB... $85.95 
NINJA -RA PR0310E with rechargeable battery pack.$99.95 
B -1 O -RA 1.2V AA Ni -cad batt. for Ninja(set of 10) 

, . . . $20.95 
PRO520E -RA Uniden 40 channel CB Mobile $59.95 
PRO540E -RA Uniden 40 channel CB Mobile $119.95 
PRO710E -RA Uniden40 channel CB Base $119.95 
PC22 -RA Uroden remote mount CB Mobile $99.95 
PC55 -RA Urodenmobile mount CB transceiver $59.95 

***,Uniden Marine Radios*** 
Now the finest marine electronics are available through 
CEL The Unimetrics SH66 -RA has 50 transmit and 60 
receive frequencies with 25 or 1 watt power output. 
Only$169.95. The Unimetrics SH 88 -RA is a deluxe full 
function marine radiotelephone featuring 55 transmit 
and 90 receive channels and scanning capability for 
only $259.95. The Unimetrics SH3000 -RA is an excel- 
lent digital depth sounder, good for 300 feet. It has an 
LCD continuously backlit with red light display and a 5 
ft. or 10 ft. alarm. Only $189.95. Order today. 
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Bearcat° 800XLT -RA 
List price $499.95/CE price $289.95 /SPECIAL 
12 -Band, 40 Channel No- crystal scanner 
Priority control Search/Scan AC /DC 
Bands: 29 -54, 118 -174, 406-512, 806-912 MHz, 
The Uniden 800XLT receives 40 channels in two banks. 
Scans 15 channels per second. Size 91/4" x4y x12' ." 

OTHER RADIOS AND ACCESSORIES 
Panasonic RF- 2600-RA Shortwave receiver $179.95 
RD55 -RA Uniden Visor mount Radar Detector $98.95 
RD9 -RA Uniden"Passport" size Radar Detector ... $ 169.95 
NEW! BC 7OXLT -RA Bearcat 20 channel scanner ... $168.95 
BC 140 -RA Bearcat 10 channel scanner $92.95 
BC 145XL -RA Bearcat 16 channel scanner $98.95 
BC 175XL -RA Bearcat 16 channel scanner $156.95 
BC 210XLT -RA Bearcat 40 channel scanner $196.95 
BC-WA -RA Bearcat Weather Alert" $35.95 
R1080 -RA Regency 30 channel scanner $118.95 
R1090 -RA Regency45 channel scanner $148.95 
UC102 -RA Regency VHF 2 ch. 1 Watt transceiver ... $117.95 
P1412 -RA Regency 12 amp reg. power supply... $189.95 
MA549 -RA Drop -in charger for HX1200& HX1500 ... $84.95 
MA518 -RA Wall charger for HX1500 scanner $14.95 
MA553 -RA Carrying case for HX1500 scanner $19.95 
MA257 -RA Cigarette lighter cord for HXl2 /1500 $19.95 
MA91 7- RA Ni-Cad battery pack for H X1000/1200 $34.95 
SMMX7000 -RA Svc. man. for MX7000 & MX5000 $19.95 
B -4 -RA 1.2 V AAA Ni -Cad batteries (set of four) $9.95 
B -8 -RA 1.2 V AA Ni -Cad batteries (set of eight) $17.95 
FB -E -RA Frequency Directory for Eastern u.S A $14.95 
FB -W -RA Frequency Directory for Western U.S.A. $14.95 
ASD-RA Air Scan Directory $14.95 
SRF -RA Survival Radio Frequency Directory $14.95 
TSG-RA "Top Secret" Registry of U.S. Govt. Freq.... $14.95 
TIC -RA Techniques for Intercepting Comm. $14.95 
RRF -RA Railroad frequency directory $14.95 
EEC -RA Embassy& Espionage Communications $14.95 
CIE -RA Covert Intelligenct, Elect. Eavesdropping ...$14.95 
MFF -RA Midwest Federal Frequency directory . $14.95 
A60 -RA Magnet mount mobile scanner antenna... $35.95 
A70 -RA Base station scanner antenna $35.95 
MA548 -RA Mirror mount Informant antenna $39.95 
USAMM -RA Mag mount VHF ant. w/ 12' cable $39.95 
USAK -RA 'i " hole mount VHF ant. w/ 17' cable.... $35.95 
Add $3.00 shipping for all accessories ordered at the same time. 
Add $12.00 shipping per shortwave receiver. 
Add $7.00 shipping per radio and $3.00 per antenna. 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
To get the fastest delivery from CE of any scanner, 
send or phone your order directly to our Scanner 
Distribution Center' Michigan residents please add 4% 
sales tax or supply your tax I.D. number. Written pur- 
chase orders are accepted from approved government 
agencies and most well rated firms at a 10% surcharge 
for net 10 billing. All sales are subject to availability, 
acceptance and verification. All sales on accessories 
are final. Prices, terms and specifications are subject to 
change without notice. All prices are in U.S. dollars. Out 
of stock items will be placed on backorder automatically 
unless CE is instructed differently. A $5.00 additional 
handling fee will be charged for all orders with a 
merchandise total under$50.00. Shipments are F.O.B. 
Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD's. Most products that we 
sell have a manufacturer's warranty. Free copies of 
warranties on these products are available prior to 
purchase by writing to CE. Non -certified checks require 
bank clearance. Not responsible for typographical errors. 

Mail orders to: Communications Electron- 
ics;" Box 1045, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
U.S.A. Add $7.00 per scanner for R.P.S. /U. P.S. 
ground shipping and handling in the continental 
U.S.A. For Canada, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, 
or APO /FPO delivery, shipping charges are 
three times continental U.S. rates. If you have a 
Discover, Visa or Master Card, you may call and 
place a credit card order. Order toll -free in the 
U.S. Dial 800-USA-SCAN. In Canada, order toll - 
free by calling 800-221 -3475. FTCC Telex any- 
time, dial 825333. If you are outside the U.S. 
or in Michigan dial 313-973-8888. Order today. 
Scanner Distribution Center" and CE logos are trade- 
marks of Communications Electronics Inc. 
I Bearcat is a registered trademark of Uniden Corporation. 
t Regency and Turbo Scan are registered trademarks of 
Regency Electronics Inc. AD *080187 -RA 

Copyright r 1987 Communications Electronics Inc. 

For credit card orders call 
1 -800- USA -SCAN 

//COMMUNICATIONS 
ELECTRONICS INC. 

Consumer Products Division 
P.O. Box 1045 O Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1045 U.S.A. 
Ca I 1 800 -USA -SCAN or outside U.S.A. 313- 973.8888 
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Project 

A General- Purpose 
Speech Synthesizer 

This versatile ASCII-to-speech processor can be used with 
a variety of devices to generate human -sounding speech 

By Barry L. Ives 

Artifically generated -or so- 
called "synthesized" - 
speech has found applica- 

tions in many areas as a useful way of 
providing machine -to -human feed- 
back. One obvious application of a 
speech synthesizer is as a device to as- 
sist sightless and /or mute people to 
communicate with others. In other 
applications, the speech synthesizer 
can be used to vocalize instructions 
to a computer operator in situations 
where it is not convenient to display 
characters on a video screen or where 
the operator is unable to keep a con- 
tinuous eye on the screen. It can also 
be used as a teaching /learning tool 
for children and other individuals to 
learn spelling, mathematics and even 
how to read. One popular use is in 
providing aural feedback in interac- 
tive video games. In fact, the uses to 
which a speech synthesizer like the 
one to be described are limited only 
by the imagination of the user. 

Our speech synthesizer project ac- 
cepts ASCII test information from 
any computer and converts it into 
vocalized speech. Because it trans- 
lates the text words fed to it into 
sounds phonetically with an accura- 
cy of 85 percent or more, the synthe- 
sizer's vocabulary is virtually unlim- 
ited. For maximum versatility, the 
project can be configured to accept 
serial or parallel ASCII data fed to it 

at any rate between 50 and 9,600 
baud. It accommodates both TTL 
and RS -232C signal levels and any 
combination of bits and parity and 
can be set up to handle the user's 
choice of hardware or software 
handshaking, with a three -line or X- 
line serial interface. If you wish, you 
can even use an ASCII -encoded key- 

board to feed data to the synthesizer 
in place of a computer. 

About the Circuit 
The spee 
around t 
CTS256A- 
verter proc 
dedicated 

synthesizer is built 
General Instruments 

L2 code -to- speech con - 
ssor, which is basically a 
microprocessor, and 

PARALLEL OR 

SERIAL DATA 

FROM COMPUTER 
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CONTROL AND 
DATA SIGNALS 

Code -To -Sp 
converte 
(IC2, IC: 

Logic 
(IC10, IC11, IC4, 
IC5, IC5, IC12) 

Fig. 1. Block diagra r of overall speech synthesizer, 
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Table 1. Standard RS -232C Signals (partial list) 

DB -25 Pin No. Abbreviation Name Direction 

1 P. GND Chassis ground Both 
2 TX Transmitted data To modem 
3 RX Received data From modem 
4 RTS Request to send To modem 
5 CTS Clear to send From modem 
6 DSR Data set ready From modem 
7 S. GND Signal ground Both 
8 DCD Data carrier detect From modem 
20 DTR Data terminal ready To modem 

SPO256A -AL2 speech -processor in- 
tegrated circuits. Both of these chips 
are readily available from Radio 
Shack stores and other sources. The 
block diagram of the synthesizer, mi- 
nus its ac- operated power supply, is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

Character data from a computer 
or other ASCII -encoded source is 
fed into dedicated 8 -bit microproces- 
sor IC2 in Fig. 2. Upon receipt of the 
ASCII data, IC2's internal program 
searches through a series of letter -to- 
sound rules to locate the proper allo- 
phone addresses to feed to speech - 
processor chip IC3. The latter chip 
uses the addresses fed to it to form 
the required phonetic sounds by 
means of an internal programmable 
digital filter and pulse -width modu- 
lator configured to imitate the 
sounds of a human voice. 

After passing through an external 
two -pole filter, the sound signal 
from IC2 is amplified by audio am- 
plifier chip IC8, which then drives 
the speaker to produce the vocalized 
sounds of the typed -in data. (For 

more information on allophone 
speech synthesis, see "This is Your 
Computer Speaking," Modern Elec- 
tronics, June 1986.) 

Figure 3 is the schematic diagram 
of the circuit required to interface 
the synthesizer to a computer 
through a true RS -232C serial port. 
As you can see from this interface 
circuit, you need quad receiver IC9 
and quad transmitter IC/O. Stan- 
dard RS -232C uses the signals de- 
tailed in Table 1. Some of these sig- 
nals are for handshaking control to 
and from the computer and "mo- 
dem." However, the RX and TX 
lines carry the actual data. 

Pin numbers for interface connec- 
tor JI into which the computer /syn- 
thesizer link is made are for the stan- 
dard DB -25 connector commonly 
used in computer systems. If your 
computer uses a different connector, 
refer to the computer's manual to 
obtain the information needed and 
adjust accordingly when preparing 
the linking cable. 

Code -to- speech converter IC2 in 

ADDRESS 

Speech 
synthesizer 

(1C3) 

Filter 

Speaker 

Audio 
amplifier 

(1C8) 

including all options but not power supply. 

Fig. 2 has an input port for ASCII 
data as well as an output port for 
software handshaking and a BUSY 
output line for hardware handshak- 
ing. The input port at pin 16 of IC2 
should be connected to the comput- 
er's TX data output. The output port 
at pin 37 of IC2, if it is to be used for 
software XON /XOFF handshaking, 
should connect to the computer's 
CTS input. These are the primary 
signals to and from the speech syn- 
thesizer. In the Fig. 3 RS -232C inter- 
face adapter circuit, the DCD and 
DSR lines are pulled high to signal 
the computer at all times. 

If TTL -level signals are used, the 
connections should be made directly 
to DB -25 connector JI instead of go- 
ing through the Fig. 3 circuit. The 
connections shown permit a straight - 
through interconnecting cable to 
be used, assuming the computer is 

configured as a data terminal. (If 
you plan to use the project in this 
manner, check the computer's pro- 
gramming manual to be certain that 
the pin numbers correspond and ad- 
just as necessary. Information on 
programming the RS -232C port in 
the computer can also be found in 
the manual.) 

As provided, the CTS256A is pro- 
grammed to read 7 -bit ASCII data 
with two stop bits and no parity. 
Baud rate, however, is selectable ac- 
cording to settings of the sections of 
DIP switch S3, as shown in Table 2. 
If your computer cannot be set up to 
accommodate these parameters, the 
optional latch circuit consisting of 
octal latch /CH in Fig. 4 can be add- 
ed to the basic project to provide ad- 
ditional choices of bits and parity per 
Table 2. Inclusion of the Fig. 4 pro- 
grammable parameters circuit re- 
quires installation of the jumper wire 
that connects pin 9 of IC2 to + 5 

volts (see Fig. 2). 
The parallel interface port circuit 

shown in Fig. 5 can be used to inter- 
face the project with computers that 
have a parallel but no serial port or 
simply if you wish to use parallel 
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Table 2. Parameters Option Wiring and Setting 

S3 Section To Settings 

A IC2, pin6 000 = Parallel 
B IC2, pin 7 001 = Serial (50 baud) 
C IC2, pin 8 010 = Serial (110 baud) 

011 = Serial (300 baud) 
100 = Serial (1,200 baud) 
101 = Serial (2,400 baud) 
110 = Serial (4,800 baud) 
111 = Serial (9,600 baud) 

Under "Settings," read A, B, C left to right. 

D IC2, pin 10 1 = External Ram; 0 = internal RAM 
E IC2, pin 11 1 = Any delimiter; 

0 = Carriage return only 
F IC11, pin 3 1 = 2 stop bits; 0 = l stop bit 
G IC11, pin 7 1 = Even parity; 0 = odd party 
H IC11, pin 8 1 = Parity; 0 = No parity 

J IC11, pin 13 00 = Not used 10 = 7 bits 
K IC11, pin 14 01 = 6 bits 11 = 8 bits 

Under Settings," read J, K left to right. 

feed. This circuit latches eight bits 
corresponding to an ASCII charac- 
ter into IC12 when the S (STROBE) 
line is brought low. The character is 
then fed into IC2 (Fig. 2) and RAM 

memory. Connections can be made 
through pins 10 through 18 and pin 7 

ground of JI. 
Though IC2 comes with a 20 -byte 

input buffer and 26 -byte output buf- 

fer, this is not sufficient storage 
space to avoid crashing the system as 
a result of output buffer overflow. 
Therefore, the external RAM circuit 
shown in Fig. 6 is included in the bas- 
ic design of the speech synthesizer to 
permit a half- screen full of data to be 
accepted and spoken from beginning 
to end. 

The final circuit that makes up the 
speech synthesizer is the ac- line -op- 
erated power supply shown schema- 
tically in Fig. 7. This is a straightfor- 
ward regulated + 5 -volt dc power 
supply. Transformer Ti steps down 
the incoming 117 volts ac to 12.6 
volts ac, which is then rectified to 
pulsating dc by filter capacitor Cl. 
After this, the dc is regulated to + 5 

volts by ICI and is further filtered to 
pure dc by C3. Light- emitting diode 
LEDI serves as a power ON indica- 
tor and is an option you can leave out 
of the circuit, along with R1, if you 
wish to economize. 

Construction 
Because of the complexity of the wir- 
ing required to assemble the speech 

PARTS LIST 
semiconductors 
LED1 -Red panel -mount light -emit- 

ting diode 
1C1-7805T + 5 -volt regulator 
IC2- CTS256A -AL2 code -to- speech 

converter 
IC3- SP0256A -AL2 speech processor 
tC4,IC 11- 74LS373 octal latch 
IC5 -74LS 138 1 -of -8 decoder 
IC6- 74LSO4 hex inverter 
IC7- TMS4016 -25 or 6116LP -3 static 

RAM 
IC8 -LM386 audio amplifier 
IC9- MC1489 quad receiver 
IClO- MC1488 quad transmitter 
IC12- 74LS374 octal D flip -flop 
RECT1 -50 -volt, 1- ampere bridge 

rectifier 

Capacitors 
Cl,C3- 1,000 -µF, 25 -volt electrolytic 
C2,C20- 100 -µF, 15 -volt electrolytic 

C4 thru C7,C10,C15,C18,C19- 0.0 -µF 
ceramic disc 

C8,C9,C 11,C 12, C 13,C 14- 0.022 -µF 
Mylar 

C16- 10 -µF, 15 -volt electrolytic 
C17 -1 -µF, 15 -volt electrolytic 
C21 thru C25- 100 -pF disc 

Resistors (/4 -watt, 5% tolerance) 
RI -400 ohms 
R2 thru R7, R14 thru R18 -2,700 ohms 
R8- 100,000 ohms 
R9, 310- 33,000 ohms 
R12 -10 ohms 
RI 3-1,000 ohms 
R11- 10,000 -ohm audio -taper po- 

tentiometer 

Miscellaneous 
F1 -1- ampere fast -blow fuse 
JI- Female panel -mount DB -25S 

cpnnector 
SI -Spst toggle switch 

S2 -Spst normally -open pushbutton 
switch 

S3 -10- section DIP switch 
SPKR -2 " replacement speaker 
TI -12.6 -volt, 1- ampere power trans- 

former 
XTALI -10.00 -MHz crystal 
XTAL2- 3.12 -MHz crystal 

6.5 " x 4.5 " prototyping board (see 
text); Wire Wrap sockets for IC2 
thru IC12 and S3 (use low- profile 
socket for IC8); suitable enclosure 
(8.5" x 5 " x 2.5 " or larger); TO -220 
heat sink for ICI; block -type fuse 
holder for Fl; push -in solder posts; 
ac line cord with plug; rubber grom- 
met; % " spacers for circuit board (4); 
lettering kit; 4 -40 machine hardware; 
assorted wire and cable; solder; etc. 

Note: All components are available from lo- 
cal Radio Shack stores and /or Jameco 
Electronics, 1355 Shoreway Rd., Bel- 
mont, CA 94002. 
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RX 
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NC 
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NC 

9 

o 
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13 

1C2 Pin 16 

Data in 

1C2 Pin 3 
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o -RS 
Cl I Pin 37 
Data out 

o +5V 

Fig. 3. RS -232C interface circuitry. Include this circuit for true serial feed 
from computer. 

Before beginning to wire the proj- 
ect, determine which portions of the 
circuit you will need for use with 
your computer or other input device. 
At the very least, you need the basic 
circuit shown in Fig. 2 and the exter- 
nal RAM circuit shown in Fig. 6. 
synthesizer, I used a combination of 
Wire Wrap and traditional point -to- 
point wiring techniques. Almost all 
components (exceptions are the 
speaker, Fl and its holder, TI, JI, 
Sl, S2, RI and LEDI) mount neatly 
on a 6.5 " x 4.5 " prototyping board 
with plated- through holes on 0.1 " 

centers but otherwise not clad with 
copper. 

Whatever remaining circuitry you 
need will depend on the I/O capabili- 
ties of the input device that will be 
used to feed ASCII data to the speech 
synthesizer. For example, if you 
need only a parallel interface, all you 
need add to the basic circuit is the 
Fig. 5 circuit. In this case, you do not 
need the Figs. 3 and 4 circuits. On the 
other hand, if you need a serial inter- 
face, you need the Fig. 3 circuit (and 
the programmable parameters Fig. 4 

circuit if your computer has no 
means for setting baud rate, parity 
and other parameters) but can omit 
the Fig. 5 parallel circuit. 

The simplest approach, if your 

computer can support it, is a direct 
feed without an interface built into 
the speech synthesizer. To be able to 
do this, owever, your computer 
must be ble to provide 5 -volt dc 
TTL sign levels through a serial or 
pseudo -R'. -232C port or through an 
asynchro . us receiver /transmit- 
ter I/O p. rt. Only if your computer 
has a tru RS -232C port and you 
want to f i.- d ASCII data to the syn- 
thesizer vi a serial line is the Fig. 3 

circuit ne -. ed. 
From t +e forgoing, it should be 

obvious t at whatever circuits are 
not neede i can be omitted from the 
synthesize project if you wish to 
economiz:. However, the cost of the 
additional components to build in all 
the option described to meet any in- 
terfacing . ituation you might en- 
counter i ' reasonably low enough 
that you ight want to consider a 
full -blow version. 

A sugg =:ted component layout on 
the circuit board is shown in Fig. 8. 
Plan on using Wire Wrap sockets for 
all ICs except ICI and DIP switch 
S3. Install only the sockets -not 
the ICs themselves- during the wir- 
ing phase. 

Start stiffing the circuit board by 
plugging i> the IC sockets and spar- 
ingly sold 
both sides 
chor them 

ring one or two pins on 
of each to physically an- 
into place as per Fig. 8. 

Make sure to minimize the length of 
pin that gr~ 

so, use a si 

away all t>I 

ing; other 
to the pins 
late the pir 

is coated with solder. Al- 
all sharp knife to scrape 

aces of flux after solder - 
rise, when you wrap wires 
the flux is likely to insu- 

s from the wires. 
Use 18- to 22 -gauge solid wire for 

the runs from the + 5 -volt and 
ground power- supply input pins to 
the IC sockets and wherever else on 
the board the power buses are to go. 

Once the IC sockets are in place 
and the wires for dc power distribu- 
tion have been connected, install all 
0.1- microrarad bypass capacitors as 
close as possible to the Vcc (+ 5 -volt) 
pins of the sockets. 
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Fig. 4. Optional programmable parameters circuit provides means for setting 
baud rate, parity, etc. if these facilities are not built into computer with which 

project is to be used. 

Mount voltage regulator ICI on a 
TO -220 heat sink and secure both to 
the board using a 4 -40 x % " machine 
screw, lockwasher and nut. Connect 
C4 and CS right at the pins of IC/, 
using as little lead length as possible. 

Wire all signal lines with 30 -gauge 
Kynar wire with the aid of a Wire 
Wrap tool. A good way to keep track 

of all connections and wire runs is to 
go over photocopies of the schematic 
diagrams with a red pen or pencil as 
each is made to avoid confusion and 
guard against missed wires. 

Use push -in pins and solder to 
make all component lead connec- 
tions for the IC8 audio amplifier sec- 
tion. Ditto for the tap -off points for 

S 0---3 4 

IC5B 
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P5 0 
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R13 
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101 

00 2 

0l 
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ENABLE IC5 
) Pin 15 

02 6 

03 
12 

04 

05 
1 s 

16 

07 19 

off- the -board components and con- 
nections. 

Once the circuit is fully wired and 
all wiring has been double checked 
(do not install the ICs in their sockets 
until after you have made voltage 
checks and are sure that your wiring 
is correct), mount it inside a suitably 
sized enclosure. The selected enclo- 
sure should be large enough to ac- 
commodate all components, includ- 
ing the speaker, without crowding. 

Figure 9 illustrates a suggested 
layout. It shows the circuit -board 
assembly, power transformer and 
fuse holder mounted to the floor and 
the speaker mounted to the lid of the 
enclosure. Use Y2" spacers and 4 -40 
x 3/4" machine screws, lockwashers 
and nuts to mount the circuit -board 
assembly and be sure to drill a 
number of holes in the enclosure's lid 
to allow the sound from the speaker 
to project outward. Infrequently 
used RESET switch S2 and DB -25 

connector JI are best mounted on 
the rear panel of the enclosure, 
which should also have a rubber - 
grommet -lined hole for entry of the 
ac line cord. Tie a knot in the line 
cord inside the enclosure to serve as a 
strain relief. On the front panel of 

To IC5 

Pin 12< 

+5Vq 
241 

16 

(1)< 
) (28) (28) < 

) (29) (29)< 
) (30) Ñ (f. (30) < 

) (31) ä N (31)< 
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Fig. S. Circuitry needed for parallel feed from computer. 
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Fig. 6. External RAM memory circuit. 
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3ECT1 
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/1 
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+5V 
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C2 C4 L C5 R1 ON 

1000µF 0.1 µF r 0.1µF 400 

Ground 

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of ac -line- operated power supply for speech sy 

the enclosure should be mounted 
VOLUME control RI1, POWER switch 
SI and power ON indicator LEDI. 

After the project has been fully 
wired and assembled (still without 
the ICs in their sockets), label the 
POWER and RESET switches, VOLUME 

control; JI input and ON LED. 
If you do not have a suitable cable 

to use between your computer and 
the speech synthesizer, you will have 
to make one yourself or have one 
made by a service that does this sort 
of thing. To make the cable, you 
need a male DB -25P connector and 

hood on one end and the proper con- 
nector for your computer on the 
other end. Any stranded wire or rib- 
bon cable between the two connec- 
tors will work properly. However, 
for very long lines (in excess of, say, 
12 feet), you should use shielded 
cable for the data lines. 

Checkout and Use 

With the ICs still not installed in 
their sockets, plug the speech synthe- 
sizer's line cord into an ac outlet and 
turn on the power. The ON LED 
should light. If it does not, power 

O v- 
IC9 

IC2 

,-- 
IC4 

XTAL2 
( ) c 

O 
C16 

IC8 

IC3 

V1/4"-- 

IC10 C20 

105 , -- Cl C2 

IC6 
< ) 

XTAL1 TO220 
r- C3-1 

(heat sink) (Note 2)¡ 

IC7 
IC11 IC12 G 

¢ ¢ S3 
N V IC1 
CC 

CC L___J 
O U U U O 

NOTES: 
1. Use sockets for IC2 through IC12, S3. 
2. Mount C3 on bottom of board. 

Fig. 8. Most components that make up project mount on relatively small circuit 
board. In this layout on prototyping board, all options are shown installed. 
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hesizer. 

down the project and rectify the prob- 
lem. Then repower the synthesizer 
and use a multimeter set to read at 
least 5 volts dc to check for the pro- 
per voltages at points in the circuit as 
follows. First connect the meter's 
common probe to circuit ground at 
the negative side of C3. Then touch 
the meter's positive probe (observe 
the meter indication) to: 

positive ( + ) side of C3 
pin of IC2 
pin 0 of IC3 
pin i1 of IC4 
pin of IC5 
pin 4 of IC6 
pin I of IC7 
pin r of IC8 
pin 4 of IC9 
pin 4 of IC 10 

pins ,17,20 of IC11 
pin :1 of IC 12 

You shou obtain a reading of + 5 

volts in all cases. If you do not obtain 
this readi , power down the circuit, 
pull the li e cord from the ac outlet 
and reche k all wiring to correct the 
problem fore proceeding further. 

Once y u do obtain the proper 
readings i all cases, turn off the 
power an wait a minute or so to al- 
low the ch : rges to bleed off the elec- 
trolytic ca ' acitors in the power sup- 
ply. Then nstall the ICs in their re- 
spective s ckets. Handle these ICs 
with the s e care as you would any 
other MO . -type device to avoid da- 
maging th m with static electricity. 
Make sure the proper ICs go into the 
sockets, t at they are properly or- 
iented (se: Fig. 9) and that no pins 
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R11 
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on 

Fig. 9. Suggested component layout inside enclosure. 

overhang the sockets or fold under 
between IC and socket as each is 
pushed solidly into place. 
The speech synthesizer is very easy to 
use. Two operating modes are avail- 
able, selectable by toggling section E 
of DIP switch S3. In the "any delimi- 
ter" mode (switch closed), any 
ASCII character that is not a letter or 
number, including the space, will 
cause the project to immediately vo- 
calize the characters stored in the 
output buffer. For example, if you 
were to type "Modern Electronics." 
(without the quotes, of course), the 
synthesizer will begin "speaking" as 
soon as the space is reached and once 
again when the period is reached. 
This mode requires continuous typ- 
ing unless the strings are stored in 
the computer's memory. The result 
will be a halting speech pattern, ra- 
ther than a smooth flow of words 
and phrases. 

Switching to "carriage return on- 
ly" mode (section E of S3 open) 
makes for more convenient opera- 
tion. In this mode, long strings of 
characters (up to 600 characters at 
1,200 baud) with all punctuation are 
sent to the synthesizer and automati- 
cally stored in the external RAM 
memory. Only upon receiving a car- 
riage return (hex OD) will the synthe- 
sizer vocalize what has been typed. 

Sending an "escape" (ESC, hex 
1B) at any time from the computer 
will clear the synthesizer's RAM 
and terminate all speech. If the buf- 
fer becomes overloaded, all you need 
do is press and release the RESET but- 
ton on the rear of the synthesizer to 
get back into action. Doing this 
clears the synthesizer and returns an 
"OKAY" message on the comput- 
er's display screen. More informa- 
tion on the speech processor and 
code -to- speech converter is given in 
the data sheets Radio Shack provides 
with these chips. 

A final note: Bear in mind that the 
speech synthesizer is a literal phone- 
tic system. It will properly vocalize 
most text character strings sent to it. 
However, it cannot second guess 
non -phonetically spelled words in 
which characters are silent ( "phleg- 
matic," for example) or are not pro- 
nounced as spelled ( "Sioux," for ex- 
ample). Therefore, you will have to 
experiment on the proper misspell- 
ings to make such words come out 
sounding the way they should, such 
as "flematic" and "soo" or "sue." 
As you experiment with various 
words, you will discover that quite a 
number, even some that appear to 
sound exactly as they are spelled, will 
have to be judiciously misspelled to 
make them sound as they should. AE 
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NAM RADIO 

IS FUN! 

It's even more fun for begin- 
ners now that they can oper- 
ate voice and link computers 
just as soon as they obtain 
their Novice class license. You 
can talk to hams all over the 
world when conditions per- 
mit, then switch to a repeater 
for local coverage, perhaps 
using a transceiver in your car 
or handheld unit. 

Your passport to ham radio adventure is 

TUNE -IN THE WORLD WITH HAM 
RADIO. The book tells what you need to 
know in order to pass your Novice exam. 
Two cassettes teach the code quickly 
and easily. 

Enclosed is my check or money order for 
$15.00 or charge my 
( ) VISA ( ) Mastercard ( ) Am. Express 

Signature 

Acct. No 

Good from Expires 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 
225 MAIN ST. 

NEWINGTON, CT 06111 

CIRCLE 89 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Project 

A Programmable 
Waveform Generator 

An audio frequency test instrument that generates up to 
32 different waveforms at frequencies up to 10 kHz 

By Paul Renton 

Audio frequency generators 
made their mark as a signal 
source for audio trouble- 

shooting, design and setup work. A 
typical generator provides sine waves, 
but some function generators, which 
many people use instead of a sine - 
wave -only generator, also provide 
square and triangular waves. The 
programmable waveform generator 
described here goes far beyond this 
by allowing you to select up to 32 
different waveforms to suit a wide 
variety of testing needs. 

Three main characteristics can be 
used to describe a repetitive wave- 
form: frequency (repetition rate), 
amplitude and the shape of the wave- 
form (sine, square, triangle, etc.). To 
make a waveform generator useful, 
each of these characteristics must be 
alterable independently without af- 
fecting the other two. This criterion 
is met in our programmable wave- 
form generator by separate frequen- 
cy, amplitude and waveform controls. 

Though our programmable wave- 
form generator is extremely flexible, 
it is relatively easy to build at only 
moderate cost for components. In 
fact, your parts cost should be just 
about $50, including the enclosure in 
which to house the project. Part of 
the reason for the simplicity is that 
the circuitry -mainly readily avail- 
able and low -cost ICs- wires to- 
gether on a printed- circuit board. 
The only specialty device used in 

the project is an erasable program- 
mable read -only memory (EPROM) 
in which the waveform parameters 
are stored for recall by front -pan- 
el switches. 

About the Circuit 
In operation, the programmable 
waveform generator repetitively 
"reads" digital values from the 
EPROM and uses a digital -to- analog 
(D /A) converter to change these val- 
ues into the selected output wave- 
form. Varying the rate at which new 
values are read from the EPROM 
changes the output frequency (repe- 
tition rate) of the generator without 
affecting the type of waveform being 
generated. Waveform selection is a 
function of the program stored in the 
EPROM and the settings of five 
switches. Finally, by adjusting the 

gain of the output stage, the ampli- 
tude of the utput wave can be varied. 

As shown in Part 1 of Fig. 1, eight - 
bit counter 1C2 generates addresses 
that call the data stored in EPROM 
1C3. The rate at which the counter is 

clocked is determined by the rate at 
which new values are read out from 
1C3 and, t us, determines the fre- 
quency of t i e waveform being gener- 
ated. Sinc: 256 different addresses 
can be gen ated by the eight address 
lines of an 8 -bit counter, the wave 
will repeat -very 256 clock inputs to 
the counte . Therefore, the output 
wave will ave a frequency equal 
to 1C2's cl ck rate divided by 256. 

The oscil ator used to generate the 
clock puls for the 1C2 counter is 

ICI. In thi dual multivibrator, one 
section use FREQUENCY control po- 
tentiomete R2 and any one of capa- 
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citors C2 through C7 selected by sec- 
tion A of RANGE switch SI to set the 
period of its output pulse. Using a 
six- position switch for S1 conven- 
iently divides the audio frequency 
range into segments that make it easy 
for ICI to tune. The output pulse 
from the first multivibrator drives 
the second multivibrator in ICI. 

In the output multivibrator of 
IC1, the pulse length is held to about 
40 nanoseconds by R3, which needs 
no timing capacitor. The not -Q out- 
put from the second multivibrator, 
at pin 12, is fed back to pin 2 of the 
first multivibrator to retrigger the 
first stage and cause oscillation. The 
Q output at pin 5 from the second 
stage is used to clock the IC2 counter. 

An 8K x 8 -bit EPROM used for 
IC3 holds the data to generate 32 

different waveforms, each consisting 
of 256 bytes. To select the desired 
waveform, switches S2 through S6 are 
selectively connected to the five high- 
er -order address lines (A8 through 
Al2) of IC3. Single in -line package 
(SIP) resistor R4 contains five 10,000 - 
ohm resistors that are individually 
used to pull these address lines high 
when the switches are open. Closing 
any S2 through S6 switch grounds 
the selected address line and brings it 
low. Chip select at pin 20 and output 
enable at pin 22 of IC3 are both per- 
manently grounded. 

Access time of the IC3 EPROM is 

important to proper operation of the 
circuit. If a slow version of this 
EPROM were to be used, one with 
an access time of 450 nanoseconds, 
output values could not be expected 
to reliably change at a rate greater 
than about 2.22 MHz. Since output 
frequency will be 1/256 of the count- 
er's clock rate, this is equivalent to 
an output frequency from the gener- 
ator of 2.22 MHz /256, or only 8680 
Hz. Though this might be sufficient 
in some applications, to ensure that 
the generator will operate out to a 
full 10 kHz, an EPROM with a 
350- nanosecond or faster access time 
is needed. 

After data for the selected wave- 
form exits from IC3 on data output 
pins 11, 12, 13 and 15 through 19, it 
is latched by octal flip -flop IC4 (see 
Part 2 of Fig. 1). Inputs to IC4 are di- 
rectly connected to the data output 
lines of IC3 in the proper sequence. 
In turn, the outputs from IC4 be- 
come the inputs to digital -to- analog 
converter ICS. 

Output data from IC4 must be 
latched to hold the output data from 
one location in IC3 while the next lo- 
cation is being addressed. Otherwise, 
the data sent to ICS will change while 
IC3 is reading the next memory loca- 
tion, causing noise and random errors 
to occur in the waveforms. 

As shown in Part 1 of Fig. 1, the 
clock input at pin 11 of IC4 is the 
same as that used to increment IC2. 
The counter increments on the fall- 
ing edge of this clock pulse, generat- 
ing a new address for the EPROM to 
read. Data on the rising edge of the 
clock pulse is latched by IC4 (Part 2). 
Since the output from ICI is a pulse 
with a rising edge followed by a fall- 
ing edge about 40 nanoseconds later, 
IC4 will latch the data output from 
IC3 just before the EPROM is given 
a new address from which to read. 
This prevents any errors from being 
generated as a result of the changing 
of the EPROM address. 

Digital -to- analog converter ICS 
(Part 2 of Fig. 1) is fed reference cur- 
rents by grounding pin 15 through 
R7 and fixing pin 14 at 2.8 volts 
above ground potential with the zen- 
er diode DI and resistor RS arrange- 
ment. By using the same value for RS 
and R 7, the currents cancel to assure 
that errors do not occur. Capacitor 
C9 connected from pin 16 to ground 
provides compensation for ICS. 

The eight digital inputs from IC4 
are converted by ICS to an output 
current. This output current is nor- 
mally available at pins 2 and 4. How- 
ever, in this project, the negative cur- 
rent at pin 2 is connected to ground, 
and the output at pin 4 is used to 
drive one of the four operational am- 

plifiers in IC6, which is used here as a 
current -to- voltage converter. (Details 
of what input data is converted to 
what output voltage are covered 
under "Programming Waveforms. ") 

Since slew rate determines how 
fast the output signal of an op amp 
can change and a fast slew rate is 

needed in this generator, a fast -slew- 
rate TL084 quad op amp was chosen 
for IC6. A second reason for choos- 
ing a TL084 is that it has four inde- 
pendent op amps in a single package. 
Since three op amps were required in 
the programmable waveform gener- 
ator, only a single TL084 takes the 
place of three independently pack- 
aged devices. 

One op amp in IC6 converts the 
output from ICS to a voltage. A gen- 
erated waveform may contain some 
sharp edges at the points where the 
signal changes voltage levels, due to 
reconstruction of a sampled signal, 
rather than a continuous waveform. 
These sharp edges produce a wave- 
form that is not continuous unless 
the residue of the sampling is re- 
moved. This is done in the genera- 
tor's circuit with the low -pass filter 
made up of a second op amp in IC6. 

The low -pass filter should be set at 
about 80 to 200 times the output fre- 
quency so that only the unwanted 
components are filtered out. RANGE 

switch SIB is used to select which of 
capacitors C11 through C16 will be 
used in the low -pass filter. This al- 
lows the filter to maintain a proper 
frequency relationship as the frequen- 
cy is stepped from range to range. 

A third op amp in IC6 serves as the 
output amplifier that delivers the 
generated signal to the device under 
test through OUTPUT jack J1. The 
output signal from the second op 
amp (at pin 8) is ac coupled through 
C17to the output op amp so that the 
output signal will be centered about 
circuit ground. 

AMPLITUDE control R14 provides 
a means for adjusting output sig- 
nal level as needed by controlling 
the gain of the output op amp. Resis- 
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PARTS LIST 

Semiconductors 
DI- 1N5224B or other 2.8 -volt zener 

diode 
D2,D3- 1N4001 silicon rectifier diode 
IC1- 74LS123 dual multivibrator 
IC2- 74HCT393 or 74LS393 counter 

(see text) 
IC3 -2768 (8K x 8) EPROM (see text) 
IC4- 74HCT374 or 72LS374 octal flip - 

flop (see text) 
105- DAC -08 digital -to- analog 

converter 
IC6 -TL086 quad op amp 
I C7 -7805 + 5 -volt regulator 
Capacitors 
C1,C8,C9- 0.1 -µF disc 
C2- 0.02 -µF disc 
C3,C11- 0.01 -µF disc 
C4,C12- 0.033 -µF disc 
C5,C13- 0.001 -µF disc 
C6- 270 -pF disc 
C7,C10,C16- 100 -pF disc 
C14- 470 -pF disc 
C15- 220 -pF disc 
C17-22-AF, 15 -volt electrolytic 
C 18,C 19- 1,000 -µF, 25 -volt electro- 

lytic 
C20- 220 -µF, 15 -volt electrolytic 
Resistors (h -watt, 5% tolerance) 
R1 -3,300 ohms 
R3,R10,R11,R12 -2,200 ohms 
R5,R7,R9 -1,000 ohms 
R6 -470 ohms 
R8 -220 ohms 
R13- 10,000 ohms 
R4- 10,000 -ohm x 5 SIP resistor 

assembly (see text) 
R2- 10,000 -ohm, linear- taper, panel - 

mount potentiometer 
R14- 100,000 -ohm, linear- taper, 

panel -mount potentiometer 
Miscellaneous 
J1 -Panel -mount phono jack 
J2 -Power jack (see text) 
S1 -2 -pole, 6- position nonshorting 

rotary switch (Radio Shack Cat, No. 
275 -1386 or similar) 

S2 thru S7 -Spst slide or toggle switch 
(see text) 
9- to 10 -volt ac power transformer or 
plug -in adapter; printed- circuit 
board; sockets for ICI through IC6; 
suitable enclosure (Radio Shack Cat. 
No. 270 -232 or similar); small 
TO -220 heat sink for IC7; knobs for 

R2 and R14; '% " or h " spacers (4); let- 
tering kit; color -coded ribbon cable; 
machine hardware; hookup wire; 
solder; etc. 

Note: The following are available from Paul 
Renton, P.O. Box 1525, Mercer Island, 
WA 98040: Etched and drilled pc board 
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and programmed EPROM for $24; kit 
containing pc board, programmed 
EPROM and all board -mounted com- 
ponents (does not include power supply, 
enclosure and front -panel controls) for 
$44. Prices include shipping in U.S. 
Washington residents, please add state 
sales tax. 
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Fig. 1 Complete schematic diagram of programmable waveform generator, in- 
cluding power supply but not power transformer. 
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tor R13 in series with C17 prevents 
the signal delivered to the output 
op amp from being over -amplified 
and clipping. 

Although high -speed CMOS 
( "HCT ") devices are specified for 
1C2 and 1C4 in Fig. 1, standard low - 
power Schottky ("LS ") devices can 
be used instead. The CMOS versions 
require less operating current, result- 
ing in cooler operation of the voltage 
regulator in the power supply. No 
circuit changes are needed if you use 
the LS devices. 

Shown below the main circuit in 
Part 2 of Fig. 1 is the power supply 
that operates the generator circuit. 
This is a standard full -wave supply, 
with rectification provided by D2 
and D3 and main filtering provided 
by C18 and C19. The + 12- to 
+ 15 -volt output from the rec- 
tifier /filter arrangement is regulated 
to + 5 volts (which is further filtered 
by C20) to power ICI through ICS. 
Note also that a pair of unregulated 
bipolar supply lines (at + 12 to + 15 

and -12 to -15 volts) are provided 
for powering 106. Input power for 
the supply is provided by any 9- to -10- 
volt ac source, including a plug -in 
transformer if you should have one 
lying about. 

Construction 
Assembly of the programmable 
waveform generator is best done on a 
printed- circuit board. You can fabri- 
cate your own pc board using the ac- 
tual -size etching- and -drilling guide 
shown in Fig. 2. Alternatively, you 
can purchase a ready -to -wire pc 
board from the source given in the 
Note at the end of the Parts List. 

Installation of the components on 
the pc board is fairly straightfor- 
ward. Use sockets for ¡Cl through 
106 only. As shown in Fig. 3, begin 
populating the board by installing 
and soldering into place the IC sock- 
ets -not the ICs themselves. Then 
install the diodes (observe polarity), 
resistors and smaller capacitors. 
Leave the large electrolytic capaci- 
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Fig. 2. Actual -size etching -and- drilling guide to be used for fabricating printed - 
circuit board. 

tors and IC7 for last. Work carefully 
to avoid creating solder bridges be- 
tween the closely spaced solder pads 
and conductor traces. 

There are several choices with re- 
gard to bringing power to the circuit 
board. You can mount a pc -type 
connector that is compatible with the 
connector on the 9 -to -10 -volt ac in- 
put source directly on the board. 
You can mount a panel -mount ver- 
sion of the same type of connector 

-J- 
ç)IV } 

off the board. Or you can dispense 
with a connector arrangement alto- 
gether by using a 9 -to -10 -volt trans- 
former that mounts inside the se- 
lected project enclosure and use a 
permanent ac line cord and appro- 
priately rated fuse in its holder in 
place of an external transformer. 

Once the other discrete compo- 
nents have been soldered into place 
on the board, install the electrolytic 
capacitors (observe polarity) and 

S18 
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Fig. 3. Wiring guide for pc board. 
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IC7, after bolting to the latter a small 
TO -220 heat sink. At this point, ICI 
through IC6 should still not be in- 
stalled in their sockets; they will be 
installed after voltage checks have 
been made. Install and solder into 
place th 
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need is a single long slot for the five 
toggles, though you must still drill 10 

small holes for their mounting screws. 
(If you prefer not to have to cut a 
slot, you can substitute miniature 
toggle switches, in which case all you 
need is a single mounting hole for 
each switch.) 

Assuming you have decided to use 
slide -type switches, you will find the 
slot to be relatively easy to cut. Start 
by accurately measuring the size of 
the slot, leaving about a' /,6" leeway 
all around, and transferring the di- 
mensions to the front panel. Drill a 
hole at each end of the slot within the 
drawn rectangle and use a nibbling 
tool to cut away the unwanted mate- 
rial. If you do not have a nibbler, 
drill a % " hole in each of the four cor- 
ners of the drawn rectangle and then 
a series of holes spaced about one 
drill bit diameter apart all around the 
drawn slot shape. Then use a coping 
saw, Moto Tool or other suitable 
tool to cut through the material be- 
tween the holes to remove the un- 
wanted material. Any ragged edges 
or rounded corners can be dealt with 
using a small flat file or a Moto tool. 

Once the slot is cut, test fit all five 
switches to make sure that enough 
material has been removed to assure 
smooth switch toggle operation. 
Mark the locations and drill the holes 
for the mounting screws. Then cut 
the slot or drill the hole for the 
POWER switch, depending on 
whether you are using a slide -type or 
miniature toggle switch. 

Note in the lead photo that a two - 
contact screw -type terminal strip 
OUTPUT connector was also included 
in the prototype of the project. This 
is an option that is not really needed, 
though its inclusion will allow you to 
connect to the generator's output ca- 
bles other than the usual phono type. 
If you decide to incorporate this op- 
tion into the project, simply cut an 
appropriately sized slot for its solder 
lugs and drill the two holes for the 
mounting hardware. 

Once the front panel has been pre- 

pared, temporarily mount the rotary 
switch and potentiometer controls in 
their respective holes and slip the 
control knobs onto their shafts. Use 
a pencil to very faintly draw the out- 
lines of the knobs onto the front pan- 
el. Then rotate the knob on the range 
switch stop to stop in both directions 
and note the position of the pointer 
in both cases. Remove the knob and 
adjust the orientation of the switch 
to balance the locations of the stops. 
Then, after tightening the mounting 
nut and replacing the knob, rotate 
the latter to each position and mark 
this on the panel. 

Remove the switch and controls 
and set them aside. Now, using a dry - 
transfer lettering kit, label the va- 
rious controls, switches and OUTPUT 

jack (and identify the + and - con- 
tacts of the OUTPUT terminal strip if 
you have decided to incorporate it) 
as shown in the lead photo. If you 
wish, you can punch and cut appro- 
priate -size holes and slots in and do 
all your labeling on a heavy white 
sheet of cardboard that then goes in 
front of the aluminum panel that 
comes with the enclosure. This done, 
spray on two or three light coats of 
clear acrylic to protect the lettering. 
Allow each coat to completely dry 
before spraying on the next. 

When the acrylic spray has com- 
pletely dried, mount the OUTPUT 
connector(s), rotary switch and po- 
tentiometer controls. Then use an 
ohmmeter or continuity tester to de- 
termine which position the toggles of 
the slide or toggle switches must be in 
to be on. Connect the probes of the 
meter or tester to the lugs of the 
switches and move the toggles to 
their alternate positions. Leave each 
toggle in the "on" position, as indi- 
cated by a short circuit, which will be 
zero ohm on the meter or will light an 
indicator or sound a buzzer on the 
continuity tester. 

Without disturbing the toggles, in- 
stall the five WAVE switches in the 
long rectangular slot for slide -type 
switches or in individual round holes 

for toggle switches so that all toggles 
are facing toward the bottom of the 
panel. Then install the POWER switch 
so that its toggle is toward the top of 
the panel. Rotate the knob on the 
RANGE switch stop to stop and note 
the pointer's position in each case. If 
the pointer does not align with the 
panel markings, reposition the 
switch until it does. 

An easy way to make connections 
to the rotary RANGE and individual 
WAVE switches and the potentiome- 
ter controls is to use color -coded rib- 
bon cable to provide a means for 
keeping track of wiring. Trim the ca- 
ble to the length needed, separate the 
conductors at opposite ends a dis- 
tance of 1 "and' " and strip''' / "of in- 
sulation from all conductors at both 
ends. A length of 25- conductor rib- 
bon cable is all that is needed. Separ- 
ate this into bundles of seven, seven, 
six, three and two conductors. 

At the circuit -board end, use the 
"separated ends of the cables. Plug 

the two- conductor cable into the R2 
holes in the circuit board and solder 
into place. Similarly, plug the three - 
conductor cable into the R14 holes 
and solder them into place. The six- 
conductor cable goes to the holes la- 
beled A8 through Al2 and GND near 
R14. Finally, the seven -conductor ca- 
bles go to the SIA and Sts holes on 
the circuit board. 

Connect and solder the free end of 
the two- conductor cable to the lugs 
on the FREQUENCY control. Similar- 
ly, connect and solder the three -con- 
ductor cable to the lugs on the LEVEL 

control (center conductor goes to 
wiper lug on control). Referring 
back to Fig. 3, connect and solder all 
but the GND wire of the six- conduc- 
tor cable to the lower lugs of the ap- 
propriate WAVE switches. Run a bare 
solid wire through the upper lug 
holes of all five switches to tie them 
in common with each other, hook 
the GND wire of the six -conductor ca- 
ble through one of these lugs, and 
solder all six connections. 

Use an ohmmeter to figure out 
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which conductors in the SIA and SIB 

groups correspond to the different 
positions of the RANGE switch (iden- 
tified by number on Figs. 1 and 3) 

and connect and solder the free ends 
of the two seven -conductor cables to 
the appropriate lugs of the rotary 
switch. 

Use ordinary hookup wire to inter- 
connect the appropriate points on 
the board with the POWER switch and 
OUTPUT connectors. Then, if you are 
using an internal power transformer, 
drill the holes for it through the floor 
of the enclosure in an area where it 

will not interfere with the circuit - 
board assembly or controls and an 
entry hole for the ac line cord through 
the rear wall. Mount the transformer 
with machine hardware, sandwich- 
ing the mounting tab of a two-lug 
terminal strip (both lugs isolated 
from the tab) between the head of 
one mounting screw and the trans- 
former mounting tab. Route the free 
end of the ac line cord through the 
entry hole and tie a knot about 4" 
from the free end inside the enclo- 
sure to serve as a strain relief. 

Connect and solder one trans- 
former primary wire and one con- 
ductor of the line cord to one lug of 
the terminal strip. Connect the other 
line -cord conductor and one end of a 
4" hookup wire to the other lug of 
the terminal strip and solder the con- 
nection. Connect and solder the 
other end of the 4 "wire to one lug of 
the POWER switch. Then connect and 
solder the other primary lead to the 
other lug of the POWER switch and 
wire the transformer's secondary di- 

rectly into the circuit in place of J2. 

Checkout 
Before installing IC1 through IC6 in 
their sockets, power up the circuit 
and use a dc voltmeter set to measure 
20 volts dc or so to check for proper 
voltages at key points in the circuit. 
With the meter's common probe 
connected to circuit ground at all 

times, touching the following socket 
pins should give you a + 5 volt read- 

Interior view of project shows panel -mounted cont 
connectors and floor- mounted circuit -board assem 

power jack fits into cutout on rear wall 

ing: IC1 pins 3, 11 and 16; IC2 pin 
14; IC3 pins 1, 27 and 28; IC4 pin 20; 

and IC7 pin 3 (output). At IC5 pin 
13, IC6 pin 4 and IC7 pin 1 (input), 
the reading should be between + 12 

and + 15 volts, while at IC5 pin 3, 

IC6 pin 11 and the anode of D3, the 
reading should be between -12 and 
- 15 volts. Though some variation in 

the + 12- to + 15 -volt and -12- to 
- 15 -volt lines is permitted, in no 
case should these potentials exceed 
+ / - 18 volts. 

Once you have verified that the 
proper potentials exist at the above 
key points in the circuit (or have rec- 

tified the problem if they did not), 
power down the circuit and allow the 
charges to bleed off the electrolytic 
capacitors. Then, exercising care in 

handling and orientation, install the 
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ols, switches and output 
rly. Note how pc -mount 
f enclosure. 

ICs in their' respective sockets. Make 
sure that n pins overhang the sock- 
ets or fol under between sockets 
and IC bod es. 

Testing f the generator is fairly 
simple. Connect an oscilloscope to 
the generator's output via either J1 
or the terminal strip and turn on both 
the generat r and the scope to view 

the wavefo m being generated on the 
latter's scr n. Rotate the FREQUEN- 

CY control knob and note that the 
frequency 'splayed increases as the 
control k b is rotated clockwise 
and decre es in the counterclock- 
wise direct on. Rotating the LEVEL 

control sh uld cause the amplitude 
of the dis layed waveform to in- 

crease and decrease in the clockwise 
and counterclockwise directions, re- 

spectively. If you note just the oppo- 
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site results in either case, power 
down the project and rewire the of- 
fending control(s). 

Setting the WAVE switches in dif- 
ferent combinations of on and off 
should cause the waveform being 
displayed to change to another 
shape. If the generator does not ap- 
pear to be working as it should, 
check components for proper place- 
ment, identification and polarity. If 
everything seems to be okay here, 
check for clock pulses at pin 1 of 1C2 
and pin 11 of 1C4. Also check to 
make sure that the address lines to 
1C3 and the inputs to 105 (pins 5 

through 12) are changing. 
If clock pulses are being generated 

but IC3's address lines are not 
changing, 1C2 is bad and must be re- 
placed or is improperly connected. If 
the output data from 1C3 is changing 
but the inputs to IC5 never do, 1C4 is 
the problem. 

Waveform Programming 
Generation of waveforms with the 
programmable waveform genera- 
tor requires programming of the 
EPROM. This is best accomplished 
with a simple computer program that 
can generate the values to be stored 
in the EPROM for each of the de- 
sired waveforms. The IC5 DAC -08 
accepts data inputs in the 0 -to -255 
range and will produce a larger nega- 
tive current for larger values of data 
inputs. A value of 255, for example, 
generates the largest negative cur- 
rent, while a value of 0 generates the 
largest positive current. Data values 
between 0 and 255 produce interme- 
diate currents. 

Since the 106 TL084 quad op amp 
has three stages operated as invert- 
ers, an input value of 255 to IC5 will 
produce the largest output voltage 
swing. This makes it easier to gener- 
ate EPROM programming data be- 
cause the greater the voltage desired, 
the larger the value to program into a 
given EPROM byte. 

Each waveform has 256 samples, 
meaning that the waveform must be 

Waveforms Programmed 
Into EPROM 

Waveform 
Number 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 
23 
24 

Type of Waveform 

sine 
square 
triangle 
sawtooth (slow rise) 
sawtooth (slow fall) 
sin(X) + sin(2X) 
sin(X) + sin(2X) 

+ sin(4X) 
sin(X) + '' /,sin(3X) 
sin(X) + '' /,sin(3X) 

+ %sin(5X) 
pulse (10% duty cycle) 
pulse (20% duty cycle) 
pulse (30% duty cycle) 
pulse (40% duty cycle) 
pulse (50% duty cycle) 
pulse (60% duty cycle) 
pulse (70% duty cycle) 
pulse (80% duty cycle) 
pulse (90% duty cycle) 
absolute value of sin (X) 
ringing (exponential 
decay, slow) 

ringing (exponential 
decay, medium 

ringing (exponential 
decay, fast) 

staircase (eight steps up) 
staircase (16 steps up) 
spare waveforms 

31 spare waveforms 

Note: Ringing waveforms are at four times 
generator frequency and repeat at generator 
frequency rate. 

broken down into 256 distinct sam- 
ple values. For a 50- percent -duty cy- 
cle square wave, there will be 128 
samples with a value of 0 followed by 
128 samples with a value of 255. A 
pulse with a 25- percent duty cycle 
would have 192 samples with a value 
of O followed by 64 samples with a 
value of 255. 

For waveforms that contain 
rounded curves, the procedure is 
more complex. The sine wave, for 

example, must complete one cycle in 
256 samples. With one cycle consist- 
ing of 360 degrees (27r radians), each 
sample is 360/256, or 1.41 degrees. 
Since most computers calculate the 
sine function in radians, this is also 
27r/256, or 0.0245 radian. 

The computer program used must 
calculate the value of the sine func- 
tion 256 times, with 0.0245 radian 
between each value. The values must 
then be converted into integers be- 
tween 1 and 255. With 1 representing 
a sine value of -1 and 255 represent- 
ing a value of + 1, 128 would repre- 
sent a value of 0. A 1 -to -255 range is 

used to give the wave 127 values 
above and below 0 volt. If a 0 -to -255 
range were to be used, the signal gen- 
erated would not be symmetrical 
about the ground reference of 0 volt 
because there would be 128 values 
above but only 127 values below be- 
low 0 volt. 

Program 1 both sets the 1 -to -255 
range and saves the values in memo- 
ry using the Poke command. (The 
EPROM programmer I use requires 
the data to be sitting in memory to be 
programmed into the EPROM, 
which is why I "poked" it into mem- 
ory.) The computed values could be 
stored in an array, sent out a serial 
port or saved on a disk, depending 
on how your EPROM programmer 
requires the data to be sent to it. 

Program 2 is an example in which 
proper values are calculated for the 
function sin(X) + sin(2X), where X 
goes from 0 to 27r. This program gen- 
erates a sine wave plus its second har- 
monic that has the same amplitude as 
the fundamental. A similar approach 
could be used to generate other func- 
tions that are a fundamental sine 
wave plus harmonics by changing the 
function calculated. 

For a waveform that is not a sim- 
ple function, you may have to use 
several program steps to generate the 
function. Or you may have to draw 
the waveform on graph paper and 
calculate the values by hand -a te- 
dious task at best. 
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(Sterling) 
TM 

precision 
drills 

variable or constant 
speed ... from the 
Maxi to the Mini! 

Crafted in West Germany, 
the high -speed, low - 
voltage, hand -held drills 
are extremely quiet, 
lightweight and cool 
running with a very low 
vibration level. Speeds 
range from 0- 21,000 RPM 
with a universal chuck to 
accommodate accessories 
up to .125 in size. 
Accessories for any 
application! 
Adapt your drill to all your 
exacting needs with over 
100 high quality drill bits, 
grinding stones and 
wheels, saws, cutting 
wheels, sanders, brushes, 
polishers and other 
accessories. Available in 
"kits" or as separate items. 

Your exacting standards 
demand Sterling quality. 

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION 
2900 Locust Street, Sterling, IL 61081 
(815) 625 -6525 

Program 1. Sets 1 -to -255 Range & Saves Values in Memory 

5 REM GENERATE VALUES FOR SIN WAVE 
6 REM AND PLACE IN MEMORY FROM $6000 TO $â0FF 
10 PI= 3.14159 
20 FOR T =0 TO 255 
30 X= (2PI)s(T /256): REM COMPUTE X IN RADIANS 
40 Y= SIN(X):REM COMPUTE SIN VALUE 
50 W=(Y*127):REM FIND OFFSET FROM ZERO IN RANGE + -127 

60 Z= ABS(W):R= Z- (1NT(Z)):REM DO ROUNDOFF 
70 IF R <.5 THEN Z= INT(Z):GOTO 90 
80 Z= INT(Z +1) 
90 IF W <0 THEN P= 128- Z:GOTO110:REM IF SIN <0 THEN NEG. VOLTAGE 
100 P= 128 +Z:REM IF SIN POSITIVE THEN POS. VOLTAGE 
110 POKE 24576 +T,P 
120 PRINT T,P 
130 NEXT 
140 END 

Each waveform is 256 bytes in 
length and must begin with an ad- 
dress that is either 0 or a multiple of 
256. The first waveform will be from 
bytes 0 to 255, the second from 256 
to 511, and so forth. The generator's 
WAVE switches select a waveform by 
changing the higher -order address 
lines (A8 through Al2). If all S2 
through S6 switches are open (all 
higher -order address lines low), the 
waveform will start at address 256 x 
0 = 0. With the A8 switch (S2) closed 
and all other switches open, the 
waveform will be read starting at ad- 
dress 256 x 1 = 256. Other combi- 
nations will result with different set- 
tings of the switches. 

The starting and ending bytes for a 
waveform should be very close to 
each other in value; otherwise, the 
waveform will have a sharp edge gen- 

erated each time the address counter 
starts over at 0. For sine waves gener- 
ated as mentioned above, the start- 
ing and ending values for the wave- 
form make a smooth transition. The 
waveform starts at 128 and ends at 
125. For the square wave, the wave- 
form starts at 0 and ends at 255, and 
it should have a sharp falling edge at 
the end of the wave. 

Uses for this programmable wave- 
form generator and the waveforms it 
can generate are limited only by the 
imagination of the user and the re- 
striction of the 256 samples per 
waveform. Considering that each of 
the 256 samples can have different 
values, there are more than 10 to the 
256 different possible waveforms 
that could be generated. This should 
be enough for even the most imagi- 
native user. AE 

Program 2. Calculates Function Sin(X) + Sin(2X) 

5 REM GENERATE VALUES FOR SIN(X) +SIN(2X) 
6 REM AND PLACE IN MEMORY FROM $6000 TO $60FF 
10 P1= 3.14159 
20 FOR T =0 TO 255 
30 X= (2 *PI)s(T /256): REM COMPUTE X IN RADIANS 
40 Y= SIN(X) +SIN(2sX):REM COMPUTE SIN VALUE 
50 Y= Y /2:REM KEEP IN RANGE OF -1 TO +1 

60 W= (Y *127):REM FIND OFFSET FROM ZERO IN RANGE + -127 

70 Z= ABS(W):R =Z- (INT(Z)):REM DO ROUNDOFF 
80 IF R <.5 THEN Z= INT(Z):GOTO 100 

90 Z= INT(Z +1) 
100 IF W<0 THEN P= 128- Z:GOTO120:REM IF <0 THEN NEG. VOLTAGE 
110 P= 128 +Z:REM IF SIN POSITIVE THEN POS. VOLTAGE 
120 POKE 24576 +T,P 
130 PRINT T,P 
140 NEXT 
150 END 
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1 

DESCRAMBLER ARTICLE PARTS 

February 1984 Issue 
We stock the parts, PC Board and AC 
Adaptor for an article on building a cable TV 
descrambler appearing in Radio -Electronics. 

#701 Parts Package* $29.00 
Includes all the original resistors, capacitors, 
diodes, transistors, integrated circuits, coils, 
IF transformers (Toko BKAN- K5552AXX). 

#702 PC Board* $8.95 
Original etched and drilled silk- screened PC 
Board used in the article. 

#704 AC Adaptor $7.95 
Original (14 volts DC @ 285 ma) AC Adaptor 
used in the article. 

FREE reprint with Purchase Above 

#708 Toko Coil Set $6.95 
Includes (2) BKAN- K5552AXX, (1) E52OHN- 
300023, (1) 144LY -120K and BFQ -85 
Replacement 2SC2369. 

February 1987 Issue 
We stock the parts, PC Board and AC 
Adaptor for an article on a tri -mode cable TV 
descrambler appearing in Radio -Electronics. 

#301 Parts Package* $39.00 
Includes all the original resistors, capacitors, 
diodes, potentiometers, transistors, 
integrated circuits, LED's, Toko coil 
(E52OHN- 3000023) and Plessey Saw Filter 
(SY -323). 

#302 PC Board* $8.95 
Original 5 x 8.8 etched and drilled silk - 
screened PC Board used in the article. 

#304 AC Adaptor $7.95 
Original (14 to 18 volt DC @ 200 ma) AC 
Adaptor used in article. 

Free Reprint with Purchase Above 

#308 Plessey & Toko Set $6.95 
Includes (1) Plessey SY323 Saw Filter plus 
(1) Toko E52OHN- 300023 Coil. 

Add $2.50 Shipping & Hand ing; $4.50 Canadian Orders 

72- CHANNEL MC -702 CONVERTER 

CABLE CONVERTER 
WITH INFRA -RED REMOTE CONTROL 

Add $3.50 Shipping and Handling 
$4.50 on Canadian Orders 

72- channel capability 
Wireless, Infra -Red remote control 
Channel output 2 or 3 switchable 
Microprocessor controlled PLL 
operation 
Skip channel memory eliminates 
unused channels 

$79.95 
Parental control for all channels 
Last channel recall 
Fine tune memory 
UL listed /FCC approved 
Simple installation with any TV 
Includes battery and 3 foot coax 
cable 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
1-800-227-8529 LCTROflICS, hIC. Inside MA: 617 -695 -8699 

VISA, MASTERCARD OR C.O.D. 
MEMBIR 

(W Ip AyçpGA IN 

*Not available to Massachusetts residents due to state law. 

P.O. BOX 800 MANSFIELD, MA 02048 

'copyright 1987 by J &W EInctrornns. Inc 
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Project 

Proportional Temperature 
Controller 

A circuit that provides precise control of temperatures 
for darkroom film processing and other applications 

By Jan Axelson & Jim Hughes 

roportional control is a type 
of automatic control that 
is used in applications where 

precision is important, such as in de- 
veloping color photographic film. 
For consistent results, film- develop- 
ing chemicals must be maintained at 
a specific constant temperature dur- 
ing processing (for example, 100 de- 
grees Fahrenheit ± 0.5 degree for 
color slides). 

A proportional controller can au- 
tomatically maintain this or a lower 
or higher temperature used in other 
processing applications. The con- 
troller described here automatically 
maintains a constant preset tempera- 
ture in three gallons of water that 
serves as a holding bath for contain- 
ers of photographic chemicals. Our 
controller's design is made quite sim- 
ple, and the project is low in cost to 
build, thanks to the Signetics 
TDA1023 integrated circuit time - 
proportional triac trigger device that 
controls current through a triac and 
an immersion heater. 

Proportional Control Concept 
Understanding how proportional 
control works requires a basic under- 
standing of how controllers in gener- 
al work. Figure 1 is a block diagram 
of a simple on /off temperature-con - 
trol system you might find in an oven 
or household heating system. The 
system consists of a sensor, setpoint 

selector, error detector, controller 
and, finally, a heater. 

Temperature changes caused by 
perhaps a change in resistance, volt- 
age or volume causes the sensor to re- 
act. The setpoint adjustment (a tem- 

perature setting dial, for example) 
tells the system what temperature is 
desired. The error detector compares 
the sensed temperature with the 
desired temperature and signals the 
controller to take action to reduce 

Setpoint 
adjust 

SETPOINT 
TEMPERATURE 

s v 
Error 

detector 

ERROR 
SIGNAL 

CONTROL 
SIGNAL 

HEAT 

Fig. 1. A simple on /off temperature -control system for an oven. 
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l 
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Fig. 2. Characteristic performance of on /off temperature -control sys- 
tem (A) and proportional control system (B). 

the error if there is a difference be- 
tween the two temperatures. The 
controller then turns the heater on or 
off as instructed. 

Figure 2A shows the limitation of 
this kind of control. Because the 
heater does not turn off or on until 
the temperature has already reached 
the setpoint, the temperature over- 
shoots and undershoots the desired 
level. In many situations, a few de- 
grees fluctuation like this is not criti- 
cal. However, for photography ap- 
plications, where there is little room 
for error, a way of keeping the tern - 
perature precisely "on the mark" is 
needed. 

Figure 2B shows the more precise 
control made possible by propor- 
tional control. Precision is achieved 
by anticipating the setpoint. As the 

temperature approaches the desired 
value, the controller gradually cuts 
back power to the heater. This fine 
tunes the system and prevents large 
deviations from the setpoint. 

Signetics' TDA1023 is specifically 
meant for use in proportional con- 
trollers. As shown in Fig. 3, this IC 
contains buffers for setpoint and 
sensor inputs, a comparator, control 
gate, timing generator and even a 
small dc power supply. (Pinouts for 
the TDA1023 are shown in Fig. 4.) 

Power from the 117 -volt ac line is 

provided to the TDA1023 at RX. 
The on -chip supply provides an 8- 

volt reference for the sensing circuit 
at Vz, eliminating any need for a sep- 
arate dc power supply. 

A comparator compares the set - 
point voltage at CI with the sensor 

voltage at UR and generates an error 
signal that is fed to a control gate. 
Notice that a timing generator also 
affects the comparator. Inputs PR 
and TB set the range and period of a 
control cycle, which typically lasts 
anywhere from a fraction of a sec- 
ond to a minute. This control cycle is 

the key to the proportional- control 
action of the circuit. 

As the sensor voltage approaches 
the setpoint, the control gate is en- 
abled for just part of each cycle, in 
proportion to the magnitude of the 
measured error. In turn, the control 
gate enables an output amplifier to 
provide gate- current pulses to a triac 
connected in series with a heater. 

When the temperature is near the 
desired point, the heater is turned on 
just long enough to maintain the 
temperature without overshooting 
it. Figure 5 shows how the current 
through the heater varies as the tern - 
perature changes in relation to the 
setpoint. 

Other features of the TDA1023 
are a fail -safe circuit, an internal re- 
sistor for use with sensitive triacs, 
adjustable hysteresis in the compara- 
tor, and an optional translation cir- 
cuit for finer setpoint control. To 
minimize radio -frequency interfer- 
ence (rfi), a zero- crossing detector 
synchronizes the gate pulses with the 
zero crossings of the ac line voltage. 

About the Circuit 
Shown in Fig. 6 is the complete sche- 
matic diagram of the heater control 
circuit. Power is applied to it via the 
RX input at pin 6 of IC/ through the 
current -limiting network made up of 
C3 and R6. 

Temperature sensor R2 is a nega- 
tive- temperature- coefficient (ntc) 
thermistor. As the thermistor's tem- 
perature rises the resistance of R2 
drops. At room temperature, R2's 
resistance is about 50,000 ohms. 
Raising the temperature to 100 de- 
grees Fahrenheit causes R2's temper- 
ature to drop to about 25,000 ohms. 
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comparator 
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Fig. 3. Internal details of Signetics' TDA 1023 time - proportional triac trigger integrated circuit. 

Rpd 16 RX 

NC 2 15 NC 

0 3 14 V,_ 
TDA1023 

HYS 4 
TOP VIEW 

13 V 

PR 5 12 TB 

CI 6 11 V 

UR 7 10 PW 

OR 8 BR 

Pin 
No. Legend Meaning 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Rpd 
NC 

Q 
HYS 
PR 

6 CI 
7 UR 
8 QR 
9 BR 

10 Pw 
11 VZ 

12 TB 

13 Vee 
14 Vcc 
15 NC 
16 RX 

Internal pull -down resistor 
Not connected 
Output 
Hysteresis control input 
Proportional range control 
input 
control input 
Unbuffered reference input 
Reference buffer output 
Buffered reference input 
Pulse width control input 
Reference supply output 
Firing burst repetition con- 
trol input 
Ground connection 
Positive supply connection 
Not connected 
External resistor connection 

Fig. 4. Case configuration and pin - 
outs for the Signetics TDA1023. 

Resistor R1 and thermistor R2 
make up a voltage divider between 
the 8 -volt reference and ground, and 
the voltage at pin 6 of ¡Cl is the sen- 
sor input to the internal comparator. 
Resistors R3 and R5 and potentiom- 
eter R4 control the setpoint at pin 9 

of the IC, which connects via the 
translation circuit at pin 7. 

Capacitor C4 sets a period of 
about 6 seconds for the control cycle. 
Pin 5 of IC1 is left open (no connec- 
tion) to select a proportional range 
of 80 millivolts. This means that the 
duty cycle (on time) of the gate pulses 
at pin 3 varies from 0 to 100 percent 
over an 80- millivolt change at pin 6. 

Grounding pin 5 would increase this 
range to 400 millivolts. 

The open HYS input at pin 4 of 
ICI selects minimum hysteresis, or 
dead band, of 20 millivolts in the 
comparator. 

This circuit is designed to control a 
200 -watt immersion heater that 
plugs into ac receptacle SOI and 
whose heating element is immersed 
in a 4- gallon plastic tub filled with 
water. Triac Ql controls power to 
the heater. When pin 3 of IC1 out- 

puts gate pulses, Ql turns on and 
current flows through the triac, heat- 
er and neon -lamp indicator Il. When 
the gate pulses cease, QI turns off 
and cuts off power to the heater. 

Resistor R8 limits the current to 
Q1's gate, and resistor R7 sets the 
width of the triac's gate pulse. 
Smoothing is provided by Cl. 

Constr tion 
Just abo 
wiring m 
this proje 
bricate 

t any traditional board - 
thod can be used to build 
t. If you wish, you can fa- 
our own printed- circuit 

board u ng the actual -size etch- 
ing- and -drilling guide shown in Fig. 
7. Alternatively, you can use unclad 
perforate 
centers al 

soldering 
method y 
to use a s 

Thougl 
and type 

board with holes on 0.1 " 

d suitable Wire Wrap or 
hardware. Whichever 

lu choose, it is a good idea 
cket for IC1. 
most component values 
are not critical, here are 

some things to keep in mind when se- 

lecting components: Resistor R1 
should be a 1- percent precision type 
because it is part of the temperature - 
sensing circuit (its exact value is not 
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Fig. 5. Using proportional control 
current to power a heater varies ac- 
cording to how close the temperature 

is to the setpoint. 

that important, but its resistance 
must be stable and not vary with tem- 
perature). Notice, too, that R6 is a 
1 -watt power resistor and is used 
with C3 to take care of the important 
function of limiting input current to 
IC1. If you must make a substitution 
in this network, it is safer to experi- 
ment with slightly smaller values for 
C3 or larger values for R6. Finally, 
C4 can be either a tantalum (prefer- 
able) or aluminum electrolytic capa- 
citor. Though aluminum electrolyt- 
ics are not recommended for use in 
timing circuits, due to their charac- 
teristically high leakage, you can use 

one here because the exact length of 
the timing cycle is not super -critical. 

After installing the IC socket, wire 
the board exactly as shown in Fig. 8 

(or use the layout in Fig. 8 as a rough 
guide to component arrangement on 
perforated board and refer back to 
Fig. 6 for wiring details). Be sure to 
orient Cl, C4 and Q1 properly be- 
fore soldering their leads into place. 
AIso, to provide adequate heat dissi- 
pation, mount power resistor R6 so 
that there is % " of air space between 
it and the top of the board. 

Use pliers to bend the leads of the 
triac to conform to the hole arrange- 
ment on the board for its leads and 
mounting tab. Bend the leads at the 
appropriate points so that they form 
a right angle pointing toward the 
metal rear surface of the triac. Plug 
the leads into the holes in the board, 
solder them into place and trim away 
any excess lead length. Then place a 
small washer between the triac's 
mounting tab and board and use a 
4 -40 x '/a " or Y. " machine screw and 
nut to secure it to the board. 

To make the cables for the circuit, 
you need a standard ac extension 
cord or an ac line cord with plug and 
a chassis -mount ac receptacle, 48 " of 
two- conductor cable (zip cord will 
do fine) and some solid hookup wire. 
Cut the extension cord in half, sepa- 
rate the cut ends for a distance of 
about 2 " and strip about '/a " of insu- 
lation from all four conductors. 
Tightly twist together the fine wires 
in each conductor and sparingly tin 
with solder. 

Strip 2" of insulation from both 
conductors at one end of the two - 
conductor cable. Remove '/a " of in- 
sulation from both and slide a 1 " 

length of small- diameter heat - 
shrinkable tubing over each. Trim 
the leads of the thermistor to 3/4 " 

long and form a small hook in each. 
Connect and solder the leads of the 
thermistor individually to each of the 
prepared conductors of the cable. 
Push the tubing up over the soldered 
connections and shrink into place. 

Slip a 2" length of '/a "- diameter 
heat -shrinkable tubing over the ther- 
mistor end and shrink it into place so 
that only the thermistor is visible and 
that all connections and wires are 
sealed inside. Separate the conduc- 
tors at the other end of the cable for a 
distance of about 1 " and trim '/a " of 
insulation from each. Once again, 
tightly twist together the fine wires in 
each conductor and sparingly tin 
with solder. 

Now strip '/a " of insulation from 
both ends of eight 8 " lengths of 
hookup wire. Connect and solder 
one end of two of these wires to the 
the leads of the neon -lamp assembly, 
three more wires to the lugs of the 
potentiometer and the three remain- 
ing wires to the lugs of the switch. 
Slide a 'h " to 3/4 " length of small di- 
ameter heat -shrinkable tubing over 
the lamp assembly wires and shrink it 
into place to cover the connections. 

To prepare the enclosure, begin by 
machining the mounting holes for 
the lamp assembly, switch, poten- 
tiometer, fuse holder and circuit - 
board assembly and the entry holes 
for the thermistor cable and line 
cord. You have a choice of using ei- 
ther a chassis -mount ac receptacle or 
the receptacles at the end of a stan- 
dard ac extension cord for SO/. If 
you use the former, you must cut a 
slot and two hardware mounting 
holes for it in the chassis; if the latter, 
simply drill a single hole for exit of 
the cord. Use of an ordinary ac ex- 
tension cord, of course, is the easier 
way to go in terms of work involved 

A chassis -mounted ac receptacle 
for SO1 requires an extra 5 " or so 
length of two- conductor zip cord or 
separate 14 -gauge stranded hookup 
wire to connect it to the circuit board 
assembly. 

Mount the lamp, potentiometer 
and fuse holder in their respective 
holes. Then, referring to Figs. 6 and 
8, plug the free ends of the wires on 
these components into the respective 
holes in the circuit board and solder 
them into place. The 4" wires con- 
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PARTS LIST 

Semiconductors 
C1- TDA1023 time -proportional triac 

trigger (Signetics) 
Ql- SK141B or similar 200 -PIV triac 
Capacitors 
C1- 220 -µF, 200 -volt electrolytic 
C2- 0.047 -µF ceramic disc 
C3- 0.47 -µF, 200 -volt polyester film 
C4 -10 -µF tantalum (or aluminum 

electrolytic; see text) 
Resistors (1/4-watt, 10% tolerance) 
R1- 20,000 ohms (1% tolerance; see 
text) 
R2- Negative temperature coefficient 

thermistor; 50,000 ohms at 25 de- 
grees Celsius 

R3 -5,000 ohms 
R5- 10,000 ohms 
R6 -390 ohms (1 watt) 
R7- 100,000 ohms 

R8 -100 ohms 
R4 -1,000 -ohm, linear- taper, panel - 

mount potentiometer 
Miscellaneous 
F1 -3- ampere fuse 
Il -Panel -mount neon -lamp assembly 
S 1 -Dpst 3- ampere switch 

Printed -circuit board or perforated 
board and Wire Wrap or soldering 
hardware; 16 -pin IC socket; suitable 
enclosure; standard ac extension 
cord or ac line cord with plug and 
chassis -mount ac receptacle (see 
text); fuse holder; pointer -type knob 
for R4; two -conductor cable; plastic 
tube for thermistor (see text) and sili- 
one adhesive; heat -shrinkable tub- 
ing; cable ties; '/ " metal spacers; 
machine hardware; hookup wire; 
solder; etc. 

Fig. 6. Complete schematic diagram of the proportional temperature controller. 

nected to the switch and fuse holder 
will be connected later. Line the ac 
line cord hole, thermistor entry hole 
and extension -cord exit hole if you 
use the extension -cord arrangement 
for SOI with rubber grommets. Pass 
the free ends of the cords through 
their respective grommet -lined holes 
and tie a knot about 6 "from the pre- 

pared ends inside the enclosure to 
serve as strain reliefs. 

Plug into the appropriate holes in 
the board and solder into place the 
SOI lines and the R2 thermistor ca- 
ble. Then mount the circuit -board 
assembly using '/z " spacers and 4 -40 
or 6 -32 x 3/4 " machine screws, lock - 
washers and nuts. 

Locate the free end of the last wire 
coming frpm the switch and connect 
and solde 
holder. TI 

ac line co 
lug of the 

it to one lug of the fuse 
en connect and solder one 
d conductor to the other 
fuse holder and the other 

to the remaining switch lug. 
Plug the fuse into its holder and 

the IC into its socket. With regard to 
the latter, 
properly 
that no pi 

fold unde 
you seat i 

loose wir 
use plasti 
cord to h 
knob ont 
ometer co 

Checko 
With no h 
tate the c 
tion and 
cord into 
meter set 
pin 14 o 
about 14 

smoothly 
tion of ab 
mal. Also 
erence po 
(Caution: 

make sure that the IC is 
rented (see Fig. 8) and 
ns overhang the socket or 
between IC and socket as 

1e IC. Now gather up the 
s into a neat bundle and 
cable ties or waxed lacing 
ld them together. Slide the 
the shaft of the potenti- 
trol. 

t and Use 

ater plugged into SOI , ro- 
ntrol to roughly mid -posi- 
lug the controller's line 

n ac outlet. Using a multi - 
o read dc volts, check at 
ICI for the presence of 
olts. This voltage is not 

regulated; hence, a varia - 
ut ± 0.3 volt or so is nor - 
heck for the 8 -volt dc ref - 

ential at pin 11 of the IC. 
When working inside the 

powered project, keep firmly in 
mind that 
are at pot 
ac line 
hold -dow 
tion when 
the circuit 
okay, po 
not, doub 
dering an 
er placem 

To full 
portional 
you need 
er" like t 
photo. I 

a skirt ar and the heating element 
are best because the skirt holds the 
element away from the side of the 
holding tub with which it is used. 

everal points of the circuit 
ntially hazardous 117 -volt 
otential, including Q1's 

screw. So exercise cau- 
taking voltage readings in 
) If the voltages check out 
er down the project. If 

e check all wiring and sol - 
all components for prop - 
nt and orientation. 
check out and use the pro - 
temperature controller, 
so- called "beverage heat - 
e one shown in the lead 
ersible heaters that have 
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Fig. 7. Actual -size etching- and -drilling guide for printed- circuit board. 

You also need a four -gallon plastic 
tub, a plastic or metal tube that is 

sealed at one end to hold the thermis- 
tor, and an accurate thermometer 
for monitoring and calibration. 

Slide the thermistor into the tube 
and seal the open end with silicone 
adhesive or gasket seal. If you are 
unable to locate a tube with one 
sealed end, you can use one with 

Fig. 8. The wiring diagram for the pc board. Use this layout as a guide to compo- 
nent placement if you wire the circuit on perforated board. 

both ends open simply by sealing 
both with silicone adhesive. 

Securely fasten the thermistor as- 
sembly and immersible heater to the 
side of the plastic tub. One way to do 
this is to punch holes in the tub well 
above the water line and loop the ties 
through the holes and around the 
tube and the plug on the heater. Do 
not allow the heater's coil to rest 
against the side of the tub. Fasten the 
heater so that filling the tub with 2.5 
gallons of water will immerse the 
heating coil but not the electric cord. 
Use the "maximum fill" line on the 
heater as a guide to maximum water 
level in the tub. 

Never attempt to operate the im- 
mersion heater unless it is in water. 
Most heaters have a safety fuse that 
will permanently blow if you do this 
and the coil overheats. 

Fill the tub to the proper level with 
cold water and place an accurate 
thermometer in the water. Plug the 
heater's power cord into SOI and 
turn on the project. The neon -lamp 
indicator should now light up, indi- 
cating that the project is delivering 
power to the heating element to heat 
the water. 

As the water warms to the set - 
point, you will see the proportional 
controller in action as the neon lamp 
turns off for a short portion of each 
cycle, indicating that the heater is be- 
ing cycled off. At this point, the tem- 
perature should begin to stabilize, as 
indicated on the thermometer. 

If the heater does not turn on at 
all, however, measure the voltages at 
the sensor and setpoint inputs at pins 
6 and 7 of ICI. For the heater to 
come on, the voltage on pin 6 must 
be greater than that on pin 7. 

By adjusting the setting of the po- 
tentiometer control on the project's 
front panel in increments and moni- 
toring the temperature, you should 
be able to set the temperature of the 
water in the tub to any point in a 
range from about 80 to 105 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Of course, the exact 
range depends on the values of your 
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HITACHI SCOPES AT DISCOUNT PRICES! 

'AP-. t:, - 20MHZ III 100MHZ 

Model V212 $475 
Model V -212 20MHZ Dual Channel (1mV Sens.) $475 
Model V -422 40MHZ Dual Channel (1mV Sens.) $699 
Model V -425 40MHZ Dual Channel (with cursor) $795 
Model V-660 60MHZ Triple Channel (Delayed Sweep) $999 

Model V -1060 100MHZ Quad Channel (Delayed Sweep) $1,375 

All above scopes have a 3 year guaranty on parts and labor 

Model V1060 $1,340 

15-25% 
OFF LIST 

PRICE 

ELENCO PRODUCTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES! 

MO-1253 
FULLY 

MEGAHERTZ 
DELAYED 
SWEEP 
$550.00 

20MiHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 35MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 

$359 MO-1251 $498 MO-1252 
Top quality scopes at a very reasonable price. Contains all the desired features. Elenco's 2 year guarantee 
assures you of continuous service. Two 1 x , 10 x probes, diagrams and manual included. Write for specs. 

100MHz test probes, switchable lx, 10x, Ref. (Complete WI 5 accessories) Fits must scopes $22 

MULTIMETER with TRUE RMS 41/2 
r 

Q' DIGIT MULTIMETER 

( 
- Model 

>_ M7000 

- $135 
.05% DC Accuracy 
.1% Resistance 
with Freq. Counter 
8 Deluxe Case 

Auto Ranging 
plus 

t Manual Ranging 
, ; 

31 Digit Meter 
28 Functions 

Fully protected 

"-` M- 1180 .7% Acy $36.95 
M -1182 .25% Acy $39.95 

- M- 1181.1 % Acy $42.95 

CAPACITANCE AND 
TRANSISTOR 
TESTER 

R 
CM 1500A $58 

Reads Volts, Ohms, 
4,4.. Current, Capacitors, 

Transistors & wwwwwswi 
Diodes W /Case 

GF -8016 FUNCTION GENERATOR 
with Freq. Counter 

$239 
`,ts, Sine, Square, Triangle 

Pulse, Ramp, .2 to 2MHz 
Frequency .1 thru 10MHz 

GF -8015 without Freq. Meter $179 

10MHz OSCILLOSCOPE 
.. $239 

Model irr S -3000 

10MHz DC or AC 
Triggered Sweep 
Calibrated Vert & Hor 
Reads Volts & Freq 

BREADBOARD 

94381 
Shown 

toldlill 

9430 1,100 pins 1 

9434 2,170 pins $25 
9436 2,860 pins $35 

DIGITAL TRIPLE POWER SUPPLY Modell 
XP -765 

$231 
tra* '13 sue= 0 -20V u 1A 

0.20V 4 1A 
5V rip 5A 

Fully Regulated, Short Circuit Protected with 2 Y 9 
Limit Cont. 3 Separate Supplies 
XP -660 with Analog Meters $159.50 

DIGITAL LCR METER 50MHz LOGIC PROBE 
20 nsec with memory 
LP-700 

JJ 

Logic Pulsar $23 LP -600 

$148 

Model 
LC -1800 

Measures: 
Inductors, 
Capacitors, 
Resistors 

DIGITAL 3 AMP POWER SUPPLY 
Model 
XP -750 

INE $175 
ye -# - 040V ®1 5A 

.., 0 -20V ®3A 

Fully regulated, short circuit protected current 
limit control 
XP -650 with Analog Meters $129.50 

MULTI -FUNCTION COUNTERS 

F1000 $259 
1.2GH 

-ri'... -S t .- F -100 7 .r- 120MH $179 
Frequency, Period, Totalize, Self Check with High - 
Stabilized Crystal Oven Oscillator, 8 Digit LED Display 

C&S SALES INC., 1245 Rosewood Dr., Deerfield, IL 60015 p 15 DAY MONEY 

800-292-7711 (312) 459-9040 ASK FOR CATALOG ,_ BACK GUARANTEE 

2 Year Limited Guarantee! Add 5% for Postage ($10 max), IL Res., 7% Tax 

CIRCLE 37 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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thermisto and the R3 /R4 /R5 com- 
bination. 

When t e temperature of the wa- 
ter has reached 100 degrees, set R4 so 
that the neon lamp is on for about 
half the period of each timing cycle. 
Give the system 15 minutes or so to 
stabilize and then check the tem- 
perature on the thermometer. If the 
temperature has strayed from 100 

degrees, adjust the front panel con- 
trol until it is brought into line. 
When all {s working properly, mark 
the setpoi 
for future 

For bes 
heats up, 1 

ate within 
which me . 

nt on the project's panel 
reference. 
t control, once the water 
he controller should oper- 

a its proportional range, 
ns that the heater should 

never be on or off for an entire con- 
trol cycle Varying cycle duration 
may make a difference in how well 
the system exercises its control; so 
feel free to experiment with different 
values of apacitance for C4. (Halv- 
ing the v lue of C4 will halve the 
length o the control cycle.) Of 
course, the wattage rating of the im- 
mersion heater, how much water it is 

heating, room temperature and se- 

lection of setpoint all affect the con- 
troller's ability to maintain the de- 
sired temperature. 

For super- accurate control, use a 
small electric fountain pump to agi- 
tate the w. 

ferent tem 
the water. 
time you 
cals to the 
give the sy 

the proper 
them. Ho 
ed bottles 
optimum 
on how cc 

rter to keep layers of dif- 
peratures from forming in 
Keep in mind that every 

dd a new bottle of chemi- 
tub that you will have to 

stem time to heat them to 
temperature before using 

v long it takes for the add - f chemicals to come up to 
temperature will depend 
of they are with respect to 

the water in the tub. The larger the 
temperature difference between the 
two, the longer the waiting time. 
However, you can considerably 
shorten th waiting time by immers- 
ing the chemicals in a basin of hot 
water for a few minutes to reduce the 
temperature differential. AE 
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Computers 

Process Control 
With Personal Computers 

(Part II) 

Sensors, stepping motors and interfaces for 
computerized control systems 

By Dr. H. Edward Roberts 

Last month, Part I introduced 
the basics of process control 
with IBM PC /XT /AT or 

compatible computers and an inter- 
nal and external controller bus sys- 
tem to allow such standard comput- 
ers to perform these "real world" 
tasks. The system used consisted of 
Datablocks' LINK interface board 
and an A -II external bus structure in 
a shielded case, the latter allowing a 

host of encased control modules to 
be plugged in. This creates some 
2,000 additional I/O channels with- 

out interfering with the normal com- 
puter system's operation. 

Block diagrams of the interface 
boards and the parts they contain are 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, with con- 
struction plans, parts required and a 
kit source noted. Now we'll discuss 
external devices, such as sensors and 
stepping motors, that are needed to 
make it all happen, as well as soft- 
ware control and a few simple con - 
trol projects. 

Transducers 
Transducers or sensors are needed to 
"hear," "see" and "feel" the out- 

DataBlocksA -II external control modules plug together as 

function blocks. 

The assembled A -II LINK. 

side world. Basically, they're devices 
that convert a physical change to an 
electrical value, say, temperature to 
voltage. This allows a computer to 
deal with various physical quantities 
or energy to be measured, monitored 
and /or controlled. The sensors gen- 
erate analog electrical signals which 
must then be converted to digital sig- 

nals through an analog -to- digital 
converter (ADC) in order for a com- 
puter to handle them. A digital -to- 
analog converter (DAC) is employed 
to send signals from the computer to 
the physical device to be controlled. 

Transducers come in many types 
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of PC-LINK, PC side. 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of PC -LINK, A -II side. 
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PARTS LIST 

(PC Side) 
Integrated Circuits 
IC1- 74HCO3 open -drain NAND gate 

(Motorola) 
IC2- 74HC688 8 -bit equality detector 

(Motorola) 
IC3- 74HC245 octal transceiver (Mo- 

torola) 
IC4 thru IC7- 74HC14 inverting 

Schmitt trigger (Motorola) 
IC8- 74HC00 quad 2 -input NAND 

gate (Motorola) 
Capacitors 
Cl thru C8- 0.47 -µF ceramic disc 
Resistors (1/4-watt, 50/o tolerance) 
RI thru R14- 10,000 ohms 
Miscellaneous 
SW 1- 4- position spst DIP switch 

Printed -circuit board and mounting 
bracket with screw (DataBlocks); six 

14 -pin and two 20 -pin IC sockets; 
37 -pin D -type right -angle connector; 
machine hardware; solder; etc. 

(A -II Side) 
Integrated Circuits 
IC2,IC2- 74HC245 octal transceiver 

(Motorola) 
IC3,IC11- 74HC73 dual J -K flip -flop 

with clear (Motorola) 
IC4,IC10- 74HC74 dual D flip -flop 

with preset and clear (Motorola) 
IC5,IC6,IC7- 74HC14 hex inverting 

Schmitt trigger (Motorola) 
1C8- 74HC00 quad 2 -input NAND 

gate (Motorola) 
IC9- 74HC04 hex inverter (Motorola) 

IC12- 74HC10 triple 3 -input NAND 
gate (Motorola) 

Capacitors 
Cl thru C12- 0.47 -µF ceramic disc 
C13,C16- 47 -µF, 16 -volt electrolytic 
C14,C15- 47 -SF, 10 -volt electrolytic 
Resistors WI -watt, 5% tolerance) 
R1 thru R8- 10,000 ohms 
Oscillators 
OSC1 -8.0 MHz (NEC) 
OSC2- 2.4576 MHz (NEC) 
Miscellaneous 

Printed -circuit board (DataBlocks); 
ten 14 -pin and two 20 -pin IC sockets; 
37 -pin D -type male right -angle con- 
nector (Amp); 37 -pin shielded cable 
with 37 -pin D -type connector on 
both ends (DataBlocks); two male 
60 -pin Molex connectors; two 60 -pin 
female Molex connectors; machine 
hardware; solder; etc. 

Note: The following items are available 
from DataBlocks, Inc., P.O. Box 449, 
Alamo, GA 30411 (tel.: 800- 652- 1336): 

IBM (or compatible) half of LINK -dou- 
ble- sided, plated and silkscreened pc 
board, $29; complete kit of parts, includ- 
ing pc board, ICs, etc., $65. Complete 
LINK, IBM and A -II halves -pc boards 
only, $49; complete kit of parts, including 
pc boards, connectors, cabling, ICs, etc., 
but excluding case, $118; complete assem- 
bled and tested LINK, in case, $187. 
shielded A -II case, $12. All schematics 
and foil patterns (included with foregoing 
kit) are available separately for $8. Add $5 

P &H. Georgia residents, please add state 
sales tax. 

and forms, depending on the physi- 
cal properties they must sense. Con- 
sequently, there are transducers spe- 
cifically designed to sense tempera- 
ture, pressure, light, humidity, flow, 
chemical action, etc. There are a va- 
riety of different types within each 
category, of course, giving users a 
great deal of flexibility. For exam- 
ple, to measure or control tempera- 
ture, one could use a thermocouple - 
junction device that produces volt- 
ages that are proportional to temper- 
atures. These are low -cost, rugged 
devices, but don't feature tight ac- 
curacy or quick response time. Other 

choices for this purpose include ther- 
mistors, which react to temperature 
changes with a shift in its resistance, 
but their operating range is rather 
narrow; resistance -temperature de- 
tectors, which are more refined (and 
costlier) devices than thermistors, 
feature fast response time and preci- 
sion measurement capabilities when 
used with bridge circuitry; and semi- 
conductor temperature sensors fea- 
ture great linearity. 

Once transducers have been select- 
ed, it might be necessary to calibrate 
them. Typically, conversion tables to 
correct for temperature dependen- 

cies, nonlinearities, etc., are supplied 
by the transducer's manufacturer. 
Once the transducers have been se- 

lected, calibration curves prepared 
and the microcomputer interfaced to 
the transducer(s), channels for data 
collection nd device control are es- 
tablished. 
which mu 
formation 
put, whet 
ternal dev 
For the 
transmitti 
tion in th 
perhaps, i 

raise or 1 

ture, and 
this might 
a hard -co 
or to a dis 

ext comes the software, 
t gather and prepare in- 
as it's collected for out- 
er for controlling an ex- 
ce or for printed reports. 
rmer, this might mean 
g the necessary informa - 

appropriate format to, 
crease or decrease flow, 
er pressure or tempera - 

o on. For data logging, 
mean transferring data to 
y device such as a printer, 
for information storage. 

Sensor S stems 
Let's look 
mon types 
better und 
sign a se 
pressure tr 
convert a 
quid, int 
that may t 

device suc 

t some of the more com- 
of transducers to gain a 
rstanding of how to de- 
sor system. Consider a 
nsducer, which is used to 

uid pressure, say, air or li- 
a proportional voltage 

en be input to a computer 
as an A/D converter. An 

integral component of most pressure 
transducer is the strain gauge, 
which is it Elf a transducer. 

Strain g uges are, in the simplest 
terms, merely devices that alter their 
electrical haracteristics when sub- 
jected to s ress that slightly deforms 
them. Str n is formally defined as 
the ratio + f mean deformation per 
unit lengt 

The pie oelectric effect has long 
been emp s yed in strain -measuring 
devices by utilizing crystals as strain 
gauges. C pacitive and inductance 
effects ha e also been used. How- 
ever, eac of these display some 
weaknesse . The most common strain 
gauges ar- those that provide a 

change in esistance proportional to 
the applies strain. Semiconductor 
strain gauzes have also been used 
which, while physically small, are 
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2 CENTS PLAIN 
** 

That's about all it costs subscribers for each page 
of editorial matter in MODERN ELECTRONICS .. . 

every month. No charge for informative advertisers' 
messages. Or for free information requested on our 
bound -in postpaid Free Information Service card. 

A bargain? You bet! MODERN ELECTRONICS is a 
veritable one -stop source of "hard" information for en- 
thusiasts whose interests spread across the entire 
spectrum of electronics and computers for work and 
play. The latest technical information and news writ- 
ten by a galaxy of authoritative writers - Forrest Mims 
on "Experimenting," Don Lancaster on "Hardware 
Hacking," Stan Prentiss on "Video," Len Feldman on 
"Audio," Glenn Hauser on "Communications," and 
Eric Grevstad on "Personal Computers," to name a 
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with readers every month. 

This neat package keeps everyone abreast of the 
important developments in electronics and comput- 
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R1 

E out E . 

R2 

R2 

F3 R1 + R2 

Fig. 6. A typical voltage divider. 

capable of providing relatively large 
output voltages (for example, 5 volts 
full -scale). They also exhibit a great 
sensitivity to strains applied and are 
inherently nonlinear. Semiconduc- 
tor devices also exhibit an undesir- 
able strong temperature dependence 
that must be corrected in order for 
the readings to be accurate. 

The bonded resistance strain 
gauge is the most widely used tool for 
strain measurement. It consists of a 
grid of fine wire or metallic foil 
bonded to a thin insulating material 
called the carrier matrix. The resis- 
tance gauge is glued to the object in 
which strain is to be measured, and 
the strain is determined by measur- 
ing the resulting change in resistance 
in the gauge when the object is load- 
ed. These devices can be used to pro- 
duce a pressure transducer by bond- 
ing the resistance strain gauge to a 
flexible diaphragm which is in con- 
tact with the gas or liquid whose cor- 
responding pressure is to be mea- 
sured. Such devices are usually pro- 
vided with a compensation network. 
The latter provides control over sen- 
sitivity, zero balance, thermal effects 
on sensitivity and the thermal effect 
on the zero setting of the transducer. 

Historically, the Wheatstone 

bridge, due to its simplicity and sen- 
sitivity, has proven to be the most 
common device for measuring resis- 
tive changes in strain gauges. The mi- 
crocomputer, in combination with 
bridge- circuit technology, allows use 
of simpler circuits, increased mea- 
surement accuracy and collection of 
larger amounts of data by utilizing 
multichannel systems. This is accom- 
plished, in part, by utilizing the 
microcomputer to balance the bridge 
circuit, compensate for nonlineari- 
ties, and handle switching and stor- 
ing in multichannel applications. 

Another popularly used transduc- 
er is the photoconductive device. To 
examine how it works, let's first re- 
view the voltage divider. In Fig. 6, a 
simple voltage divider, we see two re- 
sistors in series. The voltage across 
R2 is equal to the input voltage times 
R2 /(R1 + R2). If we increase R2, 
the voltage across it will increase 
and, likewise, if we decrease R2, the 
voltage across it will decrease. 

Now let's replace R2 with a photo - 
resistor, a device whose resistance is 

a function of the light striking its sur- 
face. As light increases, resistance 
decreases. Thus, output voltage will 
be inversely related to the brightness 
of the light shining on the photoresis- 

tor. Photoresistors are quite easy to 
use, as you can see. The value of R1 
is selected to be approximately equal 
to the value of the photoresistor at 
the light level to be used. In general, 
one should select photoresistors with 
a relatively low "on" resistance to 
minimize noise pickup. Photoresis- 
tors are relatively slow devices. 
Therefore, they will not respond to 
high -speed changes in light intensity 
as will ph odiodes and phototran- 
sistors. H wever, their simplicity 
and sensiti ity make them a good 
choice for a wide variety of light - 
sensing ap .lications. 

There a e a variety of sensors 
available , r temperature control. 
Among th simplest and most versa- 
tile in this . tegory is the thermistor, 
a resistor w ose resistance varies as a 
function o temperature. Actually, 
this is true of all resistors, but ther- 
mistors ar especially sensitive to 
temperatur changes. Thermistors 
can be us=e in voltage- divider cir- 
cuits like th- photoresistor circuit cit- 
ed. The ou ut in this case varies as a 
function o temperature. You select 
thermistor based on the tempera- 
tures at w ich you expect them to 
normally o erate. 

The for going transducer exam- 
ples are r presentative of sensors 
used in pr cess control systems. In 
actual practice, virtually any sensor 
that's capable of producing an elec- 
trical output can be used as an input 
device for a control system. 

Stepping Motors & Resolvers 

Stepping motors are ideally suited 
for digital control systems because 
they move a predictable amount for 
each input pulse. 

A stepping motor rotates a prede- 
termined amount each time it 
"steps." Typical rotations are 1.8, 
7.5 and 15 degrees per pulse. Since 
this is totally predictable, the "feed- 
back is implied." Thus, we can pre- 
dict the motor's location by keeping 
track of the number of pulses we 
have sent. A stepping motor operates 
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The relay language is the oldest and 
most widespread of process control 
"languages." Actually, it's both a lan- 
guage and a schematic logic representa- 
tion much like the flow diagrams we use 
routinely for software design. It was de- 
veloped when the electromechanical re- 
lay was king in the industrial control 
field. So it's no surprise that the relay 
contact is the key symbolic element of 
the language. 

The system is often referred to as re- 
lay ladder programming or ladder dia- 
grams because the drawing format re- 
sembles that of an ordinary ladder. It 
consists of vertical lines or rails, one at 
the left and one at the right, that repre- 
sent input and output power -line legs. 
Connected between are horizontal 
rungs of devices, such as relays, 
switches, motors, etc. Industrial pro- 
grammable controllers often use key- 
boards with relay logic symbols on 
keys. 

Input representations such as an in- 
put module or a relay contact switch are 
traditionally placed at the left side of a 
rung, while outputs follow to the right 
of them. What seem to be the two small 
vertical lines that represent a capacitor 
in an electronic schematic are actually 
normally open input switches (say, a re- 
lay's contacts) in a relay ladder dia- 
gram. The same drawing with a diagon- 
al line through it indicates that the con- 
tacts are normally closed. Outputs, in 
turn, are represented by circles. 

Further, letter or number labels are 
used to identify these symbols. For ex- 
ample, an "X" (X1, X2, etc.) might be 
used to indicate control switches, while 
a "C" (C1, C2...) designation would 
identify a relay, which might be in the 
form of the capacitor -like symbol for 
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contacts or a circle for the energizing 
co 1. Other output devices are frequent- 
ly designated as "Y" (Y1, Y2...). Note, 
however, that commercial programma- 
ble controllers often use a number sys- 
tem. This might be a four -digit system, 
wish specific I/O number assignments 
and blocks set aside for particular de- 
vices. For example, numbers 0001 to 
0050 may be reserved for control relays 
only. Assignment numbers cannot be 
repeated for another device except for 
multiple switch contacts that work with 
a single relay coil. Accordingly, a dual - 
contact relay might be shown as two 
separate switches (capacitor -like sym- 
bols) with the same C 1 label, while their 
common coil would be the only other 
device to carry a C 1 label. Assignment 
numbers would be different, though. 
(Some manufacturers maintain sepa- 
ra-e symbol or label numbers, however.) 

A variety of sequences and logic op- 
erations can be formed by appropriate 
designs. For example, a rung could 
have two power control switches (X1 
and X2) and a motor (Y1) in series be- 

tween the two power rails, which would 
represent an AND logic arrangement. 
If the switches were in parallel, it would 
constitute an OR logic setup. In the 
former, both switches would have to be 
closed in order for the motor to be pow- 
ered, while in the latter setup either 
switch could be closed to run the motor. 

In the illustration shown here, you'll 
observe how the same electronic setup 
would be drawn for a ladder diagram 
and an electronic diagram equivalent. 
Here, if power is off, the "off" lamp 
indicator, which is in series with the re- 
lay's normally closed contact, is lighted 
since the rung is directly across the ac 
power line. When power is switched on, 
the coil is energized and closes the nor- 
mally open contacts, causing the "on" 
lamp to light and the motor in series 
with it to be powered. In turn, the nor- 
mally closed contact automatically 
opens and the "off" lamp extinguishes. 

This is a simple example, but it illus- 
trates the principle of drawing ladder 
logic diagrams as contrasted to elec- 
tronic schematics. 

in an anticipated manner by pulling 
the rotor from one electromagnet to 
another. This is accomplished exter- 
nally by applying voltages in se- 
quence from one winding to another. 
Figure 7, a Stepping Motor Truth 
Table, depicts the four windings of a 
typical stepping motor and indicates 

how the sequential application of 
vo tage to the windings controls 
shaft movement. If we keep track of 
which windings were last used, we 
can determine which winding needs 
to be activated in order to rotate the 
motor in either direction. 

Unfortunately, there are a couple 

of "flies in the ointment." First, 
keeping track of which winding 
needs to be activated and controlling 
the appropriate driver is relatively 
complicated, at least if you don't 
have a computer. Of course, if you 
have a computer in the system, this 
problem is easily taken care of. That 
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Fig. 7. Stepping motor truth table. 

is, a stepping motor either makes a 
complete step or it doesn't move at 
all when it is pulsed. If the motor is 

overloaded, it may stall. Since the 
feedback is only implied, the con- 
troller will not be able to recognize 
the problem. Therefore, it's impor- 
tant to make sure the system ether 
does not overload the stepper or in- 
clude some type of override feedback 
system to warn of a stepper failure. 

Another problem with steppers is 

that they are relatively expensive, es- 
pecially in large sizes. In addition, 
high- torque steppers are not avail- 
able. The maximum practical size 
stepper is limited to torques of a few 
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Fig. 8. A two -bit resolver. 

foot -pounds. Of course, this torque 
can be amplified with gears, lead 
screws, etc., at the expense of speed. 
Stepping motors are relatively slow 
devices, operating typically between 
30 and 300 rpm. 

How about using plain dc and ac 
motors for rotary motion, you might 
ask? Unfortunately, it will not be 
easy to tell what the motor position is 

at any given point in time. If a typical 
dc motor is turned on and then off, 
the number of rotations or the exact 
angular position of the shaft is not 
known. This can be solved by using 
resolvers, however. 

A resolver is simply a device that 
measures the location of a shaft and 
reports this to a controller by feeding 
information back to it. A two -bit re- 
solver in Fig. 8 illustrates an example 
of a low- precision resolver. This par- 
ticular resolver divides one complete 
revolution into four parts and pro- 
vides a feedback signal describing 
the angular location of the shaft to 
an accuracy of two bits. A three -bit 
resolver would resolve the location 
into eight parts; a four -bit into 16 

parts; etc. 
This device works by detecting the 

presence or absence of light on the 
photodetectors. For instance, in our 
example, light striking both detec- 
tors would place the rotation in the 
first 90 degrees. Light on the inner 
detector and not on the outer detec- 
tor would place the resolver in the 
second 90- degree position. You can 
see how this technique can be ex- 
panded to whatever degree of accur- 
acy is required. 

Such a technique has the addition- 
al advantage of the resolver being 
completely independent from the ro- 
tor. Therefore, a motor failure or 
other problem would be easy for the 
computer to detect. The disadvan- 
tage is that this technique is more ex- 
pensive in low- torque applications 
than stepping motors. But in high - 
power applications, a resolver cou- 
pled with a motor becomes very at- 
tractive. 

So far, we've been discussing ro- 
tary techniques. It's often necessary 
to convert this to linear motion to 
make operations practical. To do 
this, we can drive a screw (called a 
lead screw) with a nut attached. A 

sophisticated, low- backlash. low - 
friction lead screw is called a ball 
screw. It uses a ball bearing as one 
half of the thread. 

Earlier it was pointed out that the 
standard rotation for a stepping mo- 
tor is 1.8 degrees per pulse. Seems 
like an odd choice, doesn't it? Stan- 
dard machine tools, such as lathes 
and milling machines use lead screws 
to move their mechanisms. These 
lead screws are designed so that one 
complete rotation of the lead screw 
produces 0.2 inch of linear move- 
ment. A stepping motor that rotates 
1.8 degrees per pulse, therefore, re- 
quires 200 pulses for it to make one 
complete revolution. Therefore, if 
we connect the stepping motor to a 
lead screw, each pulse would pro- 
duce exactly 0.001 inch of linear 
motion. 

By using a stepping motor to pro- 
duce linear motion, we can then di- 
rectly convert the number of pulses 
to linear movement. This makes for 
simple programming of linear move- 
ment. In a similar manner, we can 
generate linear motion using a con- 
ventional motor /resolver combina- 
tion. Other types of linear- motion 
devices include simple solenoids, hy- 
draulic and pneumatic cylinders, etc. 
Resolvers are also required for these 
linear- motion mechanisms. Resolv- 
ing techniques similar to the rotary 
technique described above are possi- 
ble. Also, a simple linear resistor 
connected to an A/D converter is a 
reasonable method to measure linear 
motion in many applications. 

Special Interfaces 
Among the typical interfaces needed 
to move data from one state to an- 
other and from one location to an- 
other, as previously mentioned, the 
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IEEE Standard Digital Interface for 
Programmable Instrumentation is 

particularly important in control 
work. It's an accepted standard that 
allows for the exchange of digital in- 
formation between system compo- 
nents and instrumentation. Original- 
ly developed by Hewlett- Packard 
and sometimes referred to as the 
GPIB or HP -IB interface, it is most 
often called the IEEE -488 interface. 

The interface has become so popu- 
lar that many companies specializing 
in electronic instrumentation now 
make it available on their instru- 
ments. Additionally, several sources 
provide personal computer add -on 
cards to establish the interface. As a 
result, system integrators now have a 
compatible means of communica- 
tion between instrumentation manu- 
factured by different companies and 
their own systems. 

Devices interconnected by this in- 
terface fall into three groups: listen- 
ers, talkers and controllers. Listeners 
are devices that have been con- 
figured to receive messages. In con- 
trast, talkers are devices that are con- 
figured to send messages to other de- 
vices, while controller devices con- 
figure other devices, including them- 
selves, to be talkers or listeners. Ad- 
ditionally, the controller causes an- 
other device to perform a specific ac- 
tion, such as send or receive data. 
The devices send and receive two 
types of messages: interface mes- 
sages and device -dependent mes- 
sages. Interface messages are those 
that are sent to cause the interface to 
react in a certain way. For example, 
such a message might cause a device 
to be a listener only, a talker only or 
both listener and talker. 

An interface message may also 
command the interface on a device to 
send data or prepare a device's inter- 
face to receive data. Device- depen- 
dent messages are those that are car- 
ried by the interface, but are not pro- 
cessed or used by it. Such a message 
contains information for the device 
itself, such as a set of control com- 
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Fig. 9. The IEEE -488 interface bus configuration. 

mands to cause a tape recorder to re- 
wind or the data to be recorded on 
the recorder. 

The message exchange across the 
interface is accomplished through a 
byte serial, bit parallel transfer be- 
tween devices. This means that there 
are eight lines that simultaneously 
transfer the eight bits in a byte, with 
multiple bytes transferred sequen- 
tially. In addition to the data lines, 
the interface also contains eight con- 
trol and handshake lines. Three of 
these -DAV, NRFD and NDAC- - 
control the data byte transfers by 
performing a "handshake" between 
the sending and receiving devices. 
The other five lines -ATN, IFC, 
SRQ, REN and EOI -are used to 
perform system management and 
control functions and sending con- 
trol commands, requesting service 
and clearing devices. Figure 9 illtis- 
trates the IEEE -488 interface bus 
configuration. 

Communication over the system is 
managed by the controller. When a 
device needs to be "serviced," it in- 
forms the controller. The controller 
thus knows whether the device re- 
questing service needs to send infor- 
mation, that is, becomes a talker, or 

whether it needs to become a listener 
and receive information. If the de- 
vice needs to talk, the controller also 
knows which device or devices need 
to listen to the communication. The 
controller configures the appropri- 
ate device to talk and the appropriate 
device or devices to listen. Once this 
is done, the controller relinquishes 
control of the bus and the talker 
transmits its message to the listeners. 
At the end of the message transmis- 
sion, the controller can reconfigure 
the devices on the bus to meet the 
talk /listen requirements of the next 
message. 

One of two methods is generally 
used to interface the system to in- 
form the controller that a device is 

ready for service: a serial poll or a 
parallel poll. In the serial poll meth- 
od, the device that needs servicing as- 
serts the SQR line. The controller 
senses this and informs the interface 
system that a serial poll is about to 
begin. Following that, the controller 
sequentially addresses each device to 
determine which one requested ser- 
vice. The one requesting service re- 
sponds to the poll by setting data bit 
7 true. 

In the other polling method, a par- 
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L START CODE HOUSE CODE FUNCTION OR NUMBER CODE START CODE HOUSE COD 

Fig. 10. The X -10 Powerhouse Serial Data Stream. 

allel poll, the controller assigns each 
device a dedicated data line that the 
device uses to respond to a parallel 
poll. When the controller issues a 
parallel poll command, each device 
needing service will respond by as- 
serting as true the data line assigned 
to it. This allows the controller to get 
status from all devices at one time. 

The standard IEEE -488 interface 
accommodates up to 15 devices on 
the system at one time. If these de- 
vices are equipped with open- collec- 
tor drivers, they can communicate at 
250,000 bytes per second if the total 
length of the interconnecting cables 
doesn't exceed 20 meters. If the de- 
vices are equipped with tri -state driv- 
ers, the communication rate can in- 
crease to 500,000 bytes per second. 
With shorter cable lengths and spe- 
cially designed interface timing, the 
system can achieve a maximum of 
1,000,000 bytes per second. 

We'll be using an IEEE -488 inter- 
face module in a later construction 
project. Additionally, we'll employ a 
popular, modestly priced and widely 
available stand -alone remote -con- 
trol system, the X -10 Powerhouse 
system. This system is designed to 

control up to 16 on /off functions at 
remote locations. Primarily used to 
control lighting and appliances in the 
home, it consists of a centrally locat- 
ed controller and remote stations 
that are plugged into power outlets 
or wired into light switches. Each re- 
mote can be addressed by the central 
controller and responds to com- 
mands such as off, on, bright and 
dim. Communication between the 
controller and remotes is over exist- 
ing power wiring using a patented 
data protocol. 

The power -line interface is a serial 
transmission system that transmits 
binary data from the central control- 
ler to the remote stations. The serial 
data stream, shown in Fig. 10, an 
X -10 Serial Data Stream, consists of 
a 4 -bit start code, a 4 -bit house code 
and a 5 -bit code that's either a num- 
ber code or a function code. The 
start code is always 1110. The 16 

unique addresses allowed by the 4 -bit 
house code enables adjacent homes 
to run the X -10 system without inter- 
fering with each other. This also per- 
mits more than one controller to be 
operated in the same home if more 
functions need to be automated than 

FUNCTION OR NUMBER CODE 

the numbe and function keys can 
accommoda te. 

The nu er and function code is a 
unique 5 -b t code for each of the 16 

number k: s and the six function 
keys on th. controller. When a num- 
ber key or a function key is pressed, 
the appr.priate binary code is 
transmitte ' to the remotes over the 
power line The codes are transmit- 
ted in the o der of a start code, house 
code and umber or function code. 
They are presented on the power 
line as a equence of short bursts 
from a 12I -kHz oscillator occurring 
at a rate o one bit per cycle. 

The cen o al controller modulates a 
120 -kHz s nal on the power line to 
transmit a "1." The burst is I milli- 
second lo and is transmitted coin- 
cident wit the zero crossing of the 
60 -Hz po er signal. The next bit is 

transmitte at the beginning of the 
next cycle. If it is another "1," a 
120 -kHz s gnal that lasts for 1 milli- 
second is . gain transmitted. If it is a 
"0," no i gnal is transmitted. The 
compleme t of each of the bits is 

transmitte on the alternate half -cy- 
cle of the ower waveform. That is, 
if a "1" i transmitted at the begin- 

le 

Fig. 11. Transmitted bit representation for X -10. 
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1 

Control Device Sources 

DataBlocks, Inc. (579 Snowhill Road, Glenwood, GA 30428) stocks a complete 
line of control sensors and actuators mentioned in this article. These items are 
also available from the following companies: 

Stepping Motors -Linear Steppers 
Hurst Manufacturing Div. 
Emerson Electric Co. 
Box 326 
Princeton, IN 47670 
(812) 385-2564 

Oriental Motor U.S.A., Corp. 
2701 Toledo Street, Suite 702 
Torrance, CA 90503 -9971 
(213) 515-2264 

Solenoids- Stepping Solenoids 
A.B. Andrews & Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box 12167 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 
(919) 544-1762 

Newark Electronics 
6950 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. 
Norcross, GA 30071 
(404) 448-1300 

Hydraulic /Pneumatic 
Clippard Instrument Laboratory Inc. 
7390 Colerain Road 
Cincinnati, OH 45235 
(513) 521-4261 

Parker Hannifin Corp. 
Atlanta Fluidpower Sales 
2264 Northwest Pkwy., Suite 6 

Marietta, GA 30067 
(404) 956-0881 

Thermistors 
Digi -Key Corp. 
P.O. Box 677 
Thief River Falls, MN 56701 
(1- 800 -344 -4539) 

Omega Engineering Inc. 
One Omega Drive 
Box 4047 
Stamford, CT 06907 
(203) 359-1660 

Thermometrics 
808 U.S. Highway 1 

Edison, NJ 08817 
(201) 287-2870 

Photoresistors 
Mouser Electronics 
2401 Hwy 287 North 
Mansfield, TX 76063 
(817) 483-4422 

ning of a cycle, a "0" is transmitted 
at the zero crossing that occurs one 
half -cycle later. Similarly, if a "0" is 
transmitted at the beginning of a cy- 
cle, its complement, a "1," is trans- 
mitted one half -cycle later. 

This Transmitted Bit Representa- 
tion is depicted in Fig. 11. Here, a 
start code, 1110, and a house code, 
1010, are shown as they might look 
on an oscilloscope screen as they are 
being transmitted. Note that the 
complement of the bits is not trans- 
mitted on the start code. This is the 
only sequence for which the comple- 
ment buts are not transmitted on the 
alternate half -cycle. 

Each remote module can be con- 
figured to respond to the transmitted 
code by setting a rotary switch on the 
module to the desired house number 
and number code. This allows each 

of the 16 remote modules to be "ad- 
dressed" from the central controller. 

Once addressed, the remote will 
respond to a function command 
from the controller. For example, if 
key number 10 is pressed, the remote 
module with rotary switch set to 10, 
say, an outlet module, will be condi- 
tioned to receive a function com- 
mand. If the function key "on" is 

pressed, module 10 will turn on. The 
device, say, a lamp that's plugged in- 
to module 10 will then be turned on. 
This can be extended to any of the 
modules in the system. Some con- 
trollers can be programmed to cause 
commands to be transmitted based 
upon the time -of -day. Thus, a simple 
home security system can be devised 
just by making the house look "lived 
in" simply by programming various 
lights in different parts of the home 
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to turn on and off at appropriate 
times of the day. 

One of the most useful modules 
from the standpoint of the computer 
user is the Powerhouse X -10 Univer- 
sal module. This module, available 
later this year, provides all the hard- 
ware needed to interface the X -10 
system to a personal computer. With 
this module, the personal computer 
user can provide control for up to 
256 X -10 modules by taking advan- 
tage of all 16 house codes. 

Next month, we'll conclude with 
software control typically used in 
computerized systems. We'll also de- 
sign and build two process control 
systems. One will be for controlling 
the environment and security in a 
home, and the other for automatic 
testing and data logging while using 
the IEEE -488 interface. AE 
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quired for qualified Electronic Technicians. 
Through this Special Program you can pull all of 
the loose ends of your electronics background 
together and earn your B.S.E.E. Degree. Up- 
grade your status and pay to the Engineering 
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Be an FCC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

Earn up to 
$30 an hour 
and more 

Learn ai home in spare I inc. 
No previous experience reeded' 

No costly school. No commuting to class. 
The Original Home -Study course pre- 
pares you for the "FCC Commercial Radio- 
telephone License ". This valuable license 
is your "ticket" to thousands of exciting 
jobs in Communications. Radio-TV. Micro- 
wave. Computers, Radar, Avonics and 
more! You don't need a college degree to 
qualify, but you do need an FCC License. 
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School 

This proven course is easy, fast and low 
cost! GUARANTEED PASS You get your 
FCC License or money refunded. Send for 
FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

commanD PRODUCTIOnS 
FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept 220 
P.O. Box 2223, San Francisco, CA 94126 
Please rush FREE details immediately! 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 
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YOU NAME IT. 
WE'VE GOT IT! 
At Consolidated Electronics Inc. we carry over 10,000 
parts and products such as- fuses, semiconductcrs, 
batteries, capacitors, resistors, wire, cables, connectors 
antennas, chemicals, speakers, test equipment, solder- 
ing equipment, styli and cartridges, video heads, 
telephone accessories, and more Consolidated 
Electronics is an authorized distributor for: 

D Action® D O.C. White® 
D Amperes® D O.K. Tools® 

Amphenol® E Panavise® 
D Argos° D Pedro® 
D Beckman TM D Philips® 

B &K Precision TM Plumb° 
D Bogan® SAMS TM 
D Burgess® D Simpson° 

CTS® D Tech Spray TM 

D Electro- Voice® D Thordarson®. 
D Fluke® D Ungar® 
D GE® D Vaco® 

LPS® D VIZ TM 

Loctite® D Waber® 
D Kester® D Wahl® 

Mercer TM Weller' 
D Nicholson' Xcelite. 

All part orders shipped In 24 hours. 
2 Year warranty on all parts. 

Call toll free today. 

1- 800 -543 -3568 
CONSOLIDATED 

705 Watervliet Ave., Dayton, Ohio 45420 -2599 
Tel. (513)252-5662 Telex 288229 FAX 513-252 -7066 
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They're Here! 

ics 
FUN PROJECT BOOKS 
You'll want these two exciting proj- 
ect books, packed with complete 
plans for building a wide variety of 
useful electronic devices. The First 
and Second Books of Modern Elec- 
tronics Fun Projects, both Howard 
W. Sams publications, are now 
available. 

You'll find all the how -it -works informa- 
tion, schematics, photos, drawings, 
printed- circuit guides and parts 
sources to make it a snap to build al- 
most 50 useful, unique electronic de- 
vices at modest cost. 

Discover how these circuits and mod- 
em electronic devices perform their 
magic. Learn practical electronic tech- 
nology the painless way and have fun 
doing it! 

All projects are based on material pub- 
lished in Modern Electronics, with up- 
dates and revisions. They've been built 
and tested by the original authors. 
Chapters are divided into Intro To Elec- 
tronic Projects, Home Electronics, 
AudioNideo Electronics, Security Elec- 
tronics, Computers, Test Equipment, 
and Electronic Designing. There's 
something for everyone! 

Look at what you can build & take pride in: 
*Digital voltmeter accessories -high- 
frequency ac probe, true -mis adapter, 
temperature probe 

*Car projects- anti -theft alarms, engine 
tachometer 

*Life- saving detectors -gases & micro- 
wave leaks 

*Computer system power controller 
* Dual -pulse generator 
*Surround-sound audio enhancer 
*Security -telephoned status reporter, 
alarm control center 

*Home convenience -selectable phone 
ringer musical tunes, touch -sensitive 
light controller. 
... and so much more. 

The Fun Projects are capped by introduc- 
tory information on building projects and 
kits (tools needed, parts sources, etc.) 
and advanced design techniques that il- 

lustrate how a designer thinks and plans 
when putting together a practical end 
product. 

From beginning to end, MODERN ELEC- 
TRONICS FUN PROJECT BOOKS are for 
you! Order them today for a fast start in 

the world of electronics. 

MODERN ELECTRONICS 
76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801 Order 

QTY 
Name 

Date: 

Title Price Total 

Address 
First Book 
of Modem 

$12.95 ea. 

Electronics 
City Fun Projects 

State Zip Second Book 
of Modem 

$12.95 ea. 

( ) Check ( ) MasterCard ( ) VISA Electronics 

Card No 
Fun Projects 

Total 
Expires 

*Shipping 

Signature Grand Total 

(Signature required on all charge orders) 
Shipping charges 12 per order. Orders processed day 
received, but please allow 30 days for delivery. 
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iueoacsui 
Troubleshooting & Repair of Audio 
Equipment by John D. Lenk. (Howard 
W. Sams & Co. Soft cover, 181 pages, 
$21.95.) 

This large- format (81/2 " x 11 ") book 
covers the core audio equipment that 
makes up a stereo hi -fi system, stressing 
their servicing aspects. Separate chapters 
are devoted to amplifiers and loudspeak- 
ers, linear- tracking turntables, audio 
cassette decks, AM -FM stereo tuners, 
and CD players, all preceded by an in- 
troductory chapter that discusses trou- 
bleshooting approaches and test 
equipment. 

Each chapter opens with a general de- 
scription of the component to be exam- 
ined and then delves into almost stage - 
by -stage circuit detail. This is followed 
by troubleshooting procedures in which 
symptoms are given and circuit examina- 
tions advance pinpointed steps. That is, 
isolating problem areas, voltages or sig- 
nals are traced with specific examples 
based on representative schematics: 
"Check to make sure that pin 29 of IC3 is 

low. If not, suspect IC3 ...." 
The text's writing style is lucid, sup- 

ported by plentiful schematics. Of all the 
chapters, the one on linear -tracking turn- 
tables is the best. This type of turntable 
has become very popular and, unlike con- 
ventional turntables, is packed with elec- 
tronic circuitry. Coverage of other audio 
components suffers from insufficient 
space to fully explore them. After all, the 
author write a whole book on CD player 
troubleshooting, while "only" 38 pages 
are devoted to it here. 

Nonetheless, the troubleshooting cov- 
erage is sufficient to get the grey matter 
working on how to approach audio com- 
ponent repairs for each given piece of 
gear, while issuing fine information on 
the most commonly encountered prob- 
lems. Consequently, this book is a fine 
introductory overview to troubleshoot- 
ing all types of audio equipment that's 
suitable for serious hobbyists and service 
technicians. 

NEW LITERATURE 
Surplus Electronic Materials Catalog. In 
the tradition of true "surplus" electron- 
ics, the new John Meshna catalog lists lit- 
erally hundreds of new and used elec- 
tronic items ranging from infrared night - 
vision equipment and lasers to computer 
devices (keyboards, disk drives, video 
monitors, etc.) to power supplies. It even 
lists such surplus components as resis- 
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tors, capacitors, transistors, ICs and the 
like and surplus circuit boards and as- 
semblies from which components can be 
salvaged. The 68 -page catalog contains 
descriptions of each item listed, along 
with price and a photo or drawing of the 
item. The catalog is available by calling 
617 -595 -2275 or by sending $1 to: Mesh - 
na, Inc., Dept. ME, Nahant, MA 01908. 
Tools Catalog. A new fully illustrated, 
full -color, 160 -page tools, tool kits and 
test equipment catalog is available from 
Jensen. In addition to the more than 100 

standard tool kits, many new Jensen 
(JTK) and Telvac tool kits for servicing 
computer, telecom, broadcast and inte- 
grated communication systems are listed 
in this latest edition. Other major catalog 
categories include: test equipment; corn- 
puter and telecommunications equip- 
ment; SMT soldering devices; fiber op- 
tics; shipping containers; circuit board 
cases; lighting; optical aids; static con- 
trol; and more. For a free copy, write to: 
Jensen Tools Inc., 7815 S. 46 St., Phoe- 
nix, AZ 85044. 

SAVE and SAVE again 
on all your OK Electronics 

products from Joseph Electronics 
Buy any OK Test Instrument featured in this ad at a super saving price and receive a Joseph 

Electronics coupon entitling you to a 10% discount on ALL your OK product needs 
purchased from us for the rest of 1987! Choose from an array of Solder and Desoldering 

equipment, Wire Wrapping, PC Boards and accessories, I.C. and component handling tools, 
production aids, wire wrapping equipment, hand tools, wire and cable, enclosures, fans, 

racks and of course, Electronic Test Equipment and Test Probes. 

HURRY! QUANTITIES LIMITED AT SALE PRICES 

COUNTERS 
Model Description Reg Special 
510 200 MHz Bench 385.00 339.00 
512 200 MHz Hand -Held 149.00 129.00 
515 600 MHz Bench 365.00 319.00 

GENERATORS 
Model Description Reg. Special 
202 200 kHz Function 239.00 215.00 
203 2 MHz Function 289.00 259.00 
204 5 MHz Pulse 299.00 269.00 
205 5 MHz Function 555.00 449.00 
206 5 MHz Sweep /Function 995.00 895.00 
207 5 MHz Pulse /Function 995.00 895.00 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
Model Description Reg Special 
1010 10 MHz Mini Scope 395.00 349.00 

DMM's 
Model Description Reg. Special 
601 3.5 Digit LCD .1% Acc. 225.00 199.00 
603 3.5 Digit LED .25 %Acc. 195.00 169.00 
604 3.5 Digit LCD .25 %Acc. 215.00 189.00 

IJ5iLHJ?'I 

allCfrc(1h5 

CALL: 1- 800 -323 -5925 
(in Illinois 312 -297 -4200) 

Visa Mastercard Discover Phone 
orders welcomed. Order handling charges 

Value: $0 -999 $1000 -2499 $2500 -up 
Add: $10.00 $15.00 $20.00 

Open account to rated companies. 
8830 N. MILWAUKEE, DEPT. M, NILES, IL 60648 Illinois residents add 7% tax. 
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Amateur Electronics Research 

By Forrest M. Mims III 

In his editorial in the July 1987 issue of 
Modern Electronics, Editor Art Salsberg 
cited such advances in electronics as ap- 
plication- specific ICs, smart power 
chips, surface -mount components and 
the projected billion- transistor chip. Art 
then discussed the impact of these devel- 
opments on electronics experimenters 
and then asked: "What then will happen 
to home circuit brewers who build unique 
products from plans or their own de- 
signs? Will they disappear the way inde- 
pendent researchers have, giving way to 
monster -size corporate laboratories? I 

don't think so!" 
I very much agree with Art. In fact, 

I've staked my career as an electronics 
writer on a strong conviction that there 
will always be a dedicated network of 
amateur researchers and electronics ex- 
perimenters. 

Recently, I had the opportunity to see 
firsthand the intriguing projects of more 
than a thousand young amateur re- 
searchers whose results were displayed at 
a major regional science fair in Texas and 
the International Science and Engineer- 
ing Fair in San Juan, Puerto Rico. And I 
also observed some of the work per- 
formed by members of the Dallas Area 
Rocket Society. The remainder of this 
column will describe some of these proj- 
ects. After reading about them, I hope 
you will be as optimistic as Art and me 
about future prospects for amateur re- 
search. 

Science Fairs 
While attending high school, I learned 
more from planning and executing sci- 
ence fair projects than I did from any of 
the required courses. Indeed, the articles 
and books I write about electronics are a 
direct outgrowth of those science fair 
years. 

My senior year science fair project was 
a sequential analog computer capable of 
translating into English up to 20 words of 
a foreign language dialed into a control 
panel. Each word of the machine's vo- 

Fig. 1. Some of the 680 projects at this year's International 
in San Juan, Puerto Rico. 

cabulary was stored as a unique resis- 
tance on a panel of miniature trimmer re- 
sistors. Unfortunately for me, the judges 
were unable to determine how to operate 
the language translator, and it received 
no awards. However, a few years ago, a 
curator at the Smithsonian Institution 
asked me to donate the language transla- 
tor to the National Museum of American 
History. That non -award- winning sci- 

ence fair project is now considered an 
early example of a do- it- yourself home 
computer! 

When I was assigned to the Air Force 
Weapons Laboratory in 1968, I again be- 
came involved in science fairs, but as a 
judge instead of a participant. Since 
then, I have judged at local and regional 
fairs in New Mexico and Texas and at the 
International Science and Engineering 
Fair in San Juan, Puerto Rico. 

Those who are rightly concerned about 
today's serious problems in education 
will find cause for optimism by visiting 
one of the more than 4,000 science fairs 
held each spring all across the United 

cience and Engineering Fair 

States. Acco ding to Science Service, in 
1986, more t an 60,000 projects were ex- 
hibited at some 352 regional science fairs. 
A survey of 91 of these fairs revealed that 
their exhibitors were selected from 
among nearly 600,000 students who had 
entered school, city or other preliminary 
science fairs. 

Some regional science fairs are huge. 
One of the largest in 1986, with 3,570 
projects, wa the 38th Greater St. Louis 
Science Fair In 1986, a combined total 
of 2,035 projects were displayed at two 
big fairs in Mississippi. Fairs in Fort 
Worth and Houston had 863 and 819 
projects, respectively. Another large fair 
is San Anto 1io's Alamo Regional Sci- 
ence Fair. In 1987, 724 projects were ex- 
hibited at this fair. 

The top two winners of each regional 
science fair are eligible to participate in 
the annual International Science and En- 
gineering Fair (ISEF). In 1987, ISEF was 
affiliated with 359 regional fairs from the 
United States, American Samoa, Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Brazil, Canada, 
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Ireland, Japan, the Republic of China, 
the Republic of Philippines and the Unit- 
ed Kingdom. In 1987, 680 projects were 
exhibited at the 38th ISEF in San Juan, 
Puerto Rico (Fig. 1). Many of the proj- 
ects, especially those in the categories of 
physics, engineering and Earth and space 
sciences, involved electronic circuits and 
computers. Let's look at some of them. 

An Optical -Fiber Seismometer 
In June of 1986, my son, Eric Ryan 
Mims, began work on a new kind of seis- 
mometer. Eric's seismometer sensed 
movements of the Earth's crust when an 
optical fiber attached to a pendulum 
moved with respect to a pinhole mounted 
on a high- brightness LED bolted to the 
concrete slab of his bedroom. The resul- 
tant change in light entering the fiber 
from the LED was detected by a photore- 
sistor, changed into a voltage, amplified 
and fed into the joystick port of a Radio 
Shack Color Computer. A hard copy of 
movements of the pendulum was provid- 
ed by a pen plotter connected to the 
computer. 

When Eric began his seismometer 
project, he had no idea how sensitive the 

device would be or that it would result in 
numerous science fair awards and a trip 
to the International Science and Engi- 
neering Fair. Among the most interesting 
events detected by the seismometer were 
two nuclear tests in Nevada, around 
1,200 miles from our home in south -cen- 
tral Texas. The seismometer detected the 
three principal seismic waves generated 
by both these tests. 

Eric's project, which is shown in Fig. 
2, was the grand -prize winner at Seguin 
High School in Seguin, Texas, and the 
second -place winner in the physical -sci- 
ence division at the Alamo Regional Sci- 
ence Fair. At this fair, Eric also received 
the prestigious Wylie Award for the proj- 
ect judged best in research. His project 
also received a third grand award in the 
Earth and space sciences category of the 
ISEF in Puerto Rico and a dozen or so 
special awards and scholarships. 

A Computer- Controlled 
Satellite Weather Station 
Some students manage to earn a second 
or even a third trip to ISEF by expanding 
on a previous ISEF project. It's very rare 
for a student to participate in two succes- 

Fig. 3. Matthew Stahl's computerized 
weather satellite receiving system. 

sive ISEFs with two completely different 
projects. Yet Matthew Ray Stahl, like 
Eric a senior in Seguin High School, did 
just that. 

Matthew's 1986 project was a comput- 
er- controlled apparatus for detecting in- 
ternal gravity waves. This project, which 
incorporated a great deal of electronic 

Fig. 2. Eric Ryan Mims and his award- winning optical fiber seismometer system. 
Fig. 4. Robert Chapa and his robotic arm 

project. 
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Fig. S. Close -up view of another robotic 
arm exhibited at the ISEF. 

circuitry, received many awards, includ- 
ing a trip to ISEF. 

For 1987, Matthew assembled from 
scratch the complete computer -con- 
trolled satellite receiving station shown in 
Fig. 3. The station incorporates even 
more circuitry than Matthew's previous 
project. Among its most interesting fea- 
tures is a homemade thermal imaging 

system that generates a hard -copy image 
on paper of the signal transmitted by a 
weather satellite. 

Matthew's project earned second place 
at the Seguin High School science fair 
and first place in the physical- science di- 
vision of the Alamo Regional Science 
Fair. His project also received a fourth - 
place grand award in the engineering cat- 
egory of ISEF in Puerto Rico and, like 
Eric, a dozen or so special awards and 
scholarships. 

A Robotic Arm 
When I was touring the projects at ISEF 
in Puerto Rico, I met Robert Chapa, a 
senior at Powell Senior High School in 
Powell, Wyoming. The centerpiece of 
Robert's project, shown in Fig. 4, was a 
homemade bionic arm constructed from 
readily available materials and compo- 
nents. A unique feature of this bionic 
arm was that its motions can be con- 
trolled without manually actuating 
switches or controls. Instead, the opera- 
tor's hand is placed in a slot between 
matching pairs of LEDs and photodetec- 
tors. Movements of the operator's hand 

Fig. 6. Melvin Holmquist's photovoltaic 
bird feeder system. 

Fig. 7. A two -axis accelerometer de- 
signed by Kevin Bergner. 

block or expose one or more of the detec- 
tors to radiation from the LEDs to pro- 
vide control signals for the bionic arm. 

For his effort, Robert received a third 
grand award in the engineering category 
of ISEF as well as other awards and hon- 
ors. Incidentally, on a personal note, I 

was gratified to learn that Robert picked 
up some of his circuit design skills from 
books I have written for Radio Shack. 

Several other robotic arms were also 
exhibited at this year's ISEF. A close -up 
view of one of the best is shown in Fig. 5. 

Unfortunately, I neglected to record the 
number of this project and am unable to 
credit its builder. 

A Photovoltaic Bird Scale 
Another project that attracted a lot of at- 
tention at this year's ISEF was a cleverly 
designed system for weighing wild birds 
while they eat from a specially designed 
feeder. This project was designed and 
built by Melvin M. Holmquist of Grand 
Rapid Senior High School in Grand Ra- 
pids, Minnesota. 

Though I was unable to meet Melvin, I 

did read the text of his exhibit and was 
impressed to learn that his scale, shown 
in Fig. 6, could detect a bird's ingestion 
of a single seed. In other words, Melvin's 
apparatus can be used to actually count 
the number and even types of seeds a bird 
consumes during a session at the feeder. 
For this innovative project, Melvin re- 
ceived a fourth grand award at ISEF and 
various other special awards and honors. 

Other ISEF Projects 
Many other excellent electronics- and 
computer -related projects were exhibited 
at this year's ISEF. Kevin William Berg- 
ner of Columbus East Senior High 
School in Columbus, Indiana, exhibited 
a pendulum accelerometer for measuring 
the acceleration of a vehicle. The acceler- 
ometer, shown in Fig. 7, consisted of an 
X -Y arrangement of two potentiometers 
connected toa pendulum. 

Adrian Douglas of Ruston High 
School in Ruston, Louisiana, exhibited 
his sonic compass for the blind. This 
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Fig. 8. Operational and construction de- 
tails of Adrian Douglas's sonic compass 

for the blind. 

clever device is a compass equipped with 
a phototransistor facing an LED. When 
the compass is pointed north, the needle 
blocks the path between the LED and 

phototransistor and an audible tone is 

sounded. Figure 8 is a photo of the two 
drawings exhibited with this project. 

Jeff Herath of Albermarle High 
School in Charlottesville, Virginia, ex- 
hibited a model airplane propelled by a 
solar- powered electric motor. Two rows 
of large solar cells are attached to the up- 
per surface of Jeff's aircraft (Fig. 9). 

Chad Carr of Grand Junction High 
School in Grand Junction, Colorado, ex- 
hibited his experimental ice chips, semi- 
conductors made from frozen liquids. 
Chad's data clearly showed that some of 
his devices functioned as rectifiers when 
exposed to an alternating current. Figure 
10 shows Chad's exhibit, and Fig. 11 

shows his experimental ice -chip device. 
Other projects at ISEF included a pie- 

zoelectric raindrop detector, nitrogen 
and excimer lasers, optical -fiber studies, 
speech recognition and synthesis, a mag- 
netohydrodynamic power generator, ro- 
botics, artificial intelligence, data en- 
cryption, an image -processing worksta- 
tion and many others. 

In short, as in years past, this year's 
ISEF demonstrates that there is no short- 
age of young scientists. Another interest- 

Fig. 9. Jeff Hearth's solar - powered aircraft. 

DO THE TNEURIEL AND 
PRINCIPALS UY SEMI. 
CONDUCTORS APPLY TO 

OTNER. MORE COMMON MATERIALS` 

(RI 

Fig. 10. Chad Carr's exhibit on rectifying 
junctions made from frozen liquids. 

Fig. 11. Close -up of one of Chad Carr's 
"ice chips." 

ing observation is that many of the top 
award winners are from small towns. 

The Southwest 
Spacemodeling Convention 
Model rocketry is a multifaceted hobby 
whose participants include those with 
special interests in scale construction, 
finishing techniques, high -altitude 
flights, electronic launch systems and re- 
search and development. The National 
Association of Rocketry recognizes these 
and other areas of interest in competi- 
tions conducted during its annual con- 
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AMAZING 
SCIENTIFIC & ELECTRONIC 

PRODUCTS 
PLANS -Build Yourse0 -All Parts Available In Stock 

LC7- BURNING CUTTING CO2 LASER $ 20.00 

RU84- PORTABLE LASER RAY PISTOL 20.00 

TCC1 -3 SEPARATE TESLA COIL 

PLANS TO 1.5 MEV 20.00 

IOG1 -ION RAY GUN 10.00 

GRA1- GRAVITY GENERATOR 10.00 

EML1- ELECTRO MAGNET COIL GUN/LAUNCHER 5.00 

KITS 
MFTIK -FM VOICE TRANSMITTER 3 MI RANGE 49.50 

VWPM5K- TELEPHONE TRANSMUTER 3 MI RANGE 39.50 

BTC3K -250,00 VOLT 10-14" SPARK TESLA COIL 199.50 

LHC2K- SIMULATED MULTICOLOR LASER 39.50 

BLS1K- 100,000 WATT BLASTER DEFENSE DEVICE 69.50 

ITM1 K- 100,000 VOLT 20' AFFECTIVE 

RANGE INTIMIDATOR 69.50 

PSP4K -TIME VARIANT SHOCK WAVE PISTOL 59.50 

PTG1K- SPECTACULAR PLASMA 

TORNADO GENERATOR 139.50 

MVPIK SEE IN DARK KIT 169.50 

ASSEMBLED 
PG70H- MULTICOLORED VARIABLE 

MODE PLASMA GLOBE "7" 425.00 

BTC10-- 50,000 VOLT- WORLD'S SMALLEST 

TESLA COIL 44.50 

LG1140 -1MW HeNe VISIBLE RED LASER GUN 299.50 

TAT20 AUTO TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICE 24.50 

GPV1 0-SEE IN TOTAL DARKNESS IR VIEWER 299.50 

LIST10- SNOOPER PHONE INFINITY TRANSMITTER 169.50 

IPG70- INVISIBLE PAIN FIELD GENERATOR - 
MULTI MODE 69.50 

CATALOG CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE PLUS 

HUNDREDS MORE AVAILABLE FOR $1.ODOR INCLUDED FREE 

WITH ALL ABOVE ORDERS. 

PLEASE INCLUDE $3.00 PH ON ALL KITS AND PRODUCTS 

PLANS ARE POSTAGE PAID. SEND CHECK, MO, VISA, MC IN 

US FUNDS 

INFORMATION UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 716,DEPT.ME, AMHERST, NH 03031 

CIRCLE 53 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

t 1c 

01444B 
for your 

FREE 
CATALOG 

DIAL 
1- 800 -426 -2653 

or write: 

CABLE 
DISTRIBUTORS 

116 MAIN M 

WASHINGTON, AR 71862 
CIRCLE 54 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Fig. 12. Ted Mahler describes the rocket - 
launched disk camera system he designed, 

built and launched. 

vention. Local model rocketry clubs also 
sponsor many such competitions. 

Recently, I was invited to give a couple 
of talks at the Southwest Spacemodeling 
Convention sponsored by the Dallas 
Area Rocket Society. One of the most in- 

teresting sessions of this meeting was the 
presentation of the results of several en- 
gineering and research and development 
projects conducted by members of the 
Dallas Area Rocket Society. 

Ted Mahler described in detail his me- 

chanical modifications to a disc camera 
designed to be flown inside a special en- 

closure mounted atop the large model 
rocket shown in Fig. 12. A small prism 
permits the camera to look down the side 

of the rocket as exposures are made. Ted 
also showed some spectacular photo- 
graphic sequences produced by his air- 
borne camera system. 

G. Allen Wilcox described and demon- 
strated the sophisticated model rocket 
launch control system shown in Fig. 13. 

Allen's system, which is powered by a 

self- contained storage battery, includes 
an automatic countdown capability, 
built -in public- address system, beeper, 
current meter and digital display. Allen 

Fig. 13. G. Allen Wilcox and one of the 
sophisticated model rocket launch sys- 

tems he has designed and built. 

understands the real world of electronics 
(Murphy's Law and the like) well enough 
to have designed a bypass system into his 

launch con troller that permits it to be 
used should one or more of the solid - 
state circuits malfunction. 

Finally, Martin Catt described minia- 
turized microprocessor systems designed 
to be flown aboard a model rocket. Mar- 
tin discuss d potential applications for 
rocket -lau hed microprocessors, in- 

cluding dat acquisition and storage. He 
also displayed the miniaturized flight - 
capable microprocessor (Fig. 14). 

Going Further 
This coluro 
previously i 

ics in that i 

theless, I he 
about the a 

n differs from those I have 
written for Modern Electron - 
t presents no circuits. Never - 
pe you have enjoyed learning 
ccomplishments of the ama- 

teur scientists presented here. 
For additional information about sci- 

ence fairs an your area, call any local 
junior or senior high school. For infor- 
mation about the International Science 
and Engineering Fair, write Science Ser- 
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vice, 1719 N St., N.W., Washington, DC 
20036. For additional information about 
model rocketry organizations in your 
area, contact hobby stores that sell model 
rocketry supplies. You should also con- 
tact the National Association of Rocket- 
ry, 182 Madison Dr., Elizabeth, PA 
15037. Members of NAR receive a 
monthly magazine, liability insurance 
and various other benefits. 

Next month, I shall again present 
working and tested circuits. Meanwhile, 
you might think about starting work on 
that personal research project you've al- 
ways thought about starting but have 
never gotten around to. Remember that 
none of the projects described above 
were developed by those "monster -size 
corporate laboratories" Art Salsberg 
wrote about in his Editorial. Nor were 
any developed with big government 
grants. AE Fig. M. Martin Catt with one of the model rocket microprocessor systems he designed. 

ANNOUNCING 
NEW battery -backed 

clock/calendar cartridge 
for Commodore 64 & 128 

"The Right Time "rM loads time, date, year on 

power -up with one simple command 
Keep current day, date, day of month, year and time from being lost 

when computer is off with The Right Time" from Ardelt Engineering. 
Features auto leap year, 12 hour format. Can display minutes or 
seconds. 

Cartridge plugs into user port, yet port can still be used for modems. 
printers when cartridge is in place. 
Does not interfere with RAM expansion modules. 
Software uses no basic RAM. Can be 
incorporated in user written programs. 
No programming experience 
required. 
Use for routine or special applications 
like home control, burglar alarm 
systems, time management, etc. 
Loads with standard disk drive. 
All connectors gold plated for 
dependability. 
30 -day money back guarantee. 

To order call: 
1- 800 -237 -2943 
Visa or Mastercard accepted 

Just 

$59.95 
includes battery, case, 
software, instructions 
and shipping 

"The Right Time "'M 
- ARDELT 

ENGINEERING 
11111 COMPANY 
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BloMetal Wire 
Motion without motors or solenoids' Extremely uniform Ni -Ti 

alloy contracts when electrically activated, Pulls with up lot 
ounces of force Outperforms and outlasts traditional Nitino( 
Make thin relays flat latches animated models, new kinds of 

robotic actuators At 5% contraction BroMetal will run for 
millions of cycles with virtually no change in performance 

DH -420 BIOMETAL WIRE - Power with one AA battery or 
other source Perfect for small projects. experiments. and 
scale models 10cm long. 6mil diameter, wrih comps and 
connecting cable Limit power to B00 milliwatts maximum 

3 -005 DH -420 BloMetal Wire $5.95 

BIOMETAL ONE METER ROLL Continuous 6mil wire Cut 
as needed Use several strands in parallel for more strength 

3 -006 BloMetal Wire, 1 Meter $40.00 

Trv1F TAL GUIDEBOOK Information on scar, krry alloys and BoMetal Shows sample 
es activation methods. BloMetal specs application notes and more 56 pages. illustrated 

3-009 BloMetal Guidebook $5.95 

Space Wings 
Simple Electronics 

Revolutionary Robotics 
Sleek silver wings flap continuously using only 5cm of BroMetal wire 
Assemble this futuristic eleciroroc kit in under an hour Stands six 

inches high Perches on your PC or desk lamp Annoys cats With 
circuit board pans, and complete instructions Regimes a 3 Volt. 
2nn mA Adapter such as unit below 
3.001 Space Wings Kit 519.95 

3 VOL T ADAPTER - Powers Space Wings kit For 110 VAC input 
3 -012 3 Volt Adapter $5.95 - Get Moving with BioMetal' - Order Today - Send check or money order (sorry, no 

credit cards) California orders please add 7% tax All orders add $2 00 P 8 H Mail to 

r..d -f ics 20090 Rodrigues Avenue #1 

Cupertino, California 95014 
MAC, c. ly to Friday 8 am - 5 pm Pacific Time 

.mark or Mondo- t,onics 

CIRCLE 90 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Floppy Disk Drive Testing 

By Art Salsberg 

There are a variety of programs available 
to test disk drives. Some manufacturers, 
such as IBM and Heath /Zenith, make 
available diagnostic disks that include 
such tests. Typically, the tests examine 
basic disk operations, such as data write, 
read, compare with sequential and ran- 
dom- seeks, as well as a speed test. IBM's 
provides only a cryptic reference to actu- 
al speed, with 2000 being equivalent to 
300 rpm, the standard 5'/ " floppy -disk 
drive speed. 

J &M Systems of Albuquerque, NM, 
however, sells a disk drive testing pro- 
gram that really digs into the the many 
facets of a drive to test its quality. More- 
over, it does this quickly. Called Memory 
MinderTM, it works in conjunction with a 
provided Dysan DDD (digital diagnostic 
disk) program. Thus, it's a two -disk pro- 
gram, with the DDD one not copyable. 

There are versions for TRS -80, Kaypro 
and IBM or true IBM -compatible com- 
puter floppy -disk drives. The one we 

used was for an IBM, MM Version 2.00 
and Dysan's 508 -400 48 -track double - 
density, double -sided disk. The MM pro- 
gram is priced at $70, while Dysan's is 

$40, for $110 total. You need both, of 
course. A nicely illustrated 44 -page man- 
ual accompanies the disks. Memory 
Minder is also available in 3 % " 80 -track 
format and 51 /a " 1.2 -Mbyte format. 

The program tests Clamping, a Quick 
Test, Speed, Alignment Sensitivity, 
Head Alignment, Head Rotation, and 
Directional Seek. It also contains an An- 
alog Alignment Aid for use with a scope, 
Changing of Test Parameters and a 
Read /Write Test. 

Working With MM 
To start up, Memory Minder's disk is 

booted from a selected drive. When load- 
ed, the program's Main Menu appears 
and the DDD disk is then substituted. 
This disk must remain active in the drive. 

A Status Line is displayed at the bot- 
tom of the screen, which indicates the 
Drive number, Head number, Track 

Test ..) <<< S P E E D T E S T>)> 

Exit to Man Menu 
,,rint screen 

270 

Drive li ON) 

Dater 

est 9 . 

28') 

D - Drive select 
H - Heap select 
S - Start / stop test 

R P M 
290 . . . . 300. . . . 311:r 320 330 
+----- +'--"-` +-' +--"'_ + 

+ 

301 

Head 0 Track 0 Sector 

. < < r ) E D A L 1 ü N n E N! :) i 

D - Drive select 1 -- inner test track 
H -- Heap select '.4 -- Middle test trac. 
G -- Start / store test O - Outer test track 

Lxit to Mair, Men:. 
Print screen 

Status rJll H 

111 1 1 S 
-8 ,-7 -6 -5 -q -3 ...2 _, V +1 +2 +3. .y 5 +t +/ ,+ö 

Drive _ 

Date: 
:;t,roment s : 

Heap 0 Track 0 Sector 10 5tat-Is 00 r.- . 

Screen printouts obtained when J&M's Memory Minder was used to check Sneed (upper) 
and Head Alignment (lower) of a disk drive in an actual computer. 

number, Sector number and Hex Status. 
Most users will only be concerned with 
the Drive and Head numbers, which can 
be changed by pressing D for drive select 
or H for head select. Other commands 
are P for printing the screen and X for ex- 
iting the system. 

Each test is numbered in order, so to 
start a test for, say, speed, simply press 
number 3. Doing this, an RPM test dis- 
play appears, with a horizontal bar rang- 
ing from 270 to 330, with 300 rpm, the 
precise speed that standard 5'/ " floppy 
drives rotate, at the center. Speed toler- 
ance is noted as ±2% or 294 -306 rpm. 
Any measurement outside this range 
indicates that the speed is improperly 
adjusted. 

My diskette drive A (or 0) measured 
301 rpm, while drive B (or 1) shifted be- 

tween 302 and 303. Not on the nose, but 
well within the prescribed range. 

The Quick Test garnered my drives a 
straight "GOOD" in all categories, so I 

did not anticipate any deviations beyond 
normal tolerances. Indicators were good, 
fair or poor. It was interesting to go 
through the tests, though, because the 
measurements and display indicators re- 
vealed in a quantitative way how far 
from perfection, though still within tol- 
erance, my drives were. 

A Clamping test, which depends on the 
quality of the diskette hub itself, as well 
as the drive bearing, displayed perfect re- 
sults with eight bars pointing away from 
the spindle and eight toward it. Head Ro- 
tation tests, which illustrate if the head 
center -line is parallel to the track tangent 
line, scored tops, too, with column bars 
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extending the full +42 angular displace- 
ment minutes to - 42, all at 100% levels. 
All other tests revealed the degree of im- 
perfection that exists, though still in the 
good category. 

For alignment sensitivity, which re- 
lates head -read electronics to head -mis- 
alignment tolerance, one steps through 
the drives and the heads while choosing 
from the menu inner, middle and outer 
test tracks. A histogram appears on the 
screen during the tests with horizontal 
numbers indicating Radial Displacement 
in mils from -13 to + 13 and the vertical 
bars indicating Read Rate ratio of good 
to bad reads in percentage. 

Drive A, Head 0, on the inner track 
test (I) ranged from -12 to + 9 at 100 %, 
while + 10 jittered from 80% to 100 %. 
Middle tracks were 100% at -12 to 
+ 11; outer tracks were 100% from -12 
to + 11, while + 12 bounced from 40% 
to 100 %. Head 1 was a bit better, though 
the slight addition in mils breadth varied 
anywhere from 20% to 80 %. Drive B 
performed similarly. 

Checking out Head Alignment, which 
was indicated on a screen display with a 
sort of meter needle under a scale that 
had zero as its center with a + 8 and -8 
deviation in mils, revealed that all heads 
on both drives deviated from -1 to -3 
mils. This still placed it in the "Good" 
category on the Quick Test, though. 

The last test that did not require elec- 
tronic test instruments was the Direction 
Seek one. This illustrates head radial 
alignment when it moves toward or away 
from the spindle and is displayed with 
two horizontal bars for "In" and "Out" 
movement. When the edges of both are 
square, it indicates perfect alignment; 
when they're not, it shows a deficiency, 
with a mils scale noting the degree. 
Again, the test illustrated that my drives 
were imperfectly aligned, but still fine. 

Conclusions 
The nice thing about the Memory Minder 
is that no technical knowledge is needed 
to perform most of the tests. Moreover, 
there is a wide variety of important disk - 
drive elements that can be quickly tested. 

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

Testing one's drives with fair regular- 
ity, and recording the results in a log, can 
forewarn that something is deteriorating 
before data integrity is endangered. 

However, many people will not be able 
to take corrective steps themselves. 
Though many drives have alignment 
screws for adjustment purposes, some 
drives have fixed servo circuits that can- 
not be adjusted. Nonetheless, data inte- 
grity is of the utmost importance. 

The cost, $110, is rather low for ac- 
quiring the means to test disk drives in 
such a thorough and meaningful man- 
ner. I'd be hard pressed to recommend 
that one buy the program for use with a 
computer that's not used for business or 
professional purposes, though. But if 
you do any computer servicing at all or 
are involved with heavy computer usage, 
it's a very worthwhile tool to have and to 
use for repair or maintenance work. i 

MAKE YOUR OWN LIGHTSHOW 
with the 

MUSIC MODULATED RUNNING LIGHT* 

The speed is determined by the 

strength of the applied music signal. 

It can be connected to any signal 

delivering 100 mA minimum. 

#K2602 one at $54.95 
2 or more at $49.45 each 

*needs transformer TRO6 $4.95 
Prepayment with Check 

COD Certified funds (add 5.00) 
Shipping & Handling (add 5.00 /kit) 
$3.00 for our catalog of over 80 different kits. 

Allow 2 -6 weeks for delivery 

BACK UP YOUR SHOW 
with the 

60 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER 

compact 

easy to build 

2x28VDC power 
supply to supply 
2 amplifiers (stereo) 

#K1804 one at $41.75 
2 or more $37.75 

H O B B Y 
E L E C T R O N I C 

P.O. Box 1339 Dept. 

Claremont, NH, USA 03743 -1339 

(603) 543 -0033 

CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARI) 
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UNIVERSAL 
PROM/PAL*/MICRO 

PROGRAMMER 
U.S. prices From $995.00* 

EPROMS TO 1 MEG 
Cl EPROM SIMULATION 

SET PROGRAMS 
20 -24 PIN PLD /EPLD 
BIPOLAR PROMs 
SINGLE CHIP MICROS 
RS- 232/PC DRIVEN OR 
STAND -ALONE 

1- 800 -331 -PROM 
(305) 974 -0967 Telex 383142 Fax (305) 974 -8531 

From a Name You Can Trust 

LOGICAL DEVICES INC. 
Represented In 18 Countries 

1321 NW 65th Place, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309 
Some devices require optional Adaptors - PAL is a Trademark of Monolithic Memories Inc. - NsINN - -- I I= MN MNII -MI MI =NM , 

CIRCLE 52 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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5000 RESISTORS! 

,1e, I.e., r, .r s . ,,, : sssns < s/ss . !. 
* 1 

RESISTOR KIT $ 4 9 95 

Great for electronic plus $4.00 

hobbyists, R &D labs. postage & handling 

5000 quality 1/4w 5% carbon 

film resistors in a durable 50 

drawer cabinet, 50 popular values 

(100 each) from 100 to 1 M. 
ORDER LINE 

1- 800 -444 -KENT 
OR 

Send check or money order to: 

P.O. Box 26094 
Colorado Springs, CO 

80936 
(sorry no C.O.D.'s) , e ntex 

n d u s ir i e s 

CIRCLE NO. 109 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

John J. Meshna Jr., Inc. 
Surplus Electronics 

New, fast charge AA nicad cells 500 ma $1.25 
2716 UV PROMs removed from equip. OK 1.50 
Infra Red viewer kit w/ IR source & manual 199.00 
Manual only for above I R kit 10.00 
Mini hi- voltage night vision power supply 12vde 
input, 14.5kv 15 ua output 1.5 Oz. 40.00 
New, 17' 2 color plasma globe w/ power supply 575.00 
As above with custom bese, color black 675.00 
New, 5" plasma globe w/ power supply 175.00 
New, Kopec switching power supply, +5v 5 a, +12 
2.8e. +12v 2a, & -12 v .5e reg. & filtered 25.00 
New, Dsltron switeher. +5v 4a, +12v 414-5 v 4e, 

& -12v 4e (200watt max.) Reg. & filtered 45.00 
New, Panasonic rechargeable sealed lead acid bat- 
tery 6v3ah 8.50 

New, 12v 2.2eh rechargeable nicad pee 25.00 
Janeil WS -1000 24 channel satellite revr. w/ down 
convertor & Instructions 50.00 

110 vas Wall Adapters 
6 vde 250 ma w/ 6' cord & barrel connector. This 
one runs on 110 or 220 (switch selectable) 2.50 

9.5 vde 1 amp w/ T cord & barrel connector 4.50 
12 vde 500 ma w/ 6' cord & barrel connector 4.00 
12 vac CT 1.7 amps 12' cord 2 pin jack 6.00 

JOHN J. MESHNA JR., INC. SURPLUS ELECTRONICS 
19 Allerton St P. O. Box 8062 E. Lynn, Ma. 01904 
Phone orders accepted on MC, VISA or American Express. 
Orders only 1- 800-MESHNAS S20 minimum order. Cata- 
logue requests & other inquiries, please dial 1-617- 595 -2275 
Fall catalogue now available 68 pages of good stuff!! 

NEW PRODUCTS (from page 10) 

Pulse Protection 
Radar Detector 
Whistler (Westford, MA) claims that 
its new Spectrum 2 is the only radar 
detector to feature pulse protection 
that provides a unique audible alarm 
and visual warning when receiving 
instant -on or pulse radar transmis- 
sions. This is in addition to the detec- 
tor's X- and K -band signal differen- 
tiation. Spectrum 2 sounds an "am- 
bulance- like" audible signal, as well 
as flashing a "P" on its digital dis- 
play when a pulsed radar signal is 

detected. 
Features include: a digital display 

that shows signal strength on a 0 -to -9 

scale; X- and K -band differentiation 
with separate audible and visible 
alerts; variable filter setting with pre- 
set function; a mute mode that si- 
lences the audible alarm but main- 

tains the visible alarm; and a dark 
mode that eliminates the visible 
alarm but maintains the audible 
alarm. Included with the detector is a 

carrying case for transporting the 
Spectrum 2 between vehicles. The 
compact (4.875 " x 2.375 " x 
1.180') detector mounts on a dash- 
board, sun visor or windshield. 
$289.95. 

CIRCLE 79 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Stereo Graphic Equalizer 

Sansui's new Model SE -99 electronic 
stereo graphic equalizer has auto- 
mated functions that allow the user 
to optimize tape recording and lis- 

tening room equalization. On the 
front panel are separate left- and 
right -channel displays. Equalization 
can be set for each channel indepen- 
dently or for both simultaneously. 
There are 11 memories, including a 
sound menu witl} five settings for en- 
hancing various types of recordings. 
There are also five user- settable 
memories and a special flat setting 
that automatically memorizes the 

latest flat compensation curve. The 
memories can be activated with ei- 

ther a light pen (included) or with the 
supplied remote controller. 

Among the equalizer's many fea- 
tures are: a built -in pink -noise gener- 
ator; a wireless remote controller 
with built -in condenser microphone; 
ability to measure reverberation 
time; and bidirectional taping facili- 
ties. Center frequencies are at 16, 32, 
64, 125, 250, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 
4,000, 8,000, 16,000 and 32,000 Hz. 
Rated frequency response is 10 Hz to 
100 kHz +1/ -2 dB; THD is 

0.003 %; and S/N is 120 dB, $699. 
CIRCLE 80 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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`ape Mode 

Chameleon -Like Car Stereo 
Tri -color panel lighting allows Tech- 
nics' Model CQ -H9600 in -dash ste- 

reo unit to appear as a tuner (red) or 
cassette player (green) or graphic 
equalizer (white). The LED front 
panel display serves as a visual aid 
for setting volume, balance and fad- 
er controls and shows the EQ curve 
and acts as a spectrum analyzer. The 
analyzer mode displays real -time in- 
dication of the energy level in each of 
seven bands. In the EQ mode, the 
display shows one of four preset 
equalization curves (each can be re- 
called, changed and /or stored at the 
touch of a button). 

The tuner section provides 12 AM 
and 12 FM station presets plus seek, 
scan, preset scan and auto preset 
scan tuning. 

The logic -controlled cassette play- 
er features dbx and Dolby B and C 
noise reduction, double -cut narrow - 
gap head and two -way azimuth 
mechanism that automatically aligns 
the head according to tape direction. 
Features include scan, blank skip, re- 

peat and programmable TPS to take 
the user to the blank spot preceding 
any recorded selection up to nine 
ahead or eight behind the current po- 
sition before automatically going in- 
to play. Frequency response is 30 Hz 
to 30 kHz ± 3 dB with metal tape, 
and wow and flutter are rated at 
0.09% wrms. 

Equalizer center frequencies are at 
63, 125, 250, 500, 1 k, 3.5k and 10k 
Hz and boost /cut range is ± 12 dB. 
Available here is independent 
front /rear defeat that allows for 
equalization of rear speakers only, 
front speakers only or both front and 
rear speakers. 

Other features include a sound im- 
age position memory, which allows 
for presetting up to four volume, 
balance and fader combinations, a 
built -in preamp and a CD player in- 
put. The unit measures 7 "W x 57 'D 
x 1 " /,6 "H. $1,200. 

CIRCLE 810N FREE INFORMATION CARD 

INNOVATIVE PROJECTS AT 
AFFORDABLE PRICES 

GREAT FOR 
COMPUTER ROOM 
RADIO STATION 
HAM SHACK, RADIO STATION 

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER 

12/24 HOUR DISPALY 

QUARTZ TIME BASE 

6. 2.25 INCH RED LED DIGITS 

STYLISH PLEXIGLAS CASE 

BATTERY BACK UP 110V AC /12V DC OPERATIOF 

JUMBO 6 DIGIT LED CLOCK 

4 3/4 

RIG 

we 

1 3/4 

$69.95 
5 

KIT $99 ASSEMBLED 
320 WATTS PEAK POWER 
FOR YOUR CAR STEREO 

FROM NOV 86 LESSTHAN 1x THD 
MODERN ELECTRONICS' ARTICLE FAN COOLED 

:OMPLETE STEP BY STEP ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
GITAL AMP DESIGN. 
OMPACT SIZE 6'86'84' 

AMPLIFIER KIT $150 
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED $200 

SPEED UP YOUR PC BY 30% 
WITH THE PC ACCELERATOR! 

ORKS WITH IBM PC & 
CLONES 
DUAL %TAL DESIGN 

FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION 

HARDWARE RESET PUSH 
BUTTON 
ATTRACTIVE CONTROL 
BOX 
WORKS WITH NEC 020 

PLUG -IN PC BOARD 
REPLACES 8284A CHIP 

COMES WITH SSE (SPEED 
EVALUATION SOFTWARE) 

MOST ECONOMICAL 
SPEED ACCELERATOR 
ON THE MARKET 

PCA KIT $29.95 
PCA ASSEMBLED $49.95 

NEW! AVAILABLE NOW! 
320AC 110V POWERED STEREO AMP. SAME 

,.PEGS AS THE 320 CAR AMP EXCEPT HAS 110V AO 
. NEAR POWER SUPPLY FOR HOME USE. 
VCLUDES PREAMP. 
KIT $150 ASSEMBLED 5215 

NEWT AVAILABLE NOW 
STEREO PREAMP BOARD FOR NRG 320 AMP USES 
LM381 IC. INCLUDES PC BOARD 8 STEP BY STEP 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS. 
MODEL 320PA KITS19.95 ASSEMBLED $29.95 

T -100 ELECTRONIC THERMOMETER 
WOKS WITH ANY VOLTMETER 

Tai TO+150°C 
-67 TO 4-302°F 
Accuracy 
010 C Typ 

TIM .10.WEIT, 

10 MVO 
CorF 
OUTPUT 
AD590 
SENSOR 

$49.95 
Assembled 8 

Calibrated 

ORDER BY MAIL PREPASM OR COD FROM NRG ELECTRONICS. PO BOX 2413 
FT LAUDERDALE FL 33307 OR BY PHONE (305) 971.3823 

INCLUDE SHPPING FL RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX. 

CIRCLE 95 ON FREE INFORMATION CARI) 
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*QUALITY PARTS *DISCOUNT PRICES FAST SHIPPING! 

ALL ELECTROAICS CORP. 
ES' gaX41oEM &UO ..., r....:... . 

BLA KLIGHT ASSEMBLY 

Complete, 
functioning assembly ) 
includes ballast, on -of 
switch, power cord, 
sockets and F4T5 -BL black - 
light. Mounted on a 7 1/8" 
X 3 1/8" metal plate. Use 
for special effects light- 
ing or erasing EPROMS. 
CATO BLTA $10.00 EACH 

RECHARGEABLE 
NI-CAD BATTERIES L- le 

AAA SIZE 1.25V $2.25 
AA SIZE 1.25V $2.00 
AA WITH SOLDER TABS $2.20 
C SIZE 1.2V 1200mAH $4.25 
SUB-C SIZE SOWER TABS $4.25 
D SIZE 1.2V 1200mAH $4.25 

NI-CAD CHARGEABLE / 
TESTER 
Will charge 
most every 
size Ni -cad 
battery available. 
CATO UNCC -N 515.00 each 

LIGHT 
THIRD TAIL 

Sleek 
high -tech 
lamp 

embl y. 
Oca ld be 
used a 

third auto 
tail light, emergency 
warning light, or 
special- effects lamp. 
Red reflective lens 
is 2 3/4" x 5 1/2" 

anted on 
4 high pedestal 
with up -down swivel 
adjustment. Includes 
12v replaceable bulb. 
CATS TLB S3.95 each. 

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 
Compact, well regulated switching power 
supply designed to power Texas 
Instruments computer equipment. 
INPUT: 14 -25 Vac @ 1 amp 
OUTPUT: +12 vdc @ 350 ma. 

+5 vdc @ 1.2 amp 
-5 vdc @ 200 ma 

SIZE: 4 3/4" square. 
Includes 18 Vac @ 1 amp wall trnsformer 
designed to power this supply. 
CATO PS -TX $5.00 / SET 

10 FOR $45.00 

1 Rut METER 
Modutec 0 -1 mA 
signal strength 
meter with KLM 
logo. 1/4" X 

1 3/4" X 7/8" deep. 
CATO MET -2 52.00 each 

WE'VE MOVED 
OUR NEW ADDRESS IS 

P.O. BOX 567 VAN NUYS, CA 91408 

TOLL FREE ORDERS 
800. 826.5432 

INFO .(518) 904 -0524 
FAX -(818)781 -2653 

QUA, MACS UHUr.e 
Vfy4 IN oIGClstum 

Mu;rU.1DO uarA. q mt 
mvñ.ëC1k 

Rocooi 

nr 

VIC 20 MOTHERBOARD 

SIICil ] ll°4 

26 IC's including 6502A and 
6560. 2 ea. 6522, 2 ea. 812e, 
2 ea. 901486, 3 ea. 2114. 
Not guaranteed but great for 
replacement parts or 
experimentation. 
CAT O VIC -20 515.00 each 
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1300 MHZ 

FREQUENCY COUNTER 
* Covers Audio to 1.3 Gig. 
* 4 Ranges, 4 Gatetimes 
* Built in Whip Antenna 
* Powered by a 9v Battery 

or Wallpack 
* Fits in the Palm 

of Your Hand 
* 10 Mhz Timebase for 

Zero Beat with WWV 
Direct Inputs for 
all ranges 

* Factory Calibrated 
to within .001% 

ORDER MODEL PFC -1300 
$79.95 + $2.00 SHIPPING 

VERSATILE 
PREAMP COVERS 

DC TO OVER 
1000 MHZ 

For Receivers(all 
bands),Counters, Audio 
20 dB gain to 200 Mho 
14 dB gain at 1000 Mhz 
11 dB gain at 1500 Mhz 
50 Ohm Input and Output 
A Must For Every Shack! 
BNC Connectors 

ORDER MODEL PA -20E1 
$29.95 +$2.00 SHIP 
Model PA -20 Basic Board 
Built and Tested Only' ß14.95 

UPGRADE YOUR 
FREQUENCY 

COUNTER 
TO 1296 MHZ 

Converts Any 10 Mhz or 
Higher Counter 
rvo Ranges: 
1 -500 Mhz (r by 100) 
<20 MV Sensitivity 
10 -1300 Mhz (< by 1000); 
<50Mv Sensitivity 

ORDER MODEL PS-1300--- -. 

$39.95 +$2.00 SHIPPING 

DIGITREX DIVISION OF NCI 
1689 West Hamlin, Rochester, MI 48063 

(313) 853 -3232 
We Accept MasterCard, VISA, or C.O.D. "S CALL NOW! 

WEST COAST: Call Ray Lukas (805) 497 -2397 
40M Sideband Transceiver Kit for $99 Coming Soon 

CIRCLE 30 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

FREE! 
New Catalog of 
Hard -To -Find 
Precision Tools 

Jensen's new catalog is packed with 
more than 2000 quality items. Your 
single source for hard -to -find precision 
tools used by electronic technicians, sci- 
entists, engineers, schools, instrument 
mechanics, laboratories and govern- 
ment agencies. This popular catalog 
also contains Jensen's world- famous 
line of more than 40 tool kits. Send for 
your free copy today! 

JENSEN TOOLS INC. 
7815 S. 46th St., Phoenix, AZ 85044 

(602) 968 -6241 TWX 910 -950 -0115 

ELECTRONICS MART 
Classified Commercial Rates: 90C per word, 15 -word minimum ($13.50) prepaid. (Word 
count includes name and address, ZIP code and abbreviation each count as one word; 

P.O. Box number and telephone number count as two words each.) Indicate free cate- 

gory heading. A special heading is available for a S6 surcharge. First word only is set 

boldface caps at no charge. Add 20% for additional boldface words. 
Mart Display Rates: 1 " x 1 col., $120; 2" x I col., $230; 3 " x I col., S330. Prepayment 

discount 5% for 6 issues; 1091 for 12 issues prepaid at once. 
(All advertisers with PO Box addresses must supply permanent address and telephone 
number. Copy is subject to publisher approval.) 
Mailing Information: Copy misst be received by the publisher by the 20th of the third 
month preceding the cover date. Send Advertising material with check or money order 
to: Modern Electronics, Classified Department, 76 N. B oadway, Hicksville, NY 11801. 

VIDEO 
STRANGE Stuff. Plans, kits, items. Build 
Satellite Dish $69. Descramblers, bugs, adult 
toys. Informational photo package $3. Re- 

fundable. Dirijo Corporation, Box 212 -M, 
Lowell, NC 28098. 

SELECT patents plus complete explanations 
of authorization, polarity status, audio, sync 
modifications. $14.00. Signal, Box 2512 -M, 
Culver City, CA 90231. 

CABLE TV CONVERTERS. Scientific At- 
lanta, Jerrold, Oak, Zenith, New Zenith 
Flash, Hamlin, etc. Many others. "New" 
VIDEO HOPPER "The Copy Killer ". Visa, 
M /C. 1 -800- 826 -7623. B &B Inc., 10517 Up- 
ton Circle, Bloomington, MN 55431. 

SATELLITE antenna special, 6'/ foot, mesh 
construction, polar mount, UPS shippable, 
$149, (313) 437-5565. 

SATELLIT 
ics, service 
formation p 
covers, cover 
$3.00. Pond 
Drive North 
rado 80909. 

DESCRAMB 
tific Atlanta 
Easy simple i 

Trasan, Box 

and cable equipment schemat- 
anuals, booklets, diagrams, in- 
ckages, construction material, 
ers, receivers, decoders. Catalog 
rosa Company, 3624 Citadel 
289M, Colorado Springs, Colo- 

ER get all pay channels. Scien- 
500 -8550 and TV cable users. 
structions. $10.00 No Checks! 
2, Beachwood, NJ 08722. 

ELECTRONICS 
COUNTER -SURVEILLANCE, SECURI- 
TY. 52 products- Bulletproof to Wireless! 
Catalog $2.00: SPYPRO- 040EM, POB 
45521, Seattle, Washington 98145 -0521. 

FREE $50 rebate check, brochure. 1000 to 
.00011E 311 dijit milliohm meter. SASE, OMI- 
CRON, Box 6785, Wauwatosa, WI 53226. 

Order Form 
Please print in block letters. 

MODERN ELECTRONICS 76 North Broadway, Hicksvi 

Name 

Street 

City 

State Zip 

1 

6 

11 

16 

21 

26 

2 

7 

12 

17 

22 

27 

e, NY 11801 

3 

8 

13 

18 

23 

28 

4 

9 

14 

19 

24 

29 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 
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- 
MOW 1111, I I I CORPORATION 7-800-344-4539 

AN, Puerto Rico - 218-681 6674 Tele 6 - 62827914 FAX 218-681-3380 TVV X 9103508982 0171 KEY CORP 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR PANASON XODES DIAMOND TOOL UNGAR ws4 OK mAcHINE EWC, INC. NTERSIL Ao iftrt 256K (262,144 x 1) DRAM 15ONS $5.7011; $39.9519 Es CW INDUSTRIES AMDEK G.E. EAC, INC. J. W. MILLER AAVID ENG NEI 41: 
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PICKS UP A WHISPER 50 FEET AWAY! 
The model WAT -50 miniature FM tranmitter uses a 

4 -stage circuit NOT to be confused with a simple wire- 
less microphone. Simply snap the unit on top of a 9V 

battery and you can hear every sound in an entire house 
up to 1 mile away! Use with any FM radio. Tunes to any 
frequency from 70mhz - 130mhz. Easy to assemble kit 
includes all parts and Instructions. Only 29.98 tax incl. 

The WIRELESS TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER model 
WTT -20 is only about the size of a dime, yet transmits 
both sides of a telephone conversation to any FM radio 
with crystal clarity. Completely automatic. Uses power 
from the telephone line itself - never needs a battery! 
Up to 1/4 mile range. Tunes from 70mhz - 130mhz. Easy 
to assemble kit includes all parts and instructions. On- 
ly $29.98 tax Incl. 
Call or send MO, VISA, MC for immediate delivery. 
Single kit orders Include $1.50 S&H. FREE SHIPPING 
on orders of 2 or more. All orders shipped by U.S. Mall. 
COD add $4.00. Personal checks allow 21 days. 

DECO INDUSTRIES 
BOX 607, BEDFORD HILLS, NY 10507 

914232.3878 

CIRCLE 27 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

DETAILED PLANS: $4.95 

TV -SCOPE 
PENN RESEARCH, Box 3543 

Williamsport, PA 17701 

FINALLY! 
An interesting and worth- 
while project. This EASY - 

TO -BUILD circuit lets you 

use any regular TV set as 

a simple OSCILLOSCOPE. 

Build for less than $10. 

NO MODIFICATIONS TO TV! 

Single or dual trace. 

Send for FREE CATALOG of 

other plans and kits. 

: : . 
. . IOW . 

Oa 

I la II 
The magazine for Computerist & Amateur Radio 

Your #1 source of Packet Info. 

received my moneys worth with lust one 
issue..." 

-J. Trenbick 

... always stop tp read CTM. even though most 
other magazines I receive land write tor) only get 
cursory examination ..." 

-Fred Blechman, K6UGT 

U.S.A. 518.00 for 1 year 

Mexico, Canada $32.00 
Foreign $43.00(land)- $68.00(air) 
(U.S. funds only) 
Permanent (U.S. Subscription) $150.00 
Sample Copy $3.50 

CHET LAMBERT, W4WDR 
1704 Sam Drive Birmingham, AL 35235 

(205) 854 -0271 
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12..I SPEAKER CATALOGI46 
1001 bargains in electronics. Save 
up to 50% call toll free 1- 800 -346- in 
2433 for ordering only. Order by 
VISA/MC /AMX. No COD's. Missouri, IN 
Alaska, Hawaii call 1-816-842-5092, 
or write McGee Radio, 1901 McGee III 
St., K.C., MO 64108. Postage for 
catalog $1 00. ! 

'` Á 
+ unEn liP! 

Herds what you've been looking 
for -an all new hard -hitting monthly 
magazine which gives a unique in- 
sider's view of what's really going on 
in the world of communications. 
POP'COMM is your primary source 
of information - bigger and better 
than any communications maga- 
zine, with exciting coverage of scan- 
ners, shortwave broadcast & utility 
stations, spy stations, pirate and 
clandestine broadcasters, RTTY 
monitoring, survivalist communica- 
tions systems, FCC news, wiretap- 
ping and bugging, scrambling /un- 
scrambling, surveillance/ undercov- 
er communications, satellite & ca- 
ble TV, sophisticated telephones, & 
more. What you've been looking for 
all along! Take advantage of sub- 
stantial savings over the newsstand 
price by subscribing now. Don't miss 
out on even one single issue of POP- 
ULAR COMMUNICATIONS -order 
your subscription now. 

Twelve Issues 
X16 

LINEAR PARTS -Transistors: MRF454 $15, 
MRF455 $12, MRF477 $11, MRF492 $16.75, 
MRF421 $22.50, SRF2072 $13, SRF3662 $25, 
3800 $18.75, 2SC2290 $19.75, 2SC2879 $25. 
Tubes: 6KD6 $10.50, 6LQ6 $9.75, 6LF6 
$9.75, 8950 $16.75. Best Prices on Palomar 
Road Noise Mies, Ranger AR3300. New 16 

page Catalog listing radio /amplifier tricks - 
Channel Modification, PLL- Sliders, Peaking 
for Range, Hard -to -Find Linear Parts -Mail 
$1.00 to: RFPC, Box 700, San Marcos, CA 
92069. For Same Day Parts Shipment, Call 
(619) 744-0728. 

$$$$$ SUPER SAVINGS $$$$$ 
on electronic parts, components, supplies and 
computer accessories. Free 40 -page catalog 
for SASE. Get on our mailing list. BCD 
ELECTRO, P.O. Box 830119, Richardson, 
TX 75083 or call (214) 343 -1770. 

LAB Laser -Collimator, Digital /Analog 
Modulation, Housing, 199.00 Cheap! SASE 
for specs. SJH, P.O.B. 491, N. Andover, MA 
01845. 

TESLA Coil Handbook: Contains complete 
plans for three Tesla Coils. This includes a 
300,000 volt coil that can be built for less than 
$25.00. Send $4.00 to: Robert Andersen, 1859 
Prairie, Park Ridge, IL 60068. 

TEST EQUIPMENT WANTED! Don't wait 
-we'll pay cash for LATE MODEL HP, Tek, 
etc. Call Glean, N7EPK, at Skagitronics Co., 
1 -800- 356 -TRON. 

VOICE DISGUISERS! FM Bugs! SWL Ac- 
tive Antenna! Receivers! More! Catalog $1.00 
(Refundable): XANDI ELECTRONICS, Box 
25647, "M " Tempe, AZ 85282. 

COMPUTERS 
COMMODORE Chips, Distributor, Factory 
Fresh. Low prices. For eg., #6526- $9.95, 
#6581- $12.85, 901227- $10.95 and many, 
many others. Just released new C128 ROMS, 
AN UPDATE MUST, $39.95 plus postage .. 
"THE COMMODORE DIAGNOSTI- 
CIAN", a stew inexpensive way to diagnose 
faulty chips on computers $6.95 plus postage 

HD Power Supply for C64- $27.95 plus 
postage. Send for complete catalog. Kasara 
Microsystems, Inc., 33 Murray Hill Dr., 
Spring Valley, N.Y. 10977 (1 -800- 248 -2983) 
(outside NY) or 914 -356 -3131. 

C64 Light Pen Kit -Components, Disk Soft- 
ware, Notes -15.00 Cheap! SJH, P.O.B. 491, 
N. Andover., MA 01845. 

SAVE 90 07a ON SOFTWARE! Shareware 
programs compare favorably to commercial 
programs costing $200 and up! EZ- Forms, 
PC -Key Draw, PC- Outline, PC- Accounting, 
over 170 others all for $6.95 or less per disk! 
Money -back guarantee. IBM PC, jr, or corn - 
patibles. Send today for FREE catalog. 
SHAREWARE EXPRESS, 31877 Del Obispo 
# 102 S, S J Capistrano, CA 92675. (714) 
240 -1322. 

BASIC Computers, 10 lesson correspondence 
course, $39.50. Certificate. Details free. 
AMERICAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, 
Box 201, Cedar Mountain, NC 28718. 

TI -99/4A Software /Hardware bargains. 
Hard to find items. Huge selection. Fast Ser- 
vice. Free Catalog. TYNAMIC, Box 690, 
Hicksville, NY 11801. 
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IBM -PC SOFTWARE 

CompMath Computer -Aided Mathematics, se- 
lections of general, complex, matrix, engineer- 
ing, statistic mathematics. Very educational. 
$59.95. (614) 491 -0832 Esoft Software, 444 Col- 

. tots Road, Columbus, Ohio 43207. 

IBM-PC SOFTN ARE 

CompDes Computer -Aided Circuit Design, se- 
lections from basic electricity to circuit designs. 
Very educational. $49.95. (614) 491 -0832 Esoft 
Software, 444 Colton Road, Columbus, Ohio 
43207. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
POLICE, Fire Scanning Radios. Bearcat Re- 
gency Fanon. Harvey Park Radio, Box 
19224ME, Denver, CO 80219. 
DETECTIVES, Experimenters. Exciting New 
Plans. Hard to find MICRO and RESTRICT- 
ED Devices. Large Catalog $5.00 Refundable 
on 1st Order. WILSON, P.O. BOX 5264, Au- 
gusta, Georgia 30906. 

INVENTORS 

INVENTORS! Have idea for product or in- 
vention, don't know what to do? Call AIM we 
present ideas to manufacturers - Toll Free 
1 -800- 225 -5800. 

INVENTORS 
INVENTORS! Can you profit from your 
idea? Call AMERICAN INVENTORS COR- 
PORATION for free information. Over a de- 
cade of service, 1-800-338-5656. In Massachu- 
setts or Canada call (413) 568 -3753. 

Al DIO 

AMPLIFIER breakthrough -The current 
amplifier drives loads push -pull without voltage 
gain. Amplifiers are quieter, freer from distor- 
tion, easier to construct. Plans for audio amps, 
all wattages, $10. Amplifiers Unlimited, Rt 2, 
Box 139, Highmore, SD 57345. 

BUSINESS AT HOME 

HOME Assembly. Assemble PC boards for 
video accessories. We supply materials. No ex- 
perience needed. $7.50 per hour. Send self -ad- 
dressed, stamped envelope, to: Micron -Elec- 
tronics, Box 4716, Akron, OH 44310. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ASIAN LADIES want correspondence for 
friendship, marriage, SUNSHINE INTER- 
NATIONAL, Dept. TW, Box 260, North 
Hollywood, CA 91603. 

CUSTOM front panel nameplates for your 
projects. Information write: J & E Enter- 
prises, 2457 N. Marmora, Chicago, Illinois 
60639. 

APEX® Screwdriving Bits. Any size. Compli- 
mentary illustrated list. M. Shockey's, 5841 
Longford, Dayton, Ohio 45424. (513) 
236 -2983. 

PERSONAL COMPUTER OWNERS CAN 
EARN $1000 to $5000 monthly offering sim- 
ple services part time. Free list of 100 services. 
Write: A.I.M.L.B., P.O. Box 60369, San 
Diego, CA 92106. 

ICOM, Kenwood, Yaesu Newsletters. World 
Wide informational exchange. 7 -years back is- 
sues available. SASE Details. International 
Radio Inc., 751 Macedo Blvd., Port St. Lucie, 
FL 34983. 305- 879 -6868. 
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Order Back Issues of 
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BACK ISSUE ORDER FORM 
Please send me the following issues of Modern Electronics @ $2.50 each: 

Month(s) & Year(s) 

Number ordered @ $2.50 each: Total Payment Enclosed - 
(Check or M.O. only.) 

NAME: 

COMPANY (Optional): 

STREET ADDRESS: 

CITY: STATE: ZIP. 
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EDITORIAL ... 
(from page 4) 

their own, I think, and in many instances 
beat out CDs in sound quality, if they're 
kept clean as a whistle and you've got the 

room to store 'em all. CDs are the way of 
the future, there's no doubt. But just as 

early transistorized equipment couldn't 
match vacuum -tube equipment until de- 

signers got rid of crossover and other d's- 
tortion- causing elements, and early ste- 

reophonic recordings took some time to 

capture its inherent advantages, so do 

compact discs have a way to go to equal 
the better LP recordings on the market in 

terms of sound quality when dust and 
wear aren't factors. Perhaps playing 
CDs on a $7,000 Accuphase compact 
disc player instead of a good $500 one 
would change my mind. We'll have to see 

about this. 

SUPER SAVINGS - SHOP G.E.I. 
DIODES SCR's TRIACS 

Part 4 Volt Amps Cas* Pries Part S Volt Amps Case Pries 

N1183 50 PIV 35 DO-5 1.09 C38B 200 V 3 DO-5 2.09 

N1184 100 PIV 35 DO-5 1.19 C36M 600 V 3 DO-5 3.09 

N1185 150 PIV 35 DO-5 1.29 C122B 200 V 10-220 .79 

N1186 200 PIV 35 DO-5 1.39 C122D 400 V TO-220 1.09 

N1188 400 PIV 35 DO-5 1.79 C122M 800 V TO-220 1.49 

N1200A 100 PIV 12 DO-4 .85 SC1468 200 V 1 TO-220 .89 

N1204A 400 PIV 12 DO-4 .79 SC148D 400 V 1 TO-220 1.29 

N5818 150 PIV 20 DO-4 1.49 SC14h88nÌmu800 
rder 200 aTOr 

1.79 

C106B1 200 V 3.8 TO-202 .45 Pc P 

POWER SUPPLY FOR THE 
COMMODORE AMIGA 

.5VDC @ 6 Amps 

.12VDC @ 1 Amp 
-5VDC @'4 Amp 

339 ea. 

PAT PATCH CORDS 
(1ed SICrCO cords 

50C Each 

dua. RCA 

MINI FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 
by Shugart tt SA465 -3AA 

height 
Quad Density $6 
Ou Inch 

Ea 

OPEN FRAME 
MONITORS 
12' monitor 40 -80 
column display 
composite Green 
screen 18 Mhz Bandwidth 

Plug In WALL °u Aue table m0 

TRANSFORMER 
95 VD[ 1 Amp $300 
19 VAC á 300 MA $1 50 
254VA( :rr 1 Amp $195 
14 VD. - aa ;00 MA $1 00 

REGULATED LINEAR 
POWER SUPPLY - 

Computer Grads 
5VDC @ 6 Amps 
.12VDC @ 6 Amps 
-5VDC @ 0.5 Amps 

124 ea. Bench Style/Gnat for Hobblests 

PASSIVE INFRARED MOTION DETECTOR 

92 

I1 can pick up any moving human body heat or 

moving vehicle with sensing range (40 a 60 t), and 
turn on the light Each a E. I. 

GIANT ELECTRONICS, INC. 

Powerhouse (from page 22) 

Besides these manuals, H -P offers 
a series of "Step -by -Step Booklets" 
for the calculator. I was able to ex- 

amine the "Algebra and College 
Math" and "Vectors and Matrices" 
booklets and found each clear and 
easy to follow. Each page in these 
hundred -page -plus booklets pro- 
vides illustrations of typical prob- 
lems on a step -by -step basis. Addi- 
tional booklets, including one on cal- 

culus, are either available or are in 

the works. 
Clearly, the 28C is a state- of -the- 

art calculator. At $235 list, it is not 
inexpensive, but it offers power far 
beyond anything else of its all -in -one 
type, which makes it a good value for 
anyone involved in math -intensive 
work. With it, one can virtually dis- 
miss using pencil and pad for a lot of 
preliminary work since most of the 
formulations can be done right on 
H -P's 28C, AE 

E VK:S 
76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801 

FREE INFORMATION SERVICE 
For further information on products, dealers, or literature 
in this issue, circle the appropriate numbers below. Be sure 
to include your name and address before mailing. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 18 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 38 

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 48 47 48 

49 50 51 52 53 54 55 58 57 58 59 80 

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 88 89 70 71 72 

73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 

85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 98 

97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 

109 110 111 112 113 114 115 118 117 118 119 120 

121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 

133 134 135 138 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 

145 148 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 158 

157 158 159 160 181 182 183 184 185 188 187 168 

169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 

Insert Issue date here 

(month) (year) 

(must be completed to process) 

19 Freeman St., 
Newark, N.J. 07105 

800/645 

Name 

Company Name 

TOLL FREE Address 
-9060 

City State Zip 

Fax # 401/3448 282 Phone 
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14S/INI 
POCKET SIZE 

SIZE:4" Hx3.5" Wx1 "D 
MADE IN USA 

S9995- '15000 

OPTOelectronics inc 

FREQUENCY 
COUNTERS 

TO1.3GHZ 
8 LED DIGITS 2 GATE TIMES 

ANODIZED ALUMINUM CABINET 
INTERNAL NI -CAD BATTERIES INCLUDED 

AC ADAPTER /CHARGER INCLUDED 

EXCELLENT SENSITIVITY 
& ACCURACY 

AC -DC PORTABLE 
OPERATION 

#1200H 1.2 GHZ 
Small enough to fit into a shirt pocket, our new 1.2 GHz and 1.3 GHz, 8 digit frequency counters are not toys! 
They can actually out perform units many times their size and price! Included are rechargeable Ni -Cad batteries 
installed inside the unit for hours of portable, cordless operation. The batteries are easily recharged using the AC 
adapter /charger supplied with the unit. 

The excellent sensitivity of the 1200H makes it ideal for use with the telescoping RF pick -up antenna; 
accurately and easily measure transmit frequencies from handheld, fixed, or mobile radios such as: Police, 
firefighters, Ham, taxi, car telephone, aircraft, marine, etc. May be used for counter surveillance, locating hidden 
"bug" transmitters. Use with grid dip oscillator when designing and tuning antennas. May be used with a probe 
for measuring clock frequencies in computers, various digital circuitry or oscillators. Can be built into transmit- 
ters, signal generators and other devices to accurately monitor frequency. 

The size, price and performance of these new instruments make them indispensible for technicians, engineers, 
schools, Hams, CBers, electronic hobbyists, short wave listeners, law enforcement personnel and many others. 

#AC -1200 
AC ADAPTER 

CHARGER 

STOCK NO: 
#1200HKC Model 1200H in kit form, 1 -1200 MHz counter complete including 

all parts, cabinet, Ni -Cad batteries, AC adapter- battery charger and 
instructions S 99.95 

#1200HC Model 1200H factory assembled 1 -1200 MHz counter, tested and 
calibrated, complete including Ni -Cad batteries and AC adapter /battery 
charger $137.50 

#1300HC Model 1300H factory assembled 1 -1300 MHz counter, tested and 
calibrated, complete including Ni -Cad batteries and AC adapter /battery 
charger $150.00 

ACCESSORIES: 
#TA-100S Telescoping RF pick -up antenna with BNC connector $12.00 

#P -100 Probe, direct connection 50 ohm, BNC connector $18.00 

#CC -70 Carrying case, black vinyl with zipper opening. Will hold a counter and 
accessories $10.00 

FLA (305) 771-2050 
ORDER FACTORY DIRECT 

1- 800 - 327 -5912 

OPTOelectronics inc 
5821 N.E. 14th Avenue 

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33334 

MasterCard 

I 

Orders to US and Canada add 5% of total S2 min., S10 max) 
Florida residents add 5% sales tax. COD fee S2. 

AVAILABLE NOW! 

CIRCLE 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Simpson Electric Company Introduces 

The Ultimate in Low -Cost Test Equipment 
At last! Here is your opportunity to take your pick from a new test equipment line that has all 
the features you need and more and at a price that is unbelievably low. 

Here are six digital and two analog instruments 

MODEL 9340 
Pocket size. 31/2 -digit 
DMM with 20 megohm 
range and 10 megohin 
input resistance 
54800 

MODEL 9670 
Digital capacitance 
tester covering 
2.1 pF to 

20,0001.4F 

510500 

MODEL 9370 
31/2 -digit autoranging 
DMM with a memory 
mode ands. /3/ basic 
DC acetkacy 

ä59u0 

MODEL 9301 

31/2- digit. hand -held 
DMM with 0.25% 
basic accuracy and 
2,000 hour battery life 
56900 

MODEL 9120 
Analog VOM wit 
12 A DC range 
and output jack 
ä3900 

MODEL 9401 
41/2- digit, full function, 
hand -held DMM with 
.05% accuracy and 

data hold 

1290Ö 

MODEL 9702 
ligi- clampTM compact 
AC clamp-on volt -ohm- 
ammeter with data hold 
;7900 

mercer 
ELECTRONICS 
Division of Simpson Electric Company 

859 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, IL 60120 -3090 
(312) 697 -2265 Telex 72 -2416 
FAX (312) 697-2272 

MODEL 9111 
Compact VCM 
with 27 ranges. 
including a 100 
megohm range 
ä29" 

Mercer Electronics products reflect the design and quality standards 
established by Simpson Electric Company, an industry leader for over 53 
years and known worldwide for its integrity and product excellence. 
In Stock...Available Now! Stop in at your nearest distributor and see 
this new, complete line of Mercer test instruments. For the name of the 
MERCER distributor in your area, call (312) 697 -2265. or send for our 
new line catalog. CIRCLE 55 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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